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ABSTRACT

O ver the last decade the Greater Dublin Area has witnessed significant land use and 

spatial restructuring. This has forced a distinct change in the spatial organisation o f the 

built environment. Dublin has been transform ed from an essentially monocentric city to a 

more dispersed polycentric city and this has created a new more complex geography o f 

trip making. This research examines the impact o f  these changes on the journey distance 

and journey time efficiency o f urban travel patterns. This is achieved through the 

construction o f  urban travel scales for analysing daily travel patterns. Each travel scale 

consists o f  four variables: the average minimum  travel cost, the average actual travel 

cost, the average random travel cost and the average maximum travel cost. The 

transportation problem o f  linear program m ing was used to solve for a theoretical 

m inim um  and maximum average travel cost while the Hit-and-Run algorithm was used to 

sim ulate average random travel costs for the study area. The scales were constructed for 

the 2001 peak and off-peak; in order for a temporal analysis to be completed, they were 

constructed for the 1991 peak and off-peak periods also. Four evaluation measures were 

derived from the scales to assess the efficiency o f  trip making. The research found that 

there is a large difference between the am ount o f  travel required by the minimum solution 

and the amount that occurs in reality. This implies that significant opportunities exist to 

reduce the average journey distance and average journey time if  more individuals could 

be encouraged to travel to nearby destination opportunities. The results also found that 

car users have the potential to minimise journey distance to a greater extent when using 

the public transport network than public transport users themselves. Since 1991, the 

strongest influence on decreasing journey distance has been the decentralisation o f 

employment and services. Paradoxically, this has contributed to an increased use o f  the 

private car and to urban sprawl. The minimum  and actual cartographic solutions showed 

that there are considerable opportunities for public transport to serve non-city centre 

based trips, particularly in the off-peak period while the dual cartographic solutions found 

that the locational relationship between hom e and work is not as important in determining 

residential choice as has traditionally thought to have been the case.



Summary

SUMMARY

Over the last decade or so Dublin’s built environment has witnessed a dramatic transformation. 

Economic and spatial restructuring has forced a distinct change in the spatial organisation of the 

urban area. In particular, Dublin has moved from being an essentially monocentric city to a more 

dispersed polycentric city. The resultant rearrangement of land uses has had a significant impact 

on the geography of travel patterns in the peak and off-peak periods. Through the construction of 

urban travel scales, this research examines the impact of these changes for car and public 

transport users within the context of journey distance and journey time efficiency and urban 

sustainability considerations for the Greater Dublin Area (GDA).

Urban travel scales consist of four variables: the average minimum travel cost, the average actual 

travel cost, the average random travel cost and the average maximum travel cost. In this study, 

travel cost is measured in terms of journey distance and journey time. The transportation problem 

of linear programming is employed to solve for a theoretical minimum and maximum average 

travel cost while a random simulation algorithm -  the Hit-and-Run algorithm -  is used to 

simulate average random travel costs for the Greater Dublin Area. Travel scales are constructed 

for the peak and off-peak travel periods and for car and public transport. They are also 

constructed for a past year (1991) and for the present (2001).

A number of evaluation measures are used to gauge the relative efficiency of journey patterns: 

Excess Travel (EC), Capacity Utilisation (C ^), R values and Random Capacity Utilisation

Measures (RC^ ). Taken together, the evaluation measures provide information about the relative 

efficiency of travel movements and the spatial distribution of land uses in the study area.

Cartographic evidence is also used to evaluate journey patterns. Minimum and actual 

cartographic solutions are mapped for the study area while the dual of transportation problem is 

also presented cartographically. Taken together, they allow for spatial variations in the efficiency 

of journey patterns to be determined.

The main research findings can be divided into two sections; methodological findings and 

findings relating to journey patterns in the Greater Dublin Area. In a methodological sense, the
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research has proposed two new measures for evaluating journey patterns in urban areas -  R 

values and Random Capacity Utilisation Measures (R C „). They provide new benchmarks from

which future journey patterns can be compared and analysed. This study is the first to construct 

travel scales for separate modes of transport and separate travel periods (peak and off-peak). 

Thus, the current research offers an extension to previous methodologies. The results show that 

the construction o f urban travel scales is sensitive to the location o f the outer boundary o f the 

study area and to the measure o f zonal separation used in the analysis i.e. journey time or journey 

distance.

With regard to the Greater Dublin Area, the research found that there is a large difference 

between the amount o f travel required by the minimum solution and the amount that occurs in 

reality. This implies that significant opportunities exist to reduce the average journey distance and 

average journey time if  more individuals could be encouraged to travel to nearby destination 

opportunities. The results also found that car users have the potential to minimise journey 

distance to a greater extent when using the public transport network than do public transport users 

themselves. The results also showed that the car network is considerably more efficient at dealing 

with complex geographies o f travel demand than the public transport network.

The results show that since 1991, the strongest influence on decreasing journey distance has been 

the decentralisation o f  employment and services. Paradoxically, this has contributed to an 

increased use o f  the private car and to urban sprawl. The results suggest that Dublin has little 

option but to embrace the polycentric city planning ideology. Given that this is the case it is 

important that policy-makers recognise the importance o f providing high-quality public transport 

links to polycentric city nodes. This is something which has not been addressed adequately in the 

latest Regional Planning Guidelines for the Greater Dublin Area (2004).

The minimum and actual cartographic solutions show that there are considerable opportunities for 

public transport to serve non-city centre based trips, particularly in the off-peak period. The dual 

cartographic solutions found that individuals located in outlying areas are at a locational 

advantage in the off-peak period but a locational disadvantage in the peak period. This suggests 

that the locational relationship between home and work is not as important in determining 

residential choice as has traditionally thought to have been the case.
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Chapter One: Introduction

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Within urban areas, the movement o f people, goods and services is a consequence o f the 

spatial segregation o f urban land uses. An urban transport system provides a link between 

the various land uses in the built environment and this creates a circulation space for 

movement to occur. However, the efficiency with which individuals circulate between 

land uses varies from one city to another depending on a number o f factors: the 

geographic distribution o f land uses, the density o f the transport network, the modal 

choice breakdown and the overall level o f travel demand.

The first o f these factors, the geographic distribution land uses i.e. urban form, is largely 

dictated by the strength o f the urban planning system in the face of development interests. 

This is often determined by current political ideology and in particular, the attitude o f the 

state towards development interests. The second factor, the density of the transport 

network, is normally determined by the level of ongoing investment in transport 

infrastructure projects over a period o f time including the level o f investment in public 

transport infrastructure. The third factor, modal choice breakdown, is influenced by a 

number o f factors but, to a large extent, by the relative journey time efficiency o f various 

modes o f transport. It is also influenced by the level o f dispersion o f urban land uses: 

dispersed urban structures are likely to increase the level o f dependency on the private 

car. The final factor, the overall level o f travel demand, is influenced by a number of 

factors: the population o f the urban area, the distribution o f land uses and levels o f car 

ownership.

Clearly, the efficiency with which individuals may circulate the built environment is a 

complex issue. How these issues are played out in the urban environment will ultimately 

determine the sustainability o f travel patterns. Another issue which is particularly acute in 

terms o f urban transport is whether or not movement should be a matter o f private choice
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or public provision. Private movement raises questions concerning the social dimension 

of urban travel and in particular, the extent to which it is class based. A city that is 

heavily reliant on car based transport is one that is also, to some extent at least, socially 

inequitable. The issue o f private movement also raises environmental and sustainability 

questions, most notably because it is largely associated with the use of the car which is 

generally considered to be a less environmentally sustainable form o f travel than public 

transport (Tolley, 1993; Carter, 1995). Private movement is generally associated with 

more harmful environmental emissions, more land consumption because o f the need to 

build more roads to accommodate increased amounts o f traffic, more accidents and fatal 

injuries as well as higher levels o f congestion. These issues have received much scrutiny 

in recent years; the transportation literature is in general agreement that public transport 

is a much more sustainable form o f travel than private car. Despite this public transport 

use is declining in many European countries. This is not a trend that has evolved simply 

as a result o f individual choice. In many instances, it has been forced by the increased 

sprawl of urban land uses which undermines the role that can be played by public 

transport in terms of serving individuals’ journey needs adequately. O f course, this is a 

worrying trend and it makes the question of urban transport sustainability all the more 

pertinent.

This study is concerned, in particular, with constructing urban travel scales' for analysing 

travel patterns in the Greater Dublin Area^. The focus o f the research is to advance the 

research methodology with respect to the construction o f travel scales. On a secondary 

level, the study is concerned with examining the geographic distribution o f land uses and 

the journey distance and journey time efficiency o f transport movements in Dublin. Over 

the last two decades, Dublin has witnessed dramatic economic and spatial restructuring. 

The population has increased substantially while there have also been considerable 

increases in the numbers employed. At government level, there has been a shift towards a

' Urban travel scales consist o f  four variables: the average minimum journey cost, the average actual 
journey cost, the average random joum ey cost and the average maximum journey cost. They will be 
discussed in detail in Chapter Four.
 ̂ The Greater Dublin Area is defined in Strategic Planning Guidelines (1999) as the administrative districts 

o f  County Dublin (Dun Laoghaire-Rathdown, Dublin City, Fingal and South Dublin) and the Mid-East 
region (counties Meath, Kildare and W icklow).
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more neo-liberal political ideology which has compromised the role that can be played by 

the urban planning system in regulating urban development. Collectively, these factors 

have led to significant land use changes and spatial restructuring; Dublin has moved from 

an essentially monocentric urban structure to a more dispersed polycentric structure. The 

change in land-use geography has been accompanied by a change in the geography of 

travel. In short, journey patterns have become increasingly complex and individuals have 

become more car-dependent which appears to have contributed to an increase in the level 

o f car usage. The private car has become more attractive and the provision and use of 

public transport has declined in relative terms. Dublin’s sprawling environs now 

incorporate the entire Mid-East region and beyond. The sustainability o f these trends into 

the future is questionable at best and this research investigates the impact o f these 

changes on daily travel patterns.

Through the construction of urban travel scales, this study provides and in-depth analysis 

of the nature and efficiency o f journey patterns in the Greater Dublin area for 1991 and 

2001. It investigates temporal changes in journey patterns between 1991 and 2001 in an 

attempt to determine the relative efficiency of Dublin’s past and present urban structures. 

This will be done within the context o f the journey distance and journey time efficiency 

of car and public transport journey patterns. The research also investigates the extent to 

which the journey distance and journey time efficiency o f travel patterns change between 

the 2001 peak and off-peak periods. From a methodological standpoint, the sensitivity of 

the travel scales to urban boundary changes and changes in the transport network is also 

tested.

Chapter Two is concerned with providing an overview o f the urban theory that is 

particularly relevant to the current research. It examines the role o f the state in urban 

planning and its impact on land use development patterns and ultimately travel 

behaviour. Urban structure and sustainability theory is reviewed while research 

conducted investigating the impact o f changing urban structure on travel patterns is also 

examined.
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Chapter Three examines the changing spatial structure of Dublin and its impact on 

journey patterns and the provision and role of public transport relative to the private car. 

Thereafter, recent land use and transport policy are reviewed within the context o f these 

changes.

Chapter Four demonstrates the methods used for constructing urban travel scales and how 

they should be interpreted. It also explains the evaluation measures used for analysing the 

efficiency o f travel patterns in the study area before highlighting the merits o f the 

research for analysing the efficiency and sustainability o f daily travel patterns within the 

context o f urban development.

Chapter Five outlines the extent o f the research study area and the data collection 

process. Particular attention is given to the origins o f the 1991 and 2001 datasets while 

the data analysis software is also discussed.

Chapters Six and Seven are concerned with constructing urban travel scales from the 

2001 data. Chapter six presents the results that emerge for the 2001 peak period while 

Chapter Seven does the same for the 2001 off-peak period. Both chapters are concerned 

with analysing travel patterns in terms of their journey distance and journey time 

efficiency for car and public transport.

Chapter Eight presents the urban travel scale results that emerge for the 1991 peak and 

off-peak data. Particular attention is given to comparison with the 2001 data in an attempt 

to determine temporal variation in the journey distance and journey time efficiency o f car 

and public transport travel patterns.

Chapter Nine is concerned with testing the sensitivity o f the 2001 peak travel scales to 

changes in the location o f the study boundary. Attention is also given to the sensitivity o f 

the travel scales to changes in the modes of transport and transport network used by 

individuals when undertaking journeys.
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The final chapter offers some broad conclusions relating to the suitability o f the research 

methodology and to the efficiency and sustainability o f travel patterns in the Greater 

Dublin Area. Suggestions for further research are also proposed.

1.2 Research Aims

The primary aims o f the research are as follows:

° To construct urban travel scales for the Greater Dublin Area for the 1991 and 

2001 peak and off-peak periods for the car and public transport and for different 

measures o f zonal separation (Euclidean distance (ED), Road Network Distance 

(RND) and Travel Time (TT)).

° To determine the way in which the urban travel scales vary for different modes of 

transport, different time periods, different travel periods and different measures of 

zonal separation.

° To use R values, random capacity utilisation values ( R Q ) ,  capacity utilisation 

values ( C„ ) and excess travel (EC) values to determine the efficiency o f journey 

patterns in the study area.^

° To determine the variation in R values, random capacity utilisation values ( R Q ) ,

capacity utilisation values (C^)  and excess travel (EC) values for different

measures o f zonal separation, different time and travel periods, and different 

modes o f transport.

° To examine the efficiency o f travel patterns for a monocentric and polycentric 

urban structure

° To test the sensitivity of the travel scales to changes in the location o f the outer 

boundary o f the study area.

° To reconstruct the 2001 peak travel scales placing car users on the public 

transport network and public transport users on the car network in an attempt to 

determine how individuals are located with respect to the transport network they 

do not use.

The evaluation m easures w ill be exp la in ed  in detail in Chapter Four.
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° To determine the locational advantage/disadvantage o f each zone in the study area

within the context o f  least journey time and journey distance.

° To map the minimum  and actual journey distance and journey tim e solutions for

each zone in the study area with a view to determ ining spatial variations in 

journey distance and journey time efficiency for car and public transport trip 

production.

° To investigate the extent to which Euclidean distance (ED) used as a m easure o f

zonal separation approxim ates the distance travelled along the road network.

The secondary aims o f  the thesis are:

o  To determine the journey distance and journey time efficiency o f  travel patterns

in the Greater Dublin Area (GDA) within the context o f R  values, random 

capacity utilisation values (R C ^), capacity utilisation values (C ^), and excess 

travel values (EC)

o To investigate the extent to which planning policy has been successful at

integrating land use and transportation systems 

o  To determine the relative efficiency and sustainability o f  D ublin’s past and

present urban structures w ithin the context o f journey distance and journey time 

values

o To assess the relative efficiency o f  public transport vis-a-vis the private car in the

GDA
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CHAPTER TWO: URBAN THEORY

2.1 Introduction

The aim o f this chapter is to provide the reader with an overview o f urban theory relating 

to the current research. The first section deals with the role o f the state in urban planning 

while the second discusses various spatial organisation models and the patterns o f trip 

making which they create. Finally, urban and transport sustainability is discussed within 

the context o f urban spatial restructuring.

2.2 The Role o f  the State in Urban Planning  

2.2.1 The State and Urban Planning

“The foundation o f every division o f  labour which has attained a certain degree o f  

development, and has been brought about by the exchange o f  commodities, is the 

separation o f  town from country. One might well say that the whole economic history o f  

society is summed up in the movement o f  this antithesis

(Marx, 1976,462)

Urban planning is a control measure operated by the state (on behalf o f its citizens) in an 

attempt to control the outcomes o f property development forces. Traditionally, it has 

attempted to influence the strategic planning and development o f land and transportation, 

as well as the form o f development (MacLaran and McGuirk, 2003). Urban planning 

evolved as a response to the ongoing societal conflicts that existed (and continue to exist) 

in the built environment. The urban planning system is responsible for establishing the 

framework within which property development may operate. The strength o f urban 

planning system and the power with which it is endowed varies from one political state to 

the next depending on a number o f factors (MacLaran and McGuirk, 2003). In some 

cities therefore, the traditional flinctions associated with urban planning measures are 

more manifest than in others.
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Because urban planning is a function of state activity, our explanations for its existence 

and operation depend upon how we view the role o f the state in the operations o f 

capitalism. MacLaran and McGuirk (2003) have provided an excellent review o f the four 

major interpretations o f the role o f the state in planning: pluralist, managerialist, reformist 

and Marxist political economy perspectives. The latter interpretation -  Marxist political 

economy perspectives -  provides the most complete and penetrating analysis.

Figure 2.1 Relationship between the economic base and the political and ideological 

superstructure
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M arxist analysis views the state as a social institution which arose in order to mediate 

conflicts emerging as a result o f  the emergence o f class-based society. In capitalist 

society, it is the abstraction o f  labour through the exchange value o f  money that gives rise 

to the governing or functional social system (Parker, 2004). In capitalism, the conflict 

that exists between the interests o f capital and labour over the division o f  social product 

threatens the basic social relations o f  the capitalist mode o f  production (M acLaran and 

M cGuirk, 2003). Because capitalist society is incapable o f  ensuring the conditions for it 

own survival the state acts at the behest o f capitalism to secure the means o f production 

(the instruments and objects o f  labour) and to regulate the labour process, reinforcing and 

ultimately guaranteeing the relations o f production (Figure 2.1). As M acLaran and 

M cGuirk (2003, 76) assert, “ ...the  state acts to assuage the conflict between capital and 

labour, to mediate class conflict, to legitimate capitalist society and its property 

relations” . This is achieved through the state administrative apparatus, coercive 

apparatus, the state legal system as well as the state ideological and commercial 

apparatus. Therefore, Marxism views the state as a social institution which undertakes 

operations in order to ensure that an adequate degree o f economic, political and 

ideological synergy is maintained to enable ongoing capital accumulation. Because o f 

this, Marxist political economists do not view the state as a benign and objective 

institution; rather, because the state ultimately guarantees the survival o f  the capitalist 

system, they view the state as being implicit in the process o f capital accumulation.

The built environment provides an arena within which the process o f  capital 

accumulation can take place. It provides opportunities for the generation o f  profit through 

the urban development process. In fact, the existence o f cities is borne out o f  this specific 

purpose. However, the contradictions inherent in the capitalist economic system become 

manifest in the built environment (e.g. the redundancy o f  older land use functions 

because their utility value has been reduced by evolving capitalist economic conditions). 

Thus, land-use contradictions arise because o f the disjointed nature o f  land ownership 

and property developers’ drive for profit which creates an urban landscape fiill o f  

environmental dislocations (M acLaran and McGuirk, 2003). Scott (1980) asserts that, in
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the absence o f planning, because urban development under capitalism is primarily under 

the control o f private landowners and developers, the results o f the land development 

process is in the longer-term fundamentally out of control. Therefore, urban planning 

exists in order to regulate urban development and control and guide urban land markets 

toward orderly and efficient development. Urban planning also provides urban facilities 

which the capitalist system considers ‘unproductive’ and ultimately unprofitable, for 

example transport infrastructure, public spaces and public parks. At present, urban 

planning attempts to provide these ‘unprofitable’ facilities in the form o f ‘planning gain’. 

Thus, from a Marxist perspective, urban planning facilitates capitalism by attempting to 

create an environment which reduces locational contradictions and therefore enhances 

economic efficiency. Planners are therefore regarded as state agents ultimately serving 

capitalist interests (MacLaran and McGuirk, 2003). Ultimately, therefore, it is the 

capitalist system, which is reinforced by all individuals in society (consciously or 

otherwise), that creates urban development problems.

Chapter Three demonstrates the rapid change which has occurred in Dublin over the last 

decade or so. In short, Dublin has become a city characterised by traffic congestion, 

urban sprawl and social and environmental concerns. Over the last decade, the nature and 

character o f development has been and continues to be unsustainable. Many problems, 

for example, are being created by the disordered nature o f development. The built 

environment currently houses many o f the contradictions o f capitalist society generated 

by the production process.

Urban development plans rely heavily for their implementation upon the support o f 

private developers. Accordingly, plans which run contrary to capitalist profitability 

criteria become merely aspirational if they are not backed financially by the public sector. 

The ownership o f private property confers a significant degree o f power to private 

developers and enables them to withdraw, if  they wish, from the development process 

(MacLaran and McGuirk, 2003). In a city with weak planning controls, the type o f 

development which ensues under capitalism is likely to be one which mirrors a 

patchwork quilt: development will most likely occur in areas that are considered
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profitable by private developers while areas that are not considered profitable will be 

(despite the fact that the development o f these areas makes sense in terms o f broader 

planning strategy) precisely because o f the power o f development interests to withdraw 

from the development process. This, together with the short-sighted nature o f developers 

interested only in making profits, creates a city with many incompatible land uses, for 

example Chapter Three will highlight cases o f such incompatibility in Dublin.

A city with many incompatible land uses creates problems for the state in terms o f the 

provision o f transport infrastructure and other services. In terms o f transport 

infrastructure, the state (and ultimately the individual tax payer) generally faces the 

burden o f  providing an adequate circulation space between the various urban land uses, 

whether this is in terms o f road or rail infrastructure. The provision o f transport 

infrastructure is often beyond the logic o f capitalist interests because it is often viewed as 

being ‘unprofitable’ and ultimately ‘unproductive’ to do so. Generally, the state is left 

with sole responsibility for the provision o f transport infrastructure. Cities lacking strong 

planning measures (as is the case in Dublin) are more likely to have incompatible land 

use arrangements, precisely because of the inability of the urban planning system to 

prevent the land use inconsistencies which arise under the capitalist system. The evidence 

presented in Chapter Three suggests that in the case o f Dublin, the urban planning 

process has little power to regulate development in a manner that will make for the 

efficient circulation o f individuals throughout the Dublin region. This is largely due to the 

fact that planning is weak in the region. Development plans are merely aspirational 

because the balance o f  power in the built environment is firmly on the side o f property 

development interests. This has resulted in an inefficient land use arrangement which is 

particularly unsustainable in a transport sense. It is only through the use o f strict planning 

measures that land use and transport can be integrated and more sustainable forms of 

development can be achieved.

In summary, the Marxist political economy perspective hypothesises that the property 

development process under capitalism is at the root o f all urban sustainability concerns, 

including transport. While these perspectives provide an excellent analysis o f the
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workings o f the urban development process and the role o f the state in urban planning, it 

seems that they provide little in the way of problem solving suggestions. It seems clear 

that in order to prevent the land-use contradictions which arise as a result o f the urban 

development process, greater power needs to be conferred upon urban planners if they are 

to assuage land-use contradictions and ensure more integrated development in the future.

2.3 Urban Development and Sustainability Theory

2.3.1 Urban Spatial Organisation: Monocentric and Polycentric Urban Structures

Traditionally, the monocentric city model was the most widely used model for analysing 

the spatial organisation o f cities. It was first developed by Alonso (1964) and 

subsequently refined by the work o f Muth (1969) and Mills (1967) on density gradients 

in metropolitan areas. The standard monocentric city model developed by Alonso (1964) 

assumes that cities’ Central Business Districts (CBD’s) tend to have more jobs than 

residences while suburban locations usually contain more housing than jobs. Moreover, 

the central assumption of the monocentric model is that individual households value 

accessibility. To reduce the cost of their daily commute, workers bid more for housing 

close to the CBD. Thus, the monocentric city model predicts that employment and 

residential density gradients decline exponentially from the CBD, as do location rents.

In recent years, a second type o f urban model has evolved: the polycentric city model. As 

cities become larger, the original monocentric structure tends to dissolve progressively 

into a polycentric structure where the CBD loses its primacy and clusters o f  employment 

and service activities are decentralised within the built-up area. These clusters have often 

been referred to as sub-centres or nodes (Cervero and Wu, 1997). Generally, large cities 

are bom monocentric and evolve into a polycentric structure. This has led Bertaud (2002, 

6) to describe them as “animals from the same specie observed at a different time during 

their evolutionary process”.

O f course, no city is completely monocentric (with all employment located in the CBD) 

and no city is completely polycentric (with no distinguishable downtown). Rather, some
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cities are predominantly monocentric, others are predominantly polycentric and some are 

in-between. The shape a city takes generally depends on the extent to which urban 

planners regulate land uses, invest in infrastructure and utilise taxation measures. 

Moreover, the shape a city takes produces a distinct pattern o f daily trip making.

Figure 2.2 Schematic Representations of Trip Patterns in Theoretical Urban Systems
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Figure 2.2 shows a schematic representation o f four separate models o f urban spatial 

organisation (Bertaud, 2002). Figure 2.2 (a) shows the standard monocentric urban model 

where the vast majority o f employment is located in the CBD. Travel patterns in a 

monocentric city are generally along radial routeways (road or rail) between the city
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outskirts and the CBD, and vice versa. The provision o f high-quality public transport is 

made easier in a monocentric city because trip making is concentrated along a limited 

number o f routeways serving the central area. In theory, cross-commuting, inter-suburban 

commuting and reverse commuting are absent in monocentric cities and the commuting 

average distance to the centre is approximately equal to the average distance o f all 

residences from the CBD.

The second model (Figure 2.2 (b)) is the urban village version o f the polycentric city 

model. Here, it is envisaged that self-sufficient communities exist around a number of 

employment sub-centres. In theory, these ‘urban villages’ then aggregate to form a large 

polycentric metropolis. In such a city, trips would be short because most people would 

live and work in the same ‘urban village’ or sub-centre; the demand for travel between 

subcentres and from sub-centres to the central area would be low. This model has been 

criticised for being over-idealistic and not representing reality (Bertaud, 2002).

The third model (Figure 2.2 (c)) is the random movement version of the polycentric city 

model. Here, the CBD and sub-centres generate and attract trips from the entire built-up 

area o f the city. In such a city, the CBD is relatively weak. Trips have a wide variety o f 

origins and destinations and overall, trip patterns are dispersed and highly complex. This 

complexity makes the provision o f public transport more difficult and results in the 

private car being the dominant mode of transport.

The final model (Figure 2.2 (d)) is the mono-polycentric city model. This is an ‘in- 

between’ model where a relatively strong CBD exists alongside strong employment sub

centres. In this urban model, relatively strong radial flows exist between employment 

sub-centres and the CBD while relatively weak flows occur between employment sub

centres. In such a city there is scope for providing high quality public transport, at least 

along the main radial routeways. At the same time, there exists a significant number o f 

trips (inter-suburban and cross-city trips) with multiple origins and multiple destinations 

which cannot be served easily by public transport. Thus, in a mono-polycentric city the
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car dominates modal choice decision-making while the use o f public transport is mostly 

limited to the main radial routeways.

In summary, it can be seen that the spatial organisation o f cities has a substantial 

influence on daily travel patterns. Chapter Three will show that it is the mono-polycentric 

city model which is most applicable to Dublin: despite significant employment 

decentralisation, Dublin has retained a relatively strong central core. The decentralisation 

o f employment in Dublin has increased the complexity o f travel patterns but high traffic 

flows continue to exist on a limited number o f radial routeways. Looking to the future, 

the key question is whether in the absence o f strict planning controls, the city will evolve 

further toward the random movement model which would have important implications 

for the geography o f transport movements and the role of public transport.

2.3.2 Urban Restructuring and Travel Patterns: Evidence from the literature

There is increasing agreement among academics that the processes o f  globalisation are 

influencing not only the economic structure o f cities but also their spatial structure (Clark 

and Kuijpers-Linde, 1994). The germane literature has been dominated by two strands of 

research. First, a number o f researchers have noted a change in the emerging urban 

structure o f cities (Gordon et al, 1986; Clark and Kuijpers-Linde, 1994; Cervero and Wu, 

1997; Van der Laan, 1998); second, the issue o f transport within these new emerging 

spatial structures has gained a degree o f prominence. The latter issue is often manifested 

in debates concerning the efficiency o f  daily travel patterns, congestion, the role o f public 

transport and the jobs-housing balance (Levine, 1992; Cervero, 1989, 1996; Schwanen, 

2002; Aguilera, 2005).

In terms o f transport, the main question associated with urban restructuring relates to 

whether urban travel patterns have become more or less efficient. In particular, has the 

emergence o f polycentric urban structures reduced average journey distances and times, 

and have these new urban structures created a greater dependency on the private car? 

Clark and Kuijpers-Linde (1994) used employment and joumey-to-work data from the 

Randstad and Southern California for 1980 and 1990 in an attempt to identify evidence
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for the emergence o f polycentric urban structures. In both areas, they identified the 

emergence and strengthening o f polycentric urban structures in the form of population 

deconcentration and spatial shifts in office, industrial and retail functions. Despite the fact 

that the Randstad is a planned region while Southern California is relatively unplanned, 

the authors concluded tentatively that both regions suffered increased automobile 

dependence, reduced journey distances but increased journey times (the commuting 

paradox) and increased levels o f congestion. Moreover, the authors concluded that the 

emerging polycentric structures strongly favour the use o f the car over other transport 

alternatives (Clark and Kuijpers-Linde, 1994).

In their study o f several Dutch metropolitan areas, Schwanen et al (2001) compared the 

average commuting distances and mode of transport in a monocentric and three types of 

polycentric urban systems. They concluded that “deconcentration o f urban land use to 

suburban locations and new towns almost certainly promotes the use o f the private car for 

all purposes” (Schwanen et al, 2001, 185). At the same time, they concluded that the 

average distance travelled does not necessarily increase with the development of 

polycentric urban structures. In a later study, Schwanen et al (2004) provided evidence 

suggesting that the average commuting distance and level o f car dependency in 

polycentric urban systems depends strongly on urban spatial planning policies.

In another body of research, the average commuting distance o f individuals working in 

the city centre and sub-centres is compared. Dubin (1991) showed that in the case of 

Baltimore, individuals working in sub-centres have higher associated commuting 

distances than those working in the city centre. However, Cervero and Wu (1997) came 

to the opposite conclusion for the San Francisco Bay Area. In the case o f Los Angeles, 

Gordon et al (1986) showed that individuals living in sub-centres experienced longer 

journey to work distances than those living in the city centre. In this study, the author 

concluded that polycentrism was associated with shorter journey to work distances for 

most o f the individuals.
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Most recently, Aguilera (2005) looked specifically at the impact o f polycentrism and at 

the co-location hypothesis (i.e. the place o f residence o f those working in a sub-centre) on 

journey to work distances for 1990 and 1999. Her findings show that despite all sub

centres having more jobs than working residents, most individuals living in a sub-centre 

worked outside that subcentre. This trend was more marked for 1999 than for 1990. 

Results in terms o f commuting patterns showed a growth in the number o f trips between 

the subcentres and between the sub-centres and the municipalities located outside. In 

addition, city centre residents were relying increasingly on jobs located in sub-centres 

and elsewhere. The conclusion was that trip patterns had become more complex over the 

period with average commuting distance increasing regardless of where people lived.

In summary, it is evident that there appears to be little consensus among academics as to 

whether the emergence o f polycentrism increases or decreases average journey distances 

and journey times. Rather, the results appear to be place specific which suggests that 

factors other than urban structure have a greater role to play in determining average 

journey distances and journey times. In fact, it suggests that cities vary widely in their 

structure, something that may be due to different types and impacts o f the urban planning 

process (Section 2.3.1). It is generally accepted that polycentric urban structures tend to 

increase levels o f automobile dependency which raises questions about the sustainability 

o f polycentric urban areas.

2.3.3 Urban Sustainability and Sustainable Urban Form

No universally acceptable definition of urban sustainability or sustainable transportation 

exists (Beately, 1995). However, it is generally agreed that sustainability involves finding 

a balance between current and future environmental, social and economic qualities in 

urban areas (WCED, 1987; OECD, 1996; Litman, 2003; Steg and Gifford, 2005). 

Moreover, the idea o f sustainability implies that “if some process is continued into the 

fiiture, the conditions necessary to support that process will not be impaired. In particular, 

it suggests that the process itself will not undermine the conditions which sustain it” 

(Harris, 2001, 445).
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The UN centre for Human Settlements (in Birk and Zegras, 1993) defines a sustainable 

transport system as one that fulfils three criteria. First, it must be ecologically sustainable, 

maintaining pollution levels that human beings can safely tolerate and that the 

environment carrying capacity can allow. Second, it must be financially sustainable so 

that it does not require more financial assistance for operation, maintenance and carrying 

charges than can be paid by its users. Third, the system should be socially sustainable, 

providing each member o f society with the means o f attaining fundamental social, 

cultural, educational and economic essentials. The sustainability o f transportation may 

therefore be considered by examining the sustainability of the actual transport system in 

terms o f the positive and negative values and externalities o f traffic and transport that are 

apparent now or in the foreseeable future (Steg and Gifford, 2005). Indicators may be 

used to establish sustainable transport goals and to monitor whether the transport system 

is moving towards sustainability. Examples o f indicators could include energy use, levels 

of Carbon Dioxide and other emissions, land-use consumption, disruption and 

fragmentation o f natural areas, waste, traffic safety, and noise pollution, the health 

consequences o f transport, accident costs, social exclusion costs, economic contribution, 

and accessibility. Other indicators have been defmed (Litman, 2003) that assess the 

quality of the transport system. They include travel speed, congestion delay, variety and 

quality o f transport options available, accessibility o f activities for all individuals in 

society, as well as the proportion o f household income devoted to transport and vehicle- 

kilometres-travelled (vkt).

Black (1997) defines five aspects of modem transportation systems which threaten their 

sustainability: (1) a reliance on finite petroleum resources, (2) harmful environmental 

emissions, (3) motor vehicle fatalities and injuries, (4) traffic congestion and (5) urban 

sprawl. Quite clearly, these issues need to be borne in mind when the sustainability o f 

urban transport systems is being considered.

Over the last few decades, car use has increased strongly throughout the developed 

world. According to Steg and Gifford (2005, 59) “the number of passenger kilometres by 

private car per capita increased by 90% in Western Europe and 13% in the US between
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1970 and 1990. In 1990, the average number o f passenger-kilometres travelled by private 

car in the US (18,650 km) was more than double the Western European figure (8,710 

km). O f the 675 million motorised vehicles in 1990, approximately 80% were for 

passenger transport” . Obviously, the increasing number o f cars and their daily use has 

caused various problems. Some urban commentators have suggested that the 

sustainability o f urban areas is under threat if  this trend continues (OCED, 1996; Black, 

1996, 1997).

As stated previously, indicators have been identified which shed some light on the 

sustainability o f urban areas. Similarly, strategies have been proposed which, in theory, 

would create more sustainable urban transport systems and more sustainable urban areas 

in general. These strategies can be divided, rather crudely, into behavioural or 

technological strategies, or both. Behavioural changes aim at reducing the levels o f car 

use in urban areas. These include inducing modal shifts to more environmentally friendly 

forms o f  transport, changing destination choices, combining trips, car pooling, or simply 

travelling less (Newman and Kenworthy, 1999). Second, technological changes are 

aimed at reducing the negative environmental externalities o f car use by increasing the 

energy efficiency o f cars and developing new forms o f road surface to reduce the level of 

noise pollution created by cars (Steg and Gifford, 2005).

Other sustainability problems including urban sprawl, modal choice and accessibility, 

have not been addressed explicitly in terms o f changing urban structure. An exception is 

Camagni et al (2002) who looked at urban mobility and urban form in terms o f various 

patterns of urban expansion. They concluded that the use of public transport in urban 

areas “seems to be strongly influenced, both in terms o f efficiency and competitiveness, 

by the structural organisation o f an urban area: the more dispersed and less structured the 

development, the lower its level o f efficiency and competitiveness and, consequently, its 

share o f the mobility market” (Camagni et al, 2002, 214).

In summary, it is evident that many issues surround the sustainability o f urban areas. It is 

not possible to offer a detailed discussion of all o f the issues here. From the perspective
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o f  the current research, it is important to note that urban sustainability and transport 

sustainability are not m utually exclusive, but interdependent. M oreover, the literature 

dem onstrates that the spatial organisation o f  urban areas, and the travel patterns which 

result, strongly influences the future sustainability o f  urban areas.

2.4 Conclusion

This chapter has shown that the strength or otherwise o f urban planning in the capitalist 

econom ic system influences the spatial organisation o f urban areas. To a large degree, 

urban spatial organisation determines daily travel patterns and ultim ately the 

sustainability o f  urban areas. The current research deals with these issues w ithin the 

context o f  Dublin, Ireland. Bearing this in mind, the next chapter looks specifically at 

D ublin’s evolving land use and transport trends within the context o f  urban spatial 

restructuring and transport sustainability. The success o f  planning policies adopted to 

regulate urban and regional land developm ent is also reviewed.
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CHAPTER THREE: URBAN SPTAIAL RESTRUCTURING: LAND 

USE TRENDS, TRANSPORT TRENDS AND PLANNING POLICY IN

THE GREATER DUBLIN AREA

3.1 Introduction

Dublin is a primate city located on the east coast o f Ireland. The Greater Dublin Area 

(GDA)' has a population o f 1.54 million people (CSO, 2002) and over the last two 

decades the population has increased rapidly. This, among other factors, has forced a 

considerable expansion o f the built-up area. As a result, significant land use changes have 

occurred and daily travel patterns have adjusted to these changes. This chapter focuses on 

the aforementioned changes, their relevance to the current research, and the policy 

measures that have been introduced in an attempt to deal with the transport problems that 

have accompanied spatial restructuring.

In the first part o f this chapter, Dublin’s changing spatial structure is analysed within the 

context o f the changing geography o f land uses and recent transport trends. The chapter 

alludes to the impact o f these changes on the provision and role o f public transport in the 

Greater Dublin Area. Thereafter, recent policy documents relating to land use and 

transport planning in the Greater Dublin Area are reviewed. The chapter concludes by 

referring to the suitability o f the Greater Dublin Area for the cuirent research project.

3.2 Recent Land-Use and Transport Trends

As discussed in the previous chapter, the geography o f transportation flows reflects to a 

large extent the distribution o f land uses within an urban area. A monocentric city, with 

the majority o f employment and service functions located in the core and with the 

majority o f residences located in outlying areas, generates a primarily radial pattern o f 

trip making with significant flows along a limited number o f major radial routes. By way 

of contrast, a city where residential and non-residential functions are more interspersed

' T he Greater D ublin Area is defined  in Strategic P lanning G uidelin es (1 9 9 9 )  as the adm inistrative districts 
o f  C ounty D ublin  and the M id-E ast region (counties M eath, K ildare and W ick low ).
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(i.e. polycentric cities), as is fast becoming the case in DubHn, generates a more diffuse 

pattern o f trip making. The change in the urban structure o f Dublin from an essentially 

monocentric city to a more dispersed and polycentric city and the associated change in 

the pattern o f traffic flows can only be understood fully within the context o f urban land 

use restructuring.

Land-Use Trends

The first land-use trend that has had a significant impact on traffic flows in the Dublin 

area has been increasing population. The population o f the Greater Dublin Area increased 

from 1.35 million in 1991 to 1.54 million in 2002, a 15% increase in just over ten years. 

Much o f  this new' population has been accommodated in three new western towns 

(Tallaght, Lucan-Clondalkin and Blanchardstown-Clonsilla) and in the outlying areas of 

counties Kildare, Meath and Wicklow.

Table 3.1 Population o f the G DA by Adm inistrative District

1991 1996 2002
% Increase 

Since 1991

Dublin Co. Borough 478,389 481,854 495,781 3.6

DL-Rathdown 185,410 189,999 191,792 3.4

Fingal 152,766 167,683 196,413 28.6

South Dublin 208,739 218,728 238,835 14.5

K ildare 122,656 134,992 163,944 33.7

M eath 105,370 109,732 134,005 27.3

W icklow 97,265 102,683 114,676 17.9

Source: CSO Various

Table 3.1 shows the change in population in each o f the Dublin administrative districts as 

well as in the counties o f the mid-east region since 1991. It is evident that the greatest 

increase in percentage terms has been in the counties of the mid-east region and in the 

Fingal administrative district. This suggests that it is likely that the greatest increase in 

travel demand has been in the same outlying areas.
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Figure 3.1 Annual House Completions in the Greater Dublin Area, 1990-2004
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The increased dispersion o f population away from the city centre area is further 

confirmed by the changing geography of residential development over the last 15 years. 

Figure 3.1 shows housing completions in Dublin and the surrounding counties from 

1990-2004. Comparing the 1990 figures with those o f 2004 reveals a 232% increase in 

the number o f houses completed in County Dublin; the corresponding figures for counties 

Kildare, Meath and Wicklow are 478%, 941% and 580% respectively. The process of 

decentralisation has been driven by high land prices in the city centre area as well as 

fiscal policy incentives that have encouraged developers to look for development land in 

more peripheral locations (Williams and Shiels, 2000). A recent house-buyer survey 

found that 43% of respondents cited price as the main reason for their choice o f home 

location; proximity to work was the main reason for only 15% of respondents (Sherry 

Fitzgerald, 2004). With affordability indices for one, two and three-bedroom apartments 

in the central city ranging from 7.5 to 24.4 times the average industrial wage in 2003 

(Kelly and MacLaran, 2004), it should come as no surprise that individuals have 

purchased cheaper properties elsewhere and particularly on the periphery.
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Taking the foregoing changes in population and residential developm ent, it can be seen 

that the greatest increases, in relative terms, have been in outlying areas. At present, there 

appears, in many cases, to be no reliable public transport alternative to the private car for 

individuals residing in these outlying areas. The foregoing land use changes have caused 

increased traffic flows within the outlying areas and between them and Dublin city. Thus, 

it appears that population and residential development is rising rapidly in the very areas 

that are least equipped in terms o f  transport infrastructure. Many o f  these areas are poorly 

served by public transport. Thus, as long as the outward m ovem ent o f  population 

continues, traffic congestion is likely to increase in these areas and on the arteries 

between them  and Dublin city. A key planning question is how this evolving geography 

o f traffic flows should be catered for in the longer term?

Since 1990, there has also been a change in the geography o f em ploym ent opportunities 

in the GDA. The mid-1990s saw many industrial functions move from the city centre to 

the periphery, often to purpose-built industrial estates (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2 Location o f recent office, retail and industrial developm ent in Dublin

O fH c* N o d M

Source: Hamilton O sbom e King
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In addition, the period since 1990 was characterised by industrial restructuring and in 

particular, a shift in emphasis from manufacturing to more service-based employment 

functions.

Figure 3.3 Location of Office F ioo rspace  C om pletions, 1980-1990
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Source: Based on statistics from Hamilton Osbom e King and Centre for Urban and Regional Studies ( 1989)

Figure 3.3 gives the breakdown o f office fioorspace completions from 1980 to 1990. The 

traditionally dominant postal district o f Dublin 2 accounted for 59% o f the total 

fioorspace developed. Together, the central postal districts o f Dublin 1, 2, 4, 7, and 8 

accounted for 82.5% o f fioorspace completions during this period. Clearly, the city centre 

and its immediate surrounds was the dominant location for new service sector 

employment. In 1990, Dublin possessed a strong core and was to a large extent a 

monocentric city.

Figure 3.4 gives the breakdown o f office fioorspace completions from 1990 to 2004. The 

traditionally dominant postal district o f Dublin 2 accounted for only 17% o f the total 

fioorspace developed. Together, Dublin I, 2, 4, 7, and 8 accounted for 44% o f fioorspace 

completions during this period as compared with 82.5% in the previous decade. Figure 

3.4 demonstrates a significant locational shift away from the traditional office locations 

(and particularly away from Dublin 2) to more suburban locations such as East Point,
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Nangor Road, Sandyford/Leopardstown, Citywest, Blanchardstown/Liffey Valley, Park 

West, Tallaght, Santry and Clonskeagh.

Figure 3.4 Location of Office Floorspace Completions, 1990-2004
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The suburbanisation o f office development was driven mainly by the increasing demand 

for office space, planning restrictions in the city centre area, the availability o f larger 

units at lower unit costs and with higher car parking to floorspace ratios at the periphery, 

as well as the willingness o f local authorities to grant planning permission in the suburbs 

in order to enhance their own commercial property tax base (see MacLaran, 1996; Bertz, 

2002; MacLaran and Killen, 2002; MacLaran and O ’Connell, 2004). However, most o f 

these new outlying office locations are poorly served by public transport (MacLaran and 

Killen, 2002). Moreover, Murphy (2005) showed, that in the case o f Dublin, individuals 

working in outlying office locations had longer journey distances and had a greater 

dependency on the private car than corresponding individuals working in city centre 

locations.
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Figure 3.5 Dublin Shopping Centres: developed and planned, 1960-1999
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Figure 3.6 Dublin Shopping Centres; period of opening
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A further land use trend that has impacted on the geography o f trip making is that of 

retaiHng. The decentralisation of population, which stretches back to the 1960s (Homer, 

1999), brought with it an outward movement o f demand and as a result, Dublin has 

experienced an out-of-town shopping boom since the mid-1960s onwards (Parker, 1999). 

Since 1990, there have been significant increases in the volume o f retail floorspace being 

developed at the outskirts especially adjacent to the recently completed M50 motorway 

(Figures 3.5 and 3.6). In effect, some o f the new larger retail parks have created new 

central places, for example, Blanchardstown, Liffey Valley, The Square (Tallaght) and 

Dundrum Shopping Centre. The largest o f the new retail parks, Dundrum Shopping 

Centre, opened in 2005 and comprises in excess o f one million metres o f retail floorspace 

together with 3,400 parking spaces. This development and others like it are now 

significant traffic generators; at the same time, most of these new centres are poorly 

served by public transport. Indeed, until the recent opening o f the Luas line, none o f these 

out-of-town shopping centres was served by rail based public transport.^

Taking the foregoing office and retail trends together, it can be seen that the 

decentralisation o f employment is proceeding apace. Arguably, at least some o f this new 

‘edge-city’ is closer in time and generalised cost to the free-standing towns o f Meath and 

Kildare than it is to Dublin’s outer suburbs, and this is likely to promote long distance 

travel in the peak and off-peak periods (Murphy, 2005). The geography o f employment 

and services is becoming more dispersed and polycentric in character. As a result, daily 

trip making is associated with multiple origins and destinations which favours the use of 

the private car and makes the provision o f public transport more difficult.

 ̂ The Luas Green hne serves Dundrum town centre which is within walking distance o f  the new Dundrum 
shopping centre while the Luas Red line serves The Square shopping centre in Tallaght..
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Figure 3.7 Dublin Port: Total Annual Inbound and Outbound Tonnage
Handled, 1994-2004
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Source: CSO, Various

Figure 3.8 Dublin Airport: Total Inbound Plus Outbound International 
Passengers, 1990-2004
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Two other important traffic generators in the GDA are Dublin port and Dublin Airport. 

Due its location to the east o f the city centre, much o f the traffic destined to and from 

Dublin Port must pass through the city centre. Figure 3.7 shows the increase in the freight
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traffic handled by Dublin Port since 1994. As port traffic continues to increase, so too 

does the urgency o f providing transport links that connect the port efficiently to its 

surrounding hinterland. The development o f the Dublin Port Access Tunnel is a welcome 

step in the right direction; yet, the deadline for the completion o f the project has passed 

already and its cost to date is more than twice the original estimate. The passenger and 

freight traffic handled by Dublin Airport has also increased rapidly in recent years 

(Figure 3.8). Yet, although the provision o f a rail-based transport connecting Dublin 

Airport to the city centre has been formally approved by government, it is likely to be 

some years before the project reaches completion. In the meantime, traffic congestion is 

likely to increase in the vicinity o f Dublin Airport.

To summarise, it is evident that there have been significant changes in the distribution of 

land uses in the Dublin region over the last two decades. Increasing population has forced 

an expansion o f the built-up area much o f which has been in the form o f relatively low- 

density residential development. Employment and services have decentralised while the 

relative importance o f the city centre has declined. This has resulted in a substantial rise 

in trip making by car and a more ditTuse pattern of daily travel.

Transport Trends

The transport implications o f the foregoing trends are now discussed. As stated 

previously, the population o f the Greater Dublin Area increased by 15% between 1991 

and 2002. Over the same period the number o f registered cars increased by in excess of 

66% in Dublin City and County. This highlights the increasing popularity o f the private 

car as the preferred mode o f transport in the study area; yet, levels o f car ownership in 

Ireland continue to be low when compared to other European Union (EU) countries 

(Killen, 2006, Forthcoming). Looking to the future, ftirther increases in car ownership 

and car use are likely.
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Table 3.2 Mode of Transport to work for Persons > 15 Years (%)

C ar (D river) C ar (Pass.) Bus Train
Public

T ransport
O ther

1991

D ublin 40.2 5.8 17.4 4.2 21.6 32.4
K ildare 45.7 9.2 6.2 1.5 7.7 37.4
M eath 44.4 9.5 3.8 0.5 4.3 41.8
W icklow 40.1 6.9 4.7 7.6 12.3 40.7
1996

D ublin 45.1 6.1 17 4.2 21.2 27.6
K ildare 52.9 9.6 5.9 2.3 8.2 29.3
M eath 53.7 10 4.2 0.6 4.8 31.5
W icklow 48.2 7.6 4.1 6.1 10.2 34
2002

D ublin 48.3 4.5 15.2 4.6 19.8 27.4
K ildare 60.8 6.9 5.4 4 9.4 22.9
M eath 62.1 7.2 4.9 1.3 6.2 24.5
W icklow 56.6 6.2 3.8 6.2 10 27.2
Source; CSO (2002) Volume 9

Table 3.2 shows the mode o f transport to work for persons over 15 years old for 1991, 

1996 and 2001 for the Greater Dublin Area. It can be seen that the percentage o f 

individuals driving to work increased in all locations and that the greatest increases, in 

relative terms, were in the Mid-East region. It is notable also that the percentage share of 

public transport decreased in Dublin despite significant public transport investment. By 

way o f contrast, with the exception o f Wicklow, public transport use increased in all o f 

the outer locations. The general trend points towards an increased dependency on the 

private car for the journey to work in all locations and an increased use o f rail-based 

transport in the outer locations for long-distance journeys to the city centre.

The most noticeable outcome o f increasing car numbers has, o f course, been an increase 

in traffic congestion, especially during the morning and evening peak travel periods 

(Killen, 1999). Recent evidence provided by the Dublin Transportation Office (DTO) 

suggests that travel speeds for 2002 were averaging below ten kilometres per hour during 

the morning peak period as against 22 kilometres per hour in 1991 (DTO, 2002). 

However, there have also been other important impacts, most notably increased energy
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consumption (Figure 3.9), increased harmful environmental emissions (Figure 3.10), 

rising accident levels (Figure 3.11), and increased noise pollution^.

Figure 3.9 Transport Energy Use, 1990-2002
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Figure 3.10 Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Transport, 1990-2002
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Figures 3.7-3.9 are national figures and do not apply specifically  to the GDA. T he general trend for the 
G D A  is likely  to  be even m ore m arked.
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Figure 3.11 Fatalities and Injuries on Irish Roads, 1992-2002
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The foregoing car ownership and traffic congestion trends highlight the difficulty public 

transport operator’s face in operating and maintaining a reliable and efficient public 

transport system. Table 3.3 shows the number o f passengers being carried and vehicle- 

kilometres-travelled (vkt) by Dublin Bus between 1990 and 2001. The number o f 

passengers being carried by Dublin Bus increased by 17.8% since 1990 despite an 22.5% 

increase in the number o f vehicle-kilometres travelled (VKT). There is little doubt that 

this relates to the various land use changes discussed previously which has led to a more 

diffuse pattern o f travel demand that is more difficult to serve by public transport.

Table 3.3 Dublin Bus Operating Statistics, 1990-2001

YEAR PASSENGERS
(M illions)

VKT (M illions)

2001 196.84 56.87
2000 185.67 54.13
1999 192.93 53.0
1998 189.14 52.88
1997 189.12 52.77
1996 185.54 51.91
1995 184.99 51.40
1994 177.60 50.43
1990 167.10 46.41

Source: Statistical Bulletin o f  Ireland, Various Years
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There is little doubt that this increase relates, at least in part, to the introduction o f 

Quality Bus Corridors (Q B C ’s) since 2000. Figure 3.10 shows the substantial increase in 

bus passenger carryings along virtually all o f  the Quality Bus Corridor routes. This 

suggests that when the public transport service is efficient and reliable relative to the car, 

individuals will use it. From a policy viewpoint and bearing in m ind the sustainability 

issues raised in the previous chapter, Figure 3.12 highlights the desirability o f  creating 

more QBC routes or other measures that favour public transport over private transport in 

order to enhance public transport patronage levels.

Figure 3.12 Pre-QBC (1995) and Post-QBC (2001) Bus Passengers for the
Morning Peak Period
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Turning to rail-based public transport, it can be seen that the num ber o f  passengers being 

carried by lam rod Eireann on the suburban rail services in Dublin increased by 28%  

between 1990 and 2003 (Figure 3.13). This suggests that declining bus and car speeds 

since 1990 have increased the attractiveness o f the railway. Because the rail system 

operates along its own right o f way, it has m aintained relatively high travel speeds thus 

keeping journey times relatively low. The figures suggest that the provision o f  high- 

quality rail-based public transport operating along strategic corridors will attract 

significant shifts to public transport. The best illustration o f this point is the recent 

opening o f  the Luas LRT (Light Rail Transit) service. In 2004, the Luas Green line 

operated for 26 weeks w ith average weekly loadings o f  c. 160,000 individuals while the
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Red line operated for 13 weeks with average weekly loadings o f c. 180,000 individuals. 

For the same period, passenger growth on the Green line was c.6% per month while the 

corresponding figure for the Red line was c.4%. The foregoing figures suggest that Luas 

has been highly successful at attracting significant shifts to public transport.

Figure 3.13 Passengers (milions) Carried on Dublin Suburban Railway
Services, 1990-2003
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Source: Coras lompar Eireann, Various

Killen (1999) has shown that relative to a selection o f other European cities o f similar 

population to Dublin, the proportion o f bus service operating costs in Dublin that are 

being met by receipts from fares and other commercial activities is high. Thus, the main 

mode o f public transport is highly efficient in a financial sense. Looking to the fijture and 

bearing in mind the poor level o f service being produced in many o f the developing areas 

on the periphery, the desirability o f increased state subsidy for investment purposes 

would appear important if the bus service is to compete successfiilly with the private car.

In summary, it is clear that recent land-use trends in Dublin have not been conducive to 

the provision o f an efficient public transport system. The vast majority o f public transport 

routes are radial. Radial routes work at their optimum when they are serving a number of 

origins with one or a few well-defined destinations, most notably the city centre. The 

aforementioned recent land use trends in Dublin have given rise to a more diffuse and 

more complex geography o f trip making that is less easily served by public transport 

(Killen, 1999). In this sense at least, the geography o f trip making has become less 

sustainable.
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3.3 Recent Land Use and Transport Policy

The first part of this section reviews recent land use plans before going on to review the 

most recent transport plans. It is important to note that over the last decade or so, 

successive land use and transport planning documents have placed an increased emphasis 

on sustainable development. All of them have recognised that sustainable urban and 

regional development can only be achieved through the integration o f land-use and 

transportation systems.

Sustainable development: A Strategy fo r  Ireland (1997) was a national policy document 

which, among other things, placed emphasis on the importance o f integrating land-use 

development and transportation systems in urban areas. In order to encourage more 

sustainable trip making, the Strategy advocated minimising the growth in transport 

demand and recommended that this be a leading consideration in future land-use 

planning. The Strategy also supported the use o f transportation alternatives to the private 

car and stressed the necessity to minimise harmful environmental emissions by more 

careful land use planning which considers the impact upon existing transport 

infrastructure (Department of the Environment, 1997).

The Strategic Planning Guidelines fo r  the Greater Dublin Area (1999) proposed the 

consolidation o f future growth into a number of specific locations/nodes with co

ordinated, development paths for the metropolitan and hinterland areas (Figure 3.14). 

Development was to be contained to the greatest extent possible within the metropolitan 

area; outside this area it was proposed that development occur only around established 

settlement centres with existing infrastructure and service facilities, for example 

Drogheda, Navan, Balbriggan, Naas, Newbridge, Wicklow, Arklow. The Guidelines 

supported mixed-use development patterns in order to reduce travel demand and create 

more sustainable, public transport-friendly settlement forms. They recognised that urban 

areas could not sustain increased use o f the private car successfully and concluded that 

“there is no alternative to a sustainable, public transport based solution and that failure to 

implement the appropriate measures could seriously prejudice the economic and social 

growth o f Dublin” (Brady Shipman Martin, 1999, 83).
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Figure 3.14 Strategic Planning Guidelines (1999) Overall Development Strategy
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Figure

Region

3.15 National Spatial Strategy: Dublin and Mid-East
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Figure 3.16 Regional Planning Guidelines, 2004-‘16: M ulti-M odal T ranspo rt 
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The National Spatial Strategy (2002) also advocated the concentration o f development 

into strategic nodes in order to integrate employment, housing and public transport within 

urban areas. In the context o f the Greater Dublin Region, the document supported the 

development strategies and planning principles o f the aforementioned Strategic Planning 

Guidelines fo r  the Greater Dublin Area. In particular, the Strategy supported the 

consolidation o f future growth in the Dublin metropolitan area (Figure 3.15). Outside of 

the metropolitan area the document advocates the concentration o f development in 

“strategically placed, strong and dynamic urban centres” (National Spatial Strategy, 

2002, 78).

The latest Regional Planning Guidelines fo r  the Greater Dublin Area (2004) adopts 

principles and strategies which are largely similar to the original Strategic Planning 

Guidelines fo r  the Greater Dublin Area (1999). However, it is notable that the new 

Guidelines place even more emphasis on sustainable development principles and, in 

particular, on the consolidation o f population, housing and services into existing 

settlements along high-quality transport corridors (Figure 3.16). The strategy 

recommends the preparation o f integrated transport plans by local authorities for all new 

major settlements and suggests that local authorities require the preparation o f mobility 

management plans for all new major development applications. Emphasis is placed in the 

Guidelines on reducing overall travel demand and on promoting the use o f public 

transport and other sustainable modes. The Guidelines fiirther recommend that “public 

transport and other sustainable modes should be given precedence over the requirements 

o f the car in all relevant policy and decision-making” (Dublin Regional Authority and 

Mid-East regional Authority, 2004, 137). It is notable also that the Guidelines formally 

embrace the polycentric city planning ideology (see Chapter Two); looking to the future, 

the Guidelines assert that sustainable development patterns should be achieved by 

“working towards the creation of an integrated, polycentric city region” (Dublin Regional 

Authority and Mid-East regional Authority, 2004, 110).
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Figure 3.17 Dublin Transportation Initiative: Major Proposals
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Turning to recent transport plans, a fundamental proposal o f the Dublin Transportation 

Initiative (1994) (DTI) was to encourage greater and more careful co-ordination between 

land use and transportation. The major proposals o f that study were (Figure 3.17): 

completion o f the M50 motorway but few road improvements inside the M50 (with the 

exception o f the Port Access Tunnel, currently under construction); traffic calming 

measures in the city centre area including heavy goods vehicle management measures; 

the development o f eleven Quality Bus Corridors (QBC’s); construction o f a three-route 

Light Rail Transit (LRT) system, two routes o f which have now been completed from the
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City Centre to Tallaght and Sandyford; extension o f the DART to Malahide and 

Greystones and increased capacity on the western railway commuter corridor to 

Maynooth and the development o f park-and-ride facilities at strategic outer suburban 

locations. It was expected that such a strategy would reduce overall travel demand and 

increase public transport patronage levels in the Dublin region. The study recognised the 

need for significant investment in public transport systems in order to encourage the use 

o f more sustainable modes o f transport and alleviate Dublin’s dependency on the private 

car. In the words o f Project Manager of the Dublin Transportation Initiative:

“...It is generally recognised that it is simply not possible, nor is it desirable, to 

continue to attempt to cater fo r  the unfettered growth in the use o f  private motor 

vehicles in the urban areas o f  Europe. Instead, fa r  greater consideration is being 

given to more sustainable transport development in cities, particularly in respect 

to the development o f  public transport provision " (Ryan, 1993, 2).

Figure 3.18 An Integrated Public Transport Network

Source: DTO (2000)
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The remit o f A Platform fo r  Change (2000) was to update the DTI strategy and, as a 

result, the proposals contained therein were largely similar to those in the Dublin 

Transportation Initiative. However, a notable difference between the two documents is 

the increased emphasis on sustainability issues in the latter report: the need to integrate 

land use planning with public transport in order to create more sustainable travel patterns 

is emphasised. The Platform fo r  Change underlined the importance o f increasing the role 

o f public transport, especially rail-based public transport, in daily travel patterns. This 

was to be done “through the application o f land-use and other policies...which is 

designed to encourage a transfer o f trips, especially at peak periods, from the private car 

to sustainable modes o f transport (such as public transport, cycling and walking)” 

(Dublin Transportation Office, 2001, 8). This was to be achieved by creating a high- 

quality integrated public transport network with improved DART/suburban rail services; 

an extended LRT network (Luas); an expanded bus network (with radial and orbital 

services); a metro system, as well as a range o f other measures to improve the integration 

and attractiveness of public transport vis-a-vis the private car (Figure 3.18).

The Strategic Rail Review  (2003) was a comprehensive national study which, among 

other things, reviewed the need for future rail investment in the Greater Dublin Area. The 

study recognised that the focus o f the railway into the future should be “as a 

predominantly passenger railway with an effective mass transit operation in Dublin” 

(Booz Allen Hamilton, 2003, 244). In the context o f the GDA, the key recommendations 

o f the study were: four tracking the Kildare rail corridor; double tracking between

Maynooth and Mullingar; electrifying between Dublin and Maynooth; constructing a new 

station at Spencer Dock, Dublin; constructing an inter-connector tunnel from Heuston 

station to Spencer Dock; obtaining additional DART and diesel carriages and increasing 

service frequencies. The document emphasised the need for the development o f new rail 

schemes to be contingent upon planning guidelines “that support effective and efficient 

rail services by building up compact and sustainable settlement forms along the rail 

corridor...in a manner that is consistent with proper planning and sustainable 

development that reinforces the existing urban structure” (Booz Allen Hamilton, 2003, 

247).
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In summ ary, all o f  the aforementioned policy documents promote the integration o f  land 

use w ith transport systems as well as sustainable urban development. They recognise the 

need to reduce travel demand by private transport and the need to prom ote the use o f 

public transport and other sustainable modes.

3.4 C onclusion

This Chapter and the previous chapter have demonstrated that significant changes have 

occurred in D ublin’s built environm ent over the last two decades. Dublin has moved from 

an essentially monocentric city to a more polycentric city. To a large degree, this process 

has been driven by the capitalist developm ent process. The resultant change in the spatial 

organisation o f the GDA has been to the detriment o f all transport, but especially public 

transport. At the same time, plarming policy has recognised the non-sustainability o f 

recent trends while successive planning documents have placed an increased emphasis on 

sustainability issues. Quite clearly, a conflict exists between planning policy on the one 

hand and planning practice on the other. At the heart o f this conflict lies the pow er o f 

developm ent interests vis-a-vis that o f the urban planning system. The evidence presented 

in this chapter suggests that the balance o f  power is well and truly on the side o f  the 

developers.

The role o f  this study is to provide insights into the impact o f changing urban structure on 

daily travel patterns in the GDA. To this end, the study uses a num ber o f  m easures to 

assess the sustainability o f recent and past travel patterns and how they have changed 

over time. M oreover, the changing role o f  public and private transport is analysed over 

time within the context o f  land use and spatial restructuring. Recent and past peak and 

off-peak travel patterns are also analysed.

This study aims to determine the impact o f the aforementioned conflict between the 

urban plarming system and urban developm ent interests on the sustainability o f  urban 

travel patterns. Dublin represents an excellent study area for this type o f  research because 

the aforementioned spatial and land-use restructuring has happened very rapidly. At the
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same time, numerous planning documents have emerged in an attempt to assuage the 

locational conflicts arising as a result o f rapid urban development. The degree to which 

urban planning has been successful at regulating development in a manner that is 

conducive to the sustainability o f travel patterns, is a secondary focus o f  this study.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONSTRUCTING URBAN TRAVEL SCALES: 

METHODS, LITERATURE, EVALUATION MEASURES AND THE

DUAL

4.1 Introduction

This chapter outlines and demonstrates the methods used in the construction o f urban 

travel scales used to analyse daily travel patterns in the Dublin study area. Each travel 

scale consists o f four variables: the average minimum travel cost, the average actual 

travel cost, the average random travel cost, and the average maximum travel cost. The 

transportation problem of linear programming was used to solve for the minimum and 

maximum travel costs and it, along with associated research, is the main focus o f the first 

part o f the chapter. The second part is devoted to excess commuting research while the 

third discusses the dual o f the transportation problem o f linear programming. The random 

travel cost was calculated using a random simulation algorithm and the methodology is 

delineated in the fourth part of the chapter. The research value and policy implications of 

constructing travel scales to analyse urban travel patterns are presented in the final 

section.

4.2 The Transportation Problem

Linear programming problems are defined as problems in which the objective fianction 

and constraints, when expressed mathematically, are linear (Killen, 1983; Taaffe et al, 

1996). The transportation problem  is a specific type o f linear programming problem

which has mathematical properties that allow it to be solved more efficiently than a

general linear programming problem. Broadly, the solution method is an algorithm which 

allocates resources between various geographic locations according to specific efficiency 

criteria. The following section deals specifically with the transportation problem, its 

solution method and applications. For more advanced issues such as degeneracy, unequal 

supply and demand, alternative optimal solutions, constraint contradictions and infinite
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solution spaces, the reader is referred to such texts as Killen (1979), Killen (1983), Barr 

and Smillie (1972) and Taaffe et al (1996).

4.2.1 Description

The transportation problem  involves optimising the assignment o f resources from 

sources o f supply (origins) to points o f demand (destinations) so that total transport costs 

are minimised. The optimal solution requires that no origin allocates more resources than 

it has available and that the demand at each destination is satisfied. The transportation 

problem  also imposes non-negativity constraints stating that the volume o f resources 

allocated from each origin to each destination must be greater than or equal to zero.

4.2.2 M athem atical Form ulation

In general, the transportation problem  involves determining the assignment o f flows 

which will:

Min: Total costs (e.g. transport costs)

s.t.: (1) Each destination receives its demand requirement

It is assumed therefore, that the problem is balanced (although this is not restrictive) i.e. 

total unit flow outwards from the origins is equal to the total unit flow inwards to the 

destinations. Mathematically, the problem is expressed as finding the Xy values that:

(2) Each origin allocates exactly the unit flows that it can supply

(3) The volume of unit flow allocated from origin to destination is 

greater than or equal to zero

m n

(4.1)

m

S.t. (4.2)

nS Xy = 0 / (4.3)

X /7>0 (4.4)
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where, m = number o f origins; n = number o f destinations; 0 /  = resources available at 

origin i; DJ = resources required at destination /; cij -  travel cost per unit for transferring 

resources from origin i to destination /; XiJ = volume of resources moved from origin i to 

destination /  (Decision Variable).

The objective function (4.1) minimises total transport costs. Constraint (4.2) ensures that 

each destination demand is satisfied while constraint (4.3) limits the volume o f resources 

transported outwards from each origin to the volume of resources available there. 

Constraint (4.4) restricts the decision variables to non-negative values.

4.2.3 Solving the Transportation Problem

Solving the transportation problem is a relatively straightforward process. The approach 

involves first obtaining an initial solution which satisfies the model constraints. The 

strategy then involves successively improving on the initial solution (however obtained) 

through a series o f iterations until the optimum solution is achieved. The method by 

which this is done is referred to as the Stepping Stone Method. The example that follows 

is based on Killen (1983).

The solution process starts by drawing up an initial table (Table 4.1). This table lists the 

origins (supply) and the destinations (demand) by row and column respectively. Let us 

assume that the origins are factories and the destinations are towns. The production 

capacity for each factory and the demand for each town are inserted at the end o f each 

row and column respectively. Cells in the table represent specific routeways and each cell 

is divided by a diagonal line. The per unit transport cost for the route concerned is 

inserted in the top left hand area o f each cell while the units of product allocated to that 

route are placed in the bottom right hand area o f the cell.

The first step on the way to finding the optimum solution involves constructing an initial 

solution table. One way o f achieving this is by what is known as the Northwest Corner 

Rule. This involves starting in the northwest cell and assigning the maximum possible 

flow to each cell encountered until the southwest cell is reached. For example, in the
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initial solution table the northwest cell represents the route A

maximum flow which can be allocated is 15 units o f produce which exhausts supply at 

factory A. We then turn to factory B which must allocate the remaining 10 units of 

produce to town X thereby satisfying demand at X. The remaining supply (25) at factory 

B must then be allocated to town Y exhausting supply at factory B. However, town Y still 

needs 20 more units of produce in order to satisfy demand. This is provided by factory C 

which also satisfies the remaining demand at town Z by allocating the remaining 10 units 

o f produce. The value to be placed in the final cell will always balance out the remaining 

supply and demand because the transportation problem  assumes that demand and supply 

are equal. The total cost o f the initial solution can now be calculated by summing the 

transport cost associated with all routeways, which is:

(6 X  15) + (1 X 10) + {3 X 25) + ( 9 X 2 0 )  + (1 X 10) = 365

Having found an initial solution, we now wish to determine whether that solution can be 

improved upon by adding flow to unused routes and subtracting it from routes currently 

in use. Routes that are being used (A

stepping stones while those routes which are not being used (A

are referred to as water cells. In order to evaluate the merit or otherwise of placing flow 

on an unused route (water cell), we do the following:

1. Starting at the water cell in question, we identify a path which:

A) Moves only in a clockwise direction

B) Involves only stepping stones

C) Involves changing .../row/column/row/... consecutively

D) Terminates at the original water cell

One such path will always be associated with each individual water cell.

2. As per 1, we have now defined a path for each water cell. For each water cell, 

its associated path is noted, assigning a negative sign to the per unit transport 

cost associated with the cell itself, then a positive sign to the per unit transport 

cost associated with the next cell encountered and so on. We then find the sum 

o f these values which gives a measure o f the merit or otherwise o f placing 

flows on the route associated with each water cell.
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Consider the water cell AY in the initial solution table (Table 1). The sole path which 

fulfils the criteria established in 1. is:

AY

Similarly, the unique paths associated with the other three water cells are:

AZ: AZ

BZ: BZ

CX: CX

Again, consider the w ater cell AY. The per unit transport costs associated w ith the cells 

on the unique path are 4 (AY), 3 (BY), 1 (BX), 6 (AX). Using the signing criteria 

established in 2. and summ ing yields:

-4 +3 -  1 +6 = 4

The summ ations associated with all the water cells are given in Table 4.1. In the example 

below, the result o f  each summation has been placed in brackets in the initial solution 

table (Table 1). These values are referred to as shadow costs. They give the merit or 

otherwise o f placing flows on a water cell route. As a general nile o f thumb, placing 

flows on a w ater cell with a negative value w ill increase the total transport costs while 

placing flows on a water cell with a positive value will reduce total transport costs. This 

is because water cells with positive values represent routes where transport cost savings 

can be made while those with negative values are routes which increase the overall 

transport cost.

Bearing in mind the foregoing interpretation o f  shadow costs, it is obviously most 

desirable to transfer the maximum flow possible onto the route which offers the greatest 

per unit transport cost saving i.e. onto the w ater cell with the highest positive shadow cost 

which, in our example, is route CX. The largest flow that can be transferred is the 

m inim um  o f  the current flows on routes BX and CY i.e. 10 units. In order to keep the 

problem  balanced, placing a flow o f  10 units on route CX means that we m ust subtract 

the corresponding amount from route BX, add to route BY and finally subtract it from 

route CY. The revised solution is shown as the first iteration in Table 1; BX has becom e a
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water cell. We can see that the total transport cost has declined from 365 in the initial 

solution to 315 in the revised solution. The decline (50) equals the total number o f unit 

flows shifted (10) multiplied by the cost saving per unit of product shifted as measured 

by the shadow cost (5).

The method proceeds in an iterative process as outlined above until the shadow costs 

associated with each unused route are negative. Once this happens no further swaps can 

be made by shifting product between routes and so the optimum solution has been found.. 

This requires a total o f three iterations in the case of the sample problem (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1 Transportation Problem: Solution M ethod 

Initial Solution Table

Towns

Factories

X Y Z

A

4

15

B 35

C 30

25 45 10

Initial Solution

X Y Z

A

6

15

4

4̂)

8

15

B

3

25

5

^ ^ ^ 1 0 ) 35

C

2 9

20 30

25 45 10

W ater Cell Evaluations

Cost: 365

AY: -4+3-1+6 = 4

A Z :-8+1-9+3-1+6 = - 8

B Z :-5+1-9+3-1+6 = - 1 0

C X :-2+1-3+9 = 5
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First Iteration

( - 3 )( 10)

Second Iteration

( - 3 )

( 4 )

Final Iteration

( -4 ) ( - 7 )

( -5 )

Cost: 315

AY: -4+9-2+6 = 10

AZ: -8+1-2+6 = -3

B Z :-5+1-9+3 = - 1 0

BX: -1+3-9+2 = -5

Cost: 225

A Z :-8+1-2+6 = - 3

BX: -1+6-4+3 = 4

BZ:-5+1-2+6-4+3 = -1

CY: -9+2-6+4 = -9

Cost: 205

A X :-6+4-3+1 = - 4

A Z :-8+1-2+1-3+4 = - 7

B Z :-5+1-2+] = - 5

CY: -9+2-1+3 = -5

The foregoing example is a small 3x3problem . O f course, for larger problems it is not 

possible to trudge through the previous solution method by hand. For this study, a 

commercial optimisation software package (LINGO) was used. It is discussed in Chapter
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Six. The solution m ethod used by the computer package is essentially the same as that 

described above.

4.2.4 Application Exam ples

As stated at the outset, there are numerous examples in the literature o f  the transportation 

problem  applied in a variety o f  contexts. One particularly interesting study is that o f  Barr 

(1970) who used the transportation problem  to study the optim al pattern o f  inter-regional 

flows o f  wood lumber w ithin the form er Soviet Union. Barr dem onstrated that the actual 

and optim um  flow patterns were quite similar when shipments below 2.5 m illion cubic 

m etres per annum were rem oved from the analysis. Despite this, Barr concluded that a 

20%  saving could have been achieved by bringing the actual flow pattern more into sync 

with the optimal flow pattern.

A rather different application o f  the transportation problem is that o f  O ’Kelly et al (1995) 

who combined the transportation model with the gravity model o f  spatial interaction to 

analyse air passenger flows between 25 urban centres in the United States. Overall 

passenger flow information was available but no information was available about the 

nodes in the system. They decided to reverse the gravity model procedure and derive a set 

o f  measures for nodal attractive forces that would generate the given flows. O ’Kelly et al 

concluded that their theoretically derived attraction for air-passenger flows showed a 

strong bi-coastal spatial pattern focusing on the large cities o f both the east and west 

coast o f the United States.

W heeler (1966) used the transportation problem  to analyse urban work trip patterns in 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Information was known about the num ber o f  residences and 

workplaces in each zonal unit in the Pittsburgh m etropolitan area as well as the mean 

journey-to-w ork distance for a num ber o f  occupational categories. W heeler determined 

the pattern o f  work trips which m inimised total distance travelled. He then calculated the 

average m inimum  distance travelled to work for each occupational category and 

compared these results with the actual values to determine the extent to which actual 

behaviour approached the distance minimising result. W heeler concluded that the overall
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tendency was to minimise travel distance to work but the extent to which individual 

occupational categories approached this varied considerably.

O ther examples involving the application o f  the transportation problem  o f  linear 

program m ing include Cox (1965) who used it to determine optim um  flows o f  alum inium  

bar in the United States, Osayimwese (1974) who considered the evacuation o f 

groundnuts in Nigeria and Osleeb and Sheskin (1977) who used it to determine least cost 

flow patterns for natural gas in the United States and Canada.

This section has demonstrated the diverse nature o f  transportation problem  applications. 

In addition and in an urban transportation and sustainability sense, the transportation 

problem has been utilised in the developm ent in recent years, o f  the excess comm uting 

concept. This is now discussed.

4.3 Excess Commuting

The concept o f  excess com m uting emerged from the Econom ics literature in the early 

1980’s when Ham ilton (1982) sought to test the robustness o f the m onocentric urban 

model for estimating urban commuting. Since H am ilton’s pioneering paper (which will 

be discussed in more detail later in the chapter), the original concept o f  ‘wasteful 

com m uting’ has evolved into the concept o f  ‘excess com m uting’. Subsequent work by 

W hite (1989), who used the transportation problem  to m inimise travel cost, and Hom er 

(2002) has brought new spatial dimensions to the ‘excess com m uting’ concept. M uch o f 

this progress will now be discussed.

4.3.1 Commute Minimisation and Excess Commuting

Excess Com m uting is a m easure o f  the deviation o f  an urban area’s observed average 

travel cost from a theoretical minimum  average travel cost. It has been described as the 

surplus travel cost resulting from the fact that the actual geography o f  travel deviates 

from the pattern that minimises total journey cost (Hamilton, 1982; W hite, 1988; 

Hamilton, 1989; Suh, 1990; Cropper and Gordon, 1991; M errim an et al., 1992; Small and 

Song, 1992; Giuliano and Small, 1993; Frost et al., 1998; H om er and M urray, 2002,
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2003; H orner, 2002). T he m in im um  com m ute is w here ind iv iduals are allocated  from  

hom e to w ork  in a m anner w hich m inim ises w hatever m easure o f  zonal separation  is 

being  ana lysed  e.g. travel tim e or travel distance. The d ifference betw een  the actual 

com m ute and the m in im um  com m ute is referred  to as the excess com m ute. It can  be 

expressed  as a percen tage o f  the actual com m ute as follow s:

(  T  - T
EC= *100 (4.5)

W here EC  is the excess com m ute, T̂ .̂, is the observed  com m ute, and is the 

theoretical m in im um  com m ute.

E xcess com m uting  literature d iverges about how  best to  calcu late  the m inim um  

com m ute, . T here are tw o principal approaches. The first o f  these is the orig inal 

m onocen tric  urban  m odel-based  approach  used  by H am ilton  (1982). It uses negative 

exponen tia l density  grad ien ts to estim ate the spatial rep resen ta tion  o f  u rban  structure and 

does not exp lic itly  accoun t for the location o f  residences and  w orkp laces (H orner and 

M urray, 2002). T he second  approach  is the m ore w idely  used  approach  p ioneered  by 

W hite (1988) w ho uses the w ell-estab lished  transporta tion  problem  o f  linear 

p rog ram m ing  (see Section 4.2) to  solve for the m in im um  com m ute, . The

ju stif ica tio n  for using  th is m ethod has been w ell docum ented  by  W hite (1988) and has 

been  u tilised  by  a num ber o f  subsequent researchers (C ropper and G ordon, 1992; 

G iu liano  and Sm all, 1993; K im , 1995; Scott et al, 1997; F rost et al, 1998; Spence, 1999; 

H om er and M urray, 2002; H om er, 2002; H o m er and M urray, 2003). T he p rim ary  reason 

for the popu larity  o f  W hite’s m ethod is that, in contrast to H am ilto n ’s m ethod, it accounts 

for the spatial rep resen ta tion  o f  urban  structure by  using  the actual d istribu tion  o f  

residences and w orkp laces w hen so lv ing  for the m in im um  com m ute, . It is now  

generally  regarded  as the m ost accep tab le m ethod  o f  ca lcu la ting  the m in im um  

com m ute, . For the curren t research, it is W h ite’s m ethod  that is used to ca lcu la te  the’ min ’

m in im um  com m ute.
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4.3.2 M odel theory and Formulation

Consider an urban area divided into m areal units or zones where the number of workers 

originating in zone i is denoted O/. Consider the same area divided into n areal units or 

zones where the number o f workplaces available in zone j  is denoted D/. The total
m

number o f workers living in the urban area is t h u s ^  0 /  while the total number o f jobs
/=i

n

available is ^  DJ. There are m separate origin zones and n separate destination zones. If
/ = !

the same zonal system is used for origins and destinations, m=n. The number o f 

individuals who live in zone / and commute to zone j  is denoted Xij. An m by « matrix 

with elements Xij gives the number o f individuals commuting from each residential 

origin to each employment destination. In order to keep the problem balanced, workers 

who live inside the urban area but work outside are excluded from the analysis. Similarly, 

workers who live outside the urban area but work inside are also excluded. Thus, the total 

number o f  workers equals the total number o f workplaces in the urban area.

A matrix of actual commuting costs having the dimensions m by « is constructed with its 

elements cij denoting some measure o f the cost o f separation between zone i and zone j .  

Cost is any measure o f zonal separation, usually travel distance and/or travel time and/or 

generalised cost. The average actual commuting cost, T̂ .̂,, is given by:

m n

^act ~ S  X , U  ̂N where N is the total number o f commuters in the urban area.
, = i  j = \

To calculate the minimum average commuting time in the metropolitan area, we first 

assume that the spatial pattern o f residences and workplaces are represented by the 

number o f individuals originating in each zone and the number o f individuals travelling 

to each zone respectively (White, 1988). Thus, the actual numbers o f trips leaving an 

origin and arriving at a destination are used as a proxy for the number o f workers and 

workplaces. We must also assume that the ciJ elements o f the cost matrix are fixed. We 

then use the transportation problem described in section 4.1 to solve for the assignment o f 

workers to workplaces which minimises total travel cost in the urban area. Thus, the
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solution to the transportation problem and the resultant minimum average commute, 

Tn,,n, involves finding the Xij values that:

m n

Mi n; Z = X  X  c / y X / y / N  (4.6)
, = 1  y = l

m

s.t. S ^ 7  = Dy \/ j= \,.. .,n  (4.7)
/=1

n

^  X i j^ O i  V/ = l,...,w (4.8)
/ = !

X />>0 \ f i , j  (4.9)

where m = number of origin zones; n -  number o f destination zones; 0 /  = number o f

workers living in zone /; D/' = number o f workplaces in zone j \  cij -  travel cost from zone 

/ to zoney; XiJ = number o f trips from zone i to zone j;  N = total number o f individuals.

4.3.3 Related Research

It was Bruce Hamilton’s pioneering paper - Wasteful Commuting (1982) - which initially 

stimulated research into excess commuting. This, together with a subsequent paper by 

Michelle White (1988) -  Urban Commuting Journey’s Are Not ‘Wasteful’ -  laid the 

foundations for two decades o f excess commuting research. The concept o f excess 

commuting has been discussed in some detail in the foregoing sections. Germane excess 

commuting literature will now be examined. This will be done in two sections. The first 

section will examine both Hamilton’s (1982, 1989) and W hite’s (1988) research while 

the second section will deal with research subsequent to the Hamilton-White papers.

4.3.3.1 Hamilton-White methods

Hamilton (1982) was the first individual to raise the question o f whether or not urban 

commuting is wasteful. His argument was based on the standard monocentric model o f 

urban structure. As stated previously (Section 2.3.1), the model assumes that because 

individuals value accessibility, they economise on commuting costs. The process 

involves a trade-off between household location and commuting costs. The model 

assumes therefore that individuals will pay more for housing closer to the central area. 

Thus, the model assumes that housing and employment densities decline exponentially
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from the central area outwards and that the market will minimise average commuting 

costs. Under these assumptions it logically follows that, if the standard monocentric 

urban model is correct, the average actual commute, calculated empirically, and the 

average minimum commute, calculated using the monocentric urban model, should be 

the same. Any deviation between the two calculations is indicative o f ‘wasteful’ 

commuting i.e. commuting which is not explained by the spatial location o f housing and 

employment.

Hamilton approximated residential and employment distributions using continuous 

negative exponential density functions which declined from the city centre and 

terminated at the outer boundary o f the city which was specified by density cut-off 

points. ‘Wastefiil’ commuting was then defined as the degree to which the minimum 

required commute was exceeded by the actual observed commute.

Hamilton undertook his analysis for a selection o f fourteen cities in the United States and 

twenty-seven Japanese cities using distance as a proxy for commuting cost. His results 

showed that the average minimum commute was 1.1 miles while the observed commute 

was 8.7 miles, almost eight times as great. Thus, wasteful commuting was found to be 

87% suggesting that only 13% of the commuting cost is due to the fact that housing and 

employment are at different locations. His results suggested, theoretically at least, that it 

would be possible to substantially reduce the average actual commute by encouraging 

individuals to swap either jobs or residences without physical restructuring o f the city.

Hamilton also calculated the mean random commute' for his study areas and found, quite 

strikingly, that the actual commute was somewhere between 72% and 75% of the average 

random commute. For the Japanese cities, the average minimum commute was 1.83 miles

' The mean random commute assumes that households are indifferent to comm uting cost or that commuting 
cost is sufficiently far down the list o f  household preferences so as not to play a role in deciding household  
location. Effectively, random commuting assumes that there is no systematic relationship between the 
observed and the minimum commute. Hamilton calculated the random commute by specifying a distance 
function, integrating it over home locations and employment locations, ad dividing by the total number o f  
commutes.
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, 2
while the average observed commute was estimated to be somewhere between 6-8 miles. 

The mean random commute was 4.9 miles illustrating that the actual commute not only 

exceeded the minimum but also the random commute by something o f the order o f 50%. 

It should be noted that Hamilton casts doubt on the accuracy o f the Japanese data and 

presents these results rather tentatively.

Hamilton alludes to three possible sources o f bias in his estimates o f the minimum 

commute:

1. Incorrect residential density gradients -  his density function implies a peak of 

residential density at the Central Business District while the opposite is 

normally the case.

2. Incorrect employment density gradients -  Hamilton argues that there is little 

independent evidence that that the exponential function represents actual 

employment density gradients and further implies that there are no theoretical 

grounds for this assumption.

3. The transportation network -  the monocentric urban model implies that the 

road network is everywhere dense and that radial commuting is always 

possible; yet, in many cities the actual road network is a rectangular grid.

Despite the foregoing, Hamilton concluded that the aforementioned sources o f bias were 

not enough to account for the large discrepancy between the minimum commute and the 

actual commute. He concluded that the monocentric urban model does an unusually bad 

job o f predicting urban commuting and must, therefore, be fundamentally flawed.

As mentioned previously, White (1988) used a rather different approach to Hamilton for 

calculating the minimum commute. She was critical o f the assumptions underlying 

Hamilton’s methodology and suggested that Hamilton’s method included two factors 

which lead to extra commuting:

1. White took issue with the fact that Hamilton’s method assumed a ubiquitous 

transport network. In reality, this is not the case. The actual transport network

■ Data limitations for the Japanese cities prevented the calculation o f  a specific value for the observed  
commute.
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(at least in the United States) is often a rectangular grid. Therefore, travel 

distances associated with the actual transport network are automatically 

greater than those o f the minimum commute.

2. The existence o f inter-suburban commuting is principally associated with 

decentralised employment and allows for a reduction in the amount of 

commuting if workers trade residences and/or jobs. White suggested that only 

this factor should be considered when determining excess commuting 

because, given the fixed patterns of residences and workplaces, it is only this 

type o f commuting that can be eliminated if workers were to swap residences 

and/ or jobs.

In order to isolate the third factor, WTiite used a zonal assignment model (i.e. the 

transportation problem described in section 4.1) to calculate a new estimate for the 

minimum commute for a sample o f 25 cities in the United States. (Her model is, in fact, 

the model described in section 4.2.2). In contrast to Hamilton, White used travel time as a 

proxy for commuting cost and found that the average minimum commute was 20 minutes 

while the average actual commute was 22.5 minutes. Thus, her results suggested that only 

11% of actual commuting was wasteful, or in her terminology, excess.

White conducted her research for many o f the same cities as Hamilton. The magnitude o f 

the discrepancy between the two sets o f results would appear to be significant. White 

suggested one possible source o f bias in her results: the zonal sizes used for the urban 

areas. She suggested that as zonal size decreases the level o f excess commuting should 

increase and vice versa. This is due to the fact that as zonal size decreases, some 

commuting journeys that were previously efficient because they were intrazonal are now 

inefficient because they are split between two adjacent zones which leads to greater 

excess commuting.

In a follow-up paper, Hamilton (1989) responded to the White’s criticisms and suggested 

three possible explanations for the discrepancy in both sets o f results: I ) Bias in his own 

estimates 2)Bias in White’s estimates and 3) The discrepancy between time and distance
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being used as the cost function for measuring the separation of locations. Bias in 

Hamilton’s estimates has been discussed already so 2) and 3) will now be discussed.

Hamilton’s original estimate was based on the observation that the average one-way 

commute was roughly equal to the average residential distance from the Central Business 

District, an observation which was not challenged by White. He then argued that White’s 

measure o f excess commuting (10%) was only plausible if it were assumed that jobs are 

located in a pattern that requires commutes to be 90% of what they would be if 

employment was located in the Central Business District i.e. if  all jobs were located in 

the centre then the average commute would be minimised; for 90% excess commuting to 

hold, jobs would have to be distributed beyond the CBD in such a way that does not 

appreciably reduce commuting distance. For this assumption to hold, one would have to 

assume that decentralisation o f employment had not actually moved workplaces closer to 

residences. Hamilton argued that no plausible pattern o f subcentres would generate such 

a result.

In considering 3), Hamilton suggested a discrepancy between the use o f travel time and 

travel distance as proxies for travel cost. In his opinion, commuting involves more wasted 

miles than minutes and time spent commuting is not proportional to distance travelled by 

commuters. If this is the case, it would explain some o f the discrepancy between the two 

sets o f results. It would also suggest that, through reassignment, it is possible to save 

more commuting miles than minutes (Hamilton, 1989). It is worth noting that these 

observations suggest the desirability o f undertaking research that uses more than one 

measure o f journey cost. For this research, three measures o f zonal separation are used: 

Euclidean Distance (ED), Road Network Distance (RND) and Travel Time (TT).

It should be noted that both White and Hamilton were the pioneers o f the excess 

commuting concept and methodology. In the main, subsequent researchers have tended to 

use either Hamilton’s or White’s approach for measuring excess commuting. This 

research is now reviewed.
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4.3.3.2 Subsequent excess commuting research

The fundamental ideas found in Hamilton (1982; 1989) and White (1988) have laid the 

foundation for research into excess commuting. For both authors, the primary reason for 

measuring excess commuting was to test the validity o f urban economic models for 

predicting urban commuting costs. However, subsequent excess commuting studies have 

introduced techniques which account for individual utility need, household structure, 

gender and employment class (Homer, 2004).

Excess Commuting research using the monocentric urban model (Hamilton’s method)

Suh (1990) applied a variant o f the standard monocentric urban model to calculate excess 

commuting. In measuring the average minimum commute, Suh highlighted at least four 

factors that should be taken into account when using the monocentric urban model: (1) 

the extent o f job decentralisation from the CBD, (2) the number o f jobs decentralised (3) 

the geographical concentration o f decentralised jobs, and (4) the steepness o f the 

population density function. Suh found that (2) and (3) were the main factors explaining 

the average minimum commute under job decentralisation. It was concluded that the 

explicit spatial aspect of employment structure should be considered when calculating the 

minimum commute. If it is not, the average minimum commute is understated and the 

excess commute is overstated.

Thurston and Yezer (1991) used a similar form o f the monocentric urban model to that 

used by Hamilton except that they allowed for heterogeneity in employment and 

household type i.e. variation in occupational structure and household income. The model 

was applied to the same selection o f US cities chosen by Hamilton (1982). The authors 

found that on average, 33% of actual commuting was excess. Thus, they concluded that 

when occupational structure and household income are accounted for, the monocentric 

urban model predicts actual commuting costs more satisfactorily.

Excess Commuting research using the transportation model (White’s method)

Research conducted by Cropper and Gordon (1991) examined the impact o f assigning a 

broader definition o f the value o f household location to include specific housing and
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neighbourhood attributes as well as the commuting distances o f all workers in each 

household. They used this new definition of household location value as a constraint in 

the transportation model. The revised assignment procedure involved reallocating 

households to houses to minimise the sum o f commuting distances subject to the 

constraint that no household’s location value was lowered in the reallocation process. The 

model was applied to Baltimore in the United States and found considerably less excess 

commuting (51%) than that found by Hamilton (87%) for the same city.

Giuliano and Small (1993) analysed 1980 commuting data for the Los Angeles 

metropolitan area. They used White’s methodology first to calculate excess commuting 

for the overall region. They then examined calculated excess commuting measures for a 

selection o f sub-areas within the overall region and at the level o f individual employment 

centres. Using commuting time as a measure o f zonal separation, they found excess 

commuting o f 64% for the overall region while the corresponding measures for sub-areas 

ranged from 53% to 79%. They also found that within the solutions, that the minimum 

commutes to downtown employment centres were more than three times longer than to 

suburban centres while the actual commutes were only 23% longer. They concluded that 

employment decentralisation creates the potential for shorter commutes but that actual 

travel behaviour meant that individuals do not take advantage o f this potential. Giuliano 

and Small further concluded that other factors in addition to commuting costs are 

important to location decisions and that policies aimed at altering zonal job-housing 

balance have a minimal effect on overall commuting cost.

When calculating the minimum commute, the transportation problem treats each 

individual in a household as a separate entity. Individuals who occupy the same 

household may or may not be assigned in the least cost solution to different work 

locations. Kim (1995) calculated measures o f excess commuting for the Los Angeles 

Metropolitan Area for 1991 where the optimum solution has to be such that workers in 

two-worker households had to be assigned to the same destination. Using this model Kim 

found that only 21% o f commuting was excess.
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A particularly interesting study was that of Scott et al (1997) who sought to examine the 

impacts o f commuting efficiency on congestion and automobile emissions in the 

Hamilton Metropolitan Area, Canada. Estimates o f environmental externalities were 

compared for a base commuting scenario of estimated actual flows in 1991 (based on a 

commuting simulation model) and an optimal scenario where the mean commuting time 

for workers was minimised. They found significant reductions in congestion and 

emissions using the optimal flow pattern. They suggested that the main reason for this 

was that actual commuting patterns were highly inefficient, with an excess commute of 

73%. They concluded that significant reductions in congestion and emissions could be 

realised by advocating policies which would encourage greater commuting efficiency in 

the locational choices o f workers.

Using Euclidean distance as a measure o f zonal separation. Frost et al (1998) applied the 

transportation model to a selection of ten British cities in 1981 and 1991 in order to 

measure the temporal variation in excess commuting measures. With one exception, they 

found that excess commuting had increased over the period. For 1991, they found excess 

commuting measures ranging from 35% in Leeds to 53% in London. The study also 

examined the sensitivity of excess commuting measures to the inclusion or otherwise of 

inward commuters, that is commuters who enter the study area from beyond its outer 

boundary. When inward commuters were included in the analysis, measures o f excess 

commuting decreased in all but one o f the ten cities. Frost et al thus concluded that 

measures o f excess commuting are sensitive to boundary considerations. They also 

suggested that travel growth between 1981 and 1991 has been accompanied by an 

increase in inward commuting generated by employment decentralisation.

Buliung and Kanaroglou (2002) employed a modified form o f the linear programming 

approach used by White to calculate the average minimum commute. They assumed that 

specific groups of workers did not have intra-urban residential or employment mobility 

and adjusted the conventional transportation model to take account o f that assumption. 

This was done by calculating the average minimising commute for certain groups of 

workers while maintaining the actual commute for others. They found that without the
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mobility restriction, excess commuting was 65% in the Greater Toronto Area. However, 

restricting the mobility o f certain groups o f workers reduced excess commuting by 

varying amounts, ranging from 0.7% - 43% depending on household composition. The 

authors concluded that transport and land-use policies aimed at specific commuters could 

result in substantial reductions in vehicle-kilometres-travelled (vkt).

Using Euclidean distance as a measure of zonal separation and White’s method for 

calculating the average minimum commute, Homer and Murray (2002) used a GIS to 

simulate the effect o f zonal definition on measures of excess commuting in Boise, Idaho. 

The authors demonstrated that as the urban zonal system moves from large zones to small 

zones, excess commuting increases at an exponential rate. For example, using 286 zones, 

excess commuting was found to be 48% while using 25 zones, excess commuting 

declined to 26%. Homer and Murray thus showed that excess commuting measures are 

less certain at more aggregated zonal scales. They concluded that future research 

measuring excess commuting should use the most disaggregate zonal system and data 

possible. Homer (2002) also undertook extensive excess commuting analyses for a 

selection of 26 cities in the United States. Using Euclidean distance as a measure o f zonal 

separation, he found excess commuting measures ranging from 47% in Charlotte to 67% 

in Philadelphia.

Rodriguez (2004) used disaggregate travel data from Bogota, Columbia to examine the 

assumption that individuals engaging in excess commuting have traded commuting for 

other more important locational benefits. Excess commuting was divided into two 

categories: involuntary excess commuting and voluntary excess commuting. Involuntary 

excess commuting represents the extra commuting undertaken by individuals who are 

dissatisfied with the tradeoffs required by their current home and work locations. On the 

other hand, voluntary excess commuting represents commuting that individuals have 

consciously accepted as a trade-off for other locational benefits. Rodriguez found that the 

standard excess commute was 47% which comprised 32% and 15% o f involuntary and 

voluntary excess commuting respectively.
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Excess commuting research using both Hamilton and White methods 

Using both the Hamihon and White methods. Small and Song (1992) measured excess 

commuting in Los Angeles County using both travel time and travel distance as proxies 

for commuting cost. Using Hamilton’s method, they found that excess commuting was 

78% and 85% for travel time and travel distance respectively refuting Hamilton’s claim 

that using travel time and travel distance would yield very different results. Their results 

verified Hamilton’s original claim that the standard monocentric model with dispersed 

employment greatly under-predicts commuting costs. Using the transportation problem 

(W hite’s method), they found substantially higher measures o f excess commuting than 

did White (1988) for Los Angeles County. Using distance for commuting cost, excess 

commuting measures ranged from 37%, when aggregated zones were used, to 69%, when 

disaggregated zones were used. Using travel time for commuting cost, excess commuting 

measures ranged from 33% when aggregated zones were used, to 66% when 

disaggregated zones were used. Small and Song concluded that White’s low estimate o f 

excess commuting (10%) arose mainly from the use o f large zones in her analysis.

Using both the Hamilton and White methodologies, Merriman et al (1995) calculated 

measures o f excess commuting for the Tokyo Metropolitan Area. Using Hamilton’s 

method and travel time for commuting cost, they concluded that 90% o f all commuting 

was excess in the region. On the other hand, excess commuting declined to 15% using 

W hite’s methodology. In order to place the results in context, their results were compared 

with those o f Small and Song (1992) for the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area. They 

concluded that differences found in measures of excess commuting in the two cities were 

the result o f stmctural, cultural and urban land-use policy differences.

4.3.4 Travel Cost M axim isation and Capacity Utilisation

Commute Maximisation is an extension o f the transportation problem in the following 

sense: the objective function is simply the inverse o f that previously discussed i.e. it is to 

maximise rather than minimise transport costs. From a computational standpoint, a 

maximisation problem can be solved as a minimisation problem where the elements {i, j)
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of the cost matrix cij are negative. Using the notation employed in section 4.1.3, the 

objective functions becomes:

m n m n

M a x ^  X  cijXij = xx\mY^ ^  -c ijX ij (4.10)
/=1 /= l ;=1 /=!

The average maximum commute is given by:
m n

(4.11)
1 = 1  / = l

The problem is constrained in exactly the same way as the minimisation problem i.e. 

according to conditions (4.7)-(4.9).

In an extension to the excess commuting concept, Homer (2002) used the transportation 

model to maximise the cost o f allocating workers from residences to workplaces. He 

interpreted the maximum commute as a worst case scenario where every worker in the 

study area travels to the furthest possible workplace. Essentially, given a fixed

distribution o f residences and workplaces, the maximum commute places a cap on the 

amount o f commuting possible.

Homer suggested that the average minimum and average maximum commutes represent 

the travel cost capacity of a city. He further suggested that the relationship o f the average 

actual commute to the travel range (the average maximum commute minus the average 

minimum commute) is indicative o f the amount o f commuting capacity currently being 

used; specifically, the average actual commute divided by the travel range expressed as a 

percentage represents the percentage commuting capacity currently being used. For his 

sample o f cities, Homer found that commuting capacity percentages being used ranged 

from 17% (Portland) to 49% (Boise).

For this study, the average maximum commute is interpreted in a similar manner to that 

o f  Homer (2002) in that the difference between the maximum and minimum commute is 

interpreted as the travel cost capacity o f an urban area. The percentage o f travel cost 

capacity, Q  , being consumed by daily trip making is given by;
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'^act ^m in

T - Ty max mm y

*100 (4.12)

If we consider T  -  T as a finite scale determined by the distribution o f origins andmax mm J ®

destinations, then the relative location o f the actual average travel cost, , on the scale 

indicates the amount o f available travel resources being used by urban trip making. As 

âci ~ m̂in incrcascs relative to the total range of travel available, , trip making

becomes less efficient^ because more o f the available distance or time resources in the 

study area are being consumed.

4.4 The Dual of the Transportation Problem

In section 4.1.3, the transportation problem was illustrated in terms o f allocating 

resources from an area o f supply to an area o f demand in order to minimise costs. This 

problem is referred to as the primal o f the transportation problem. Every linear 

programming transportation as defined by (4.6)-(4.9) problem has a companion dual 

problem which is formulated in terms o f an objective o f opposite direction i.e. 

maximisation in the case of (4.6)-(4.9) (see Hay, 1977; Killen, 1979, 1983; Taaffe et al, 

1996). In the case o f the transportation problem, this objective can be interpreted as 

maximising the return to be realised from allocating resources from supply to demand 

areas. Specifically, in the transportation problem, the objective function o f the dual is to 

maximise the difference between the cost o f a unit resource at a supply area and the cost 

o f receiving a unit o f resource at a demand area. The relative differences are referred to 

as shadow prices. It can be shown through the dual solution that under conditions of 

optimal flow, a destination shadow price will differ from an origin shadow price by the 

difference in the transport cost associated with the two routes (see Killen, 1983). Thus, in 

terms o f transport costs, the dual values for a set of supply or demand areas may be 

interpreted as the relative advantage o f one location over another within the context o f the 

optimal solution.

Efficiency here refers to the measure o f  zonal separation used in the analysis.
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4.4.1 Description and Notation

Recall the notation for the transportation problem  (Section 4.1.3). The form ulation o f the 

primal ((4.6)-(4.9)) and dual ((4 .13)-(4.14)) o f  the transportation problem  suggests that 

they are in a sense ‘opposites’ for the following reasons (Killen, 1979):

1. The prim al involves m inimisation while the dual involves maximisation

2. The prim al constraints are all ‘less than or equals’ constraints while the dual 

constraints are all o f  the ‘greater than or equals’ type

3. The objective coefficients o f  the primal com prises the right hand side 

coefficients o f  the dual and vice versa

4. The coefficients in a column o f  the primal occur in the corresponding row in 

the dual and vice versa

Given any transportation problem , it is possible to write out the ‘opposite’ or dual 

problem in which the above relationships hold. Assume Vj is the associated shadow price 

for a unit o f  resource at destination /  and Ui is the shadow price for a unit o f  resource at 

origin /. Then the dual problem maximises S, the value added to the unit o f  resource by 

the transfer (i.e. transport cost) between origin and destination. Using the same notation 

as in (4.6)-(4.9), the dual transportation problem  is (taking account o f  conditions 1-4) is 

to find U/ and Wj such as to:

n m

Max ^  = X  d j V j ~ Y ,o iU i  (4.13)
/  /

s.t. V j - U i < c i j  (4.14)

where Ui = the m arginal cost o f  increasing oi; VJ = the marginal cost o f  increasing dj', and 

both Ui and VJ are unrestricted in sign. Constraint (4.14) ensures that the shadow price 

difference betw een origin and destination must be less than or equal to the transportation 

costs. To elaborate, if  we assume that (Vi -  Ui) and cij are the shadow price differential 

and the per unit transport costs respectively, it is only profitable to bring a route into use 

if  the shadow price differential exceeds the per unit cost o f  transport. M athematically, 

therefore, it is only profitable to bring a route into use i f

(VJ -  Ui) -  ciJ > 0  (4.15)

If it is a requirem ent that condition (4.15) holds for a route to be brought into use, then 

constraint (4.14) ensures that at optimality, VJ -  Ui = cij for each route being used.
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4.4.2 Interpreting shadow prices/dual values

Reconsider the optimal solution to the transportation problem example discussed in 

section 4.2.2. Following Killen (1983), consider by how much the transport cost would 

have to be reduced along an unused route in order for that route to enter the optimal 

solution. As already stated (section 4.2.2), the associated water cell value (i.e. the shadow 

cost) would have to become positive in order to enter the optimal solution. Thus the 

reduction in cost along a particular water cell route would have at least to equal the 

current shadow cost associated with that particular route.

Table 4.2 Transportation Problem: Interpreting Shadow Prices 

Final Iteration -  Optimal Solution

Towns

X Y Z Shadow Prices

A

6 4

15

8

71 15 k k-\

B

3

30

5

^ ^ - 5 ) 35 k+1 k

C

2

20

9

30 k k-I

25 45 10

k+2 k+4 k+1

k+1 k+3 k

With this point established, let us now analyse Table 4.2. Consider a situation where a 

product being produced at factory A was sold at that factory and obtained a price o f k  per 

unit o f product sold. If this were true, consider the price that a unit o f product could 

achieve at each other origin and would need to achieve at each destination within the 

context o f the optimal solution. In the optimal solution, factory A sends out all o f its 

produce to town Y at a per unit transport cost of 4. Therefore, the worth o f a product at 

town Y in terms o f the price one would expect to pay for it is {k+4). Factory B also 

supplies town Y at a per unit transport cost of 3. Factory B is obviously in a more
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advantageous location than factory A in terms o f  supplying town Y. The price we would 

expect to pay for a unit o f product at factory B is the transport cost differential between 

town Y and factory B i.e. k + 4 -  3 .\n  this sense, factory B has a locational advantage o f 

one money unit over factory A within the context of the optimal solution. Thus, the 

potential price or worth o f a unit of product at factory B is (^+7).

Following the same logic, if  a unit o f product is priced at {k+ l) at factory B then its 

worth at town X is obviously the price at factory B plus the cost o f transporting the 

product from B k+2).

In this sense, town X has a locational advantage o f two money units over town Z within 

the context of the optimal solution. If we bring our analysis to its conclusion, similar 

potential prices can be ascertained for factory C and town Z. These values are referred to 

as shadow prices or dual values. They are the values o f U/, /= l,...m  and n in

the dual formulation (4 .12)-(4.13).

It can be shown that the relative magnitudes o f  the shadow prices remain constant no 

matter what initial shadow price value is chosen or at what location we start our analysis. 

This is demonstrated by the second series o f shadow price values in Table 4.2 which 

commence by setting the shadow price at factory B to k. As can be seen, the price 

differences remain constant for both the origin and destination shadow prices.

For a set o f m origins with a set o f m associated shadow prices Ui, ..., Um, one may 

interpret the origins with the highest associated shadow prices as those with the most 

advantageous location within the optimum flow pattern. The marginal location advantage 

o f one origin location over another is given by the shadow price difference. In our 

example (Table 4.2), one might expect a certain premium to be paid by factories for their 

location advantage. The marginal shadow price difference between each factory is a 

measure o f this premium and is generally referred to as location rent (Stevens, 19 6 1). It 

can be seen from Table 4.2 that factory B with an associated shadow price o f {k-^1) is 

most advantageously located in terms o f the optimal flow pattern. This is logical since an
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advantageous origin is one which, relative to other origin locations, sends its flows along 

a low cost route.

The interpretation o f dual values is different for the demand areas. For a set o f n 

destinations with n associated shadow prices Vi, ..., Vn, one may interpret destinations 

with the highest associated shadow price as those with the most disadvantageous location 

relative to the overall flow pattern. This is logical since a disadvantageous location is one 

which receives its flows from a high cost route. In our example, the marginal locational 

disadvantage o f one town over another is given by the shadow price difference. It can be 

seen from Table 4.2 that town Z with an associated shadow price o f {k+4) is the most 

disadvantageously located in terms o f the optimal flow pattern.

For a more in-depth discussion about the mechanics and application o f dual programming 

solutions the reader is referred to Stevens (1961); Haggett et al (1977); Hay (1977); 

Killen (1979); Killen (1983); Taaffe et al (1996);

4.4.3 Related Research

One o f the main reasons for determining the dual variable values for the optimal solution 

o f the transportation model is to map the shadow prices o f the origins and destinations. 

Visually, this enables one to determine the spatial advantage or otherwise o f origins and 

destinations within the context of the optimal solution. Despite the obvious value o f the 

dual, it appears that researchers have placed more emphasis on the primal solution when 

solving linear programming problems.

Mapping shadow prices can be useftil in providing a basis from which future planning 

decisions can be made. The relative locational advantage/disadvantage o f particular areal 

units is o f immense importance. The applicability o f this type o f analysis has seemingly 

endless possibilities. An application within a planning context is that o f Maxfield (1972) 

who used the transportation problem to determine the most efficient assignment of 

students to schools that minimised travel distance. The dual solutions were then analysed 

in order to determine the relative advantage/disadvantage o f one school location over
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another. The results suggested that students near core areas tended to have the greatest 

efficiency with respect to location but that many o f the schools in these areas were 

overcrowded, mainly because o f their locational advantage. Maxfield concluded that the 

dual analysis would allow an evaluation o f a school transportation tax based on 

residential location, or a tax increase for parents who moved to suburban areas thereby 

burdening outlying school districts with transporting their children to school. The dual 

provided a basis from which decisions concerning the spatial planning o f school districts 

might be made in the future.

Maxfield (1969) employed the transportation model to determine the minimum cost 

method o f satisfying the overseas demand for United States hard red spring wheat in 

1964. Using a series o f isoline maps to display the dual solutions for a set o f demand and 

supply areas, the relative competitive strength o f each wheat growing area was 

determined. Maxfield suggested that one o f the merits o f mapping dual solutions was that 

it allowed for a precise quantitative measure o f comparative competitive strengths within 

a multi-locational problem.

Horton and Wittick (1969) used the transportation model to analyse work trips in Waco, 

Texas. The initial approach was to find the distance minimising solution. Thereafter, 

maps o f the associated origin {Ui) and destination {Vj) shadow price values were 

prepared. Horton and Wittick suggested that maps o f the dual values could be used to 

identify areas which are disadvantageously located in terms o f residences or workplaces. 

They also suggested that this type o f analysis might be used to as a planning tool for 

guiding the construction o f housing and employment in the future .

O’Sullivan (1972), applied the transportation problem in the UK to determine the optimal 

patterns o f deliveries for a selection o f commodity groups which would minimise 

distance. Having found this, choropleth maps employing 78 regions were used to display 

the shadow prices for origins (Ui values) and destinations {Vj values) for all thirteen 

commodities. In terms o f commodity supply and demand, the results suggested that dual 

values predict regional economic advantage/disadvantage quite well.
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At this point, it is worth noting that in analysing journey to work patterns for Dublin, the 

current research uses an approach similar that used by Horton and Wittick (1969). Dual 

solutions attained through the transportation model were mapped and analysed for the 

peak and off-peak travel periods, for various cost functions (RND and TT) for two time 

periods (2001 and 1991) and for car and public transport separately.

4.5 Random Commuting Estimation

In previous sections minimum, actual, and maximum journey costs have been discussed 

both in absolute terms and in relative terms through excess commuting (EC) or capacity 

utilisation measures {C^).  To develop further the idea o f  an urban travel scale, mean 

random commuting costs were estimated for the Greater Dublin Area. The mean random 

commute assumes that individuals choose origins and destinations at random and that 

collective travel behaviour is insensitive to travel cost. Effectively, random trip making 

assumes that there is no systematic relationship between where a journey starts and ends. 

The method for estimating the average random journey cost is outlined in this section. 

The importance o f average random travel costs is particularly evident when compared 

with the other variables on the travel scale. Full interpretations o f these relationships are 

also outlined in this section.

For a given set o f origins and destinations, the number o f possible random assignment 

solutions is, at least in practical terms, infinite. It is practically impossible to generate 

definitive mean random commuting values for specific datasets because the number of 

possible random solutions is infinitely large. Therefore, a random simulation algorithm -  

the hit-and-run algorithm- was used to simulate n random assignments. The mean o f all 

simulations was then calculated in order to estimate the mean random value for each 

individual trip matrix.
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4.5.1 The Hit-and-Run Algorithm

The hit-and-run algorithm is a specific type o f Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 

sampling method for generating points from general continuous distributions over 

bounded open regions (Kiatsupaibul et al, 2002). It assumes that all trip matrices are 

equally likely, and works by generating n random samples from a bounded solution space 

i.e. a solution space with fixed row (origin) and column (destination) totals. This is done 

by constructing a Markov chain which, if  run for many iterations, can be used as a basis 

for estimating the mean journey cost associated with all possible random 

assignments, .

Table 4.3 The H it-and-Run Algorithm : Sim ulation Method  

Original M atrix Table

Towns

Factories

X Y

A

6

15 15

B

3

15 35

25 25

Cost: 175

Random Solution Table

Factories

Towns

X Y

A

6

5

4

10 15

B

3

15 35

25 25

Cost: 135
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Consider Table 4.3 which follows the same format as Tables 4.1 and 4.2 where the top 

left-hand comer o f each box represents the per unit transport cost associated with that 

route and the bottom right-hand comer represents the flow currently assigned along the 

route (Section 4.1.4). The algorithm begins with an original flow matrix.*  ̂ Two rows and 

two columns are then chosen at random from the original matrix. In our example, these 

are factories A and B and towns X and Y from the initial solution in Table 4.1. While 

keeping the problem balanced, the maximum flow possible,a , that can be shifted along 

the routes is identified. In our example, this is 15 units being the minimum of the row and 

column total values. A random number is then generated between 0 and a  . For our 

example, let us assume that this value is 10. Starting at a cell with 10 units or more, we 

move in a clockwise direction subtracting/'adding/subtracting/adding... 10 units to each 

cell. The process terminates at the original starting cell. The revised solution (Table 4.3) 

is another o f many possible random solutions. The algorithm continues in this manner, 

using an iterative procedure to generate revised random solutions whereby each new 

solution is generated from the previous solution. In this way a Markov chain is 

constructed. The procedure can run for a specified number o f  iterations or until the 

process is terminated by the user. The algorithm results in a random sample o f trip 

matrices, with all trip matrices being equally likely.

Because the process only chooses two rows and two columns for the generation o f a new 

random solution, it takes some time for the algorithm to explore the solution space 

adequately. Thus, the literature states that the algorithm must be mn for a large number of 

iterations (Bemardo and Smith, 2000; Smith, 1984). In addition, a ‘bum -in’ period is 

required in order to allow the algorithm to move from the initial solution to other random 

solutions^ (Bemardo and Smith, 2000; Smith, 1984). For this study, the first two million 

iterations o f each random simulation process were discarded. For all o f the average

The original trip matrix can be com pletely arbitrary. For this research, the algorithm started at the 
independence or chi-square case. Thus, the expected flow s were calculated along each route in the trip 
matrix by finding the product o f  each row and column respectively and dividing by the total number o f  
trips in the system.
* A s already stated, the independence case was used as the starting point for all random simulations. The 
independence case was chosen because the solution associated with this case is the most likely solution (or 
the solution which maxim ises entropy). Thus, it was thought that the cost associated with this solution  
w ould be som ewhat similar to the costs associated with the random solution, and that the model would  
require a shorter ‘bum -in’ period.
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random cost estimates, the model was run for a minimum of 10 million iterations to 

ensure that the algorithm explored the solution space adequately. Only the cost associated 

with every 1000''^ trip matrix was stored. The mean o f these values was summed and 

divided by the number o f saved iterations in order to obtain the overall mean random 

commuting cost. Other summary statistics were also stored including the standard 

deviation, variance and range. The hit-and-run algorithm used in this study was written 

and run in the computer statistical package R. Dr. Brendan Murphy, lecturer in the 

Department o f Statistics, Trinity College Dublin, wrote the algorithm.

4.5.2 Interpretation of Random Commuting Costs

As stated already, the main assumption involved in random trip making is that individuals 

do not take account of journey costs when deciding where to begin and end their 

journeys. The importance o f calculating average random travel costs lies in the 

relationships that emerge between these costs and other variables represented on the 

travel scale. Two such relationships emerge; first, the relationship between the average 

random journey cost and the travel range {R), and second the extent to which the average 

actjal journey cost approaches the average random journey cost ( R Q ). Let us first 

consider the former.

R values represent the percentage o f the available travel resources (either journey 

dis ance or journey time) i.e. the travel range, being consumed under the assumption of 

rarxlom trip making behaviour. This is given by:

R=
( T _ r

rand______min

T - TY max mm y

*100 (4.16)

wh;re is the average random travel cost. It represents the extent to which the

average random journey cost approaches the average maximum journey cost. The relative 

diference in R values for different modes o f transport, different measures o f zonal
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separation, different travel periods (peak and off-peak) and different time periods (1991 

and 2001) provide useful insights.

RC^ values represent the amount o f available resource capacity being consumed by 

actual trip making when the average random travel cost, is considered to be the 

upper limit o f a revised travel range. This relationship is given by:

RC '̂ a tt ^min

T - Ty  rand  min j

*100 (4.17)

Essentially, RC^ values measure the extent to which the average actual journey cost 

approaches the average random journey cost. As R Q  values increase, actual trip making

behaviour is deemed to be approaching that which one would expect under the 

assumption o f random behaviour i.e. where individuals are insensitive to journey costs. 

Therefore, as R e v a lu e s  approach 100%, one can say that planning, in terms o f its 

ability to integrate land use and transport and cater for the geography o f trip making, 

becomes increasingly unsuccessful.

4.6 The Urban Travel Scale

The foregoing sections have discussed the average minimum ( ) ,  actual ( ), random

(^rand) avcragc maximum ( )  journey costs. Together, they represent what is

referred to in this study as the urban travel scale. For the Dublin study area, the urban 

travel scale variables were calculated for the peak and off-peak travel periods in 1991 and 

2001. Three measures o f zonal separation were used in the calculation process: Euclidean 

Distance (ED), Road Network Distance (RND) and Travel Time (TT). Separate travel 

scales were constructed for car and public transport. For each travel scale generated in 

this research, the previously discussed evaluation measures, namely Excess Travel (EC), 

Capacity Utilisation (C ^), Random Capacity Utilisation (R C „) and R values were 

calculated. The value o f the travel scale to urban and transport policy is now discussed.
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4.6.1 The Urban Travel Scale and Policy Implications

Travel Scale Variables

Whether zonal separation is measured in terms of journey distance or journey time, 

average minimum travel costs are a measure o f the physical separation between urban 

land uses. Temporal changes in minimum journey costs show how the physical 

separation between origins and destinations is evolving. In particular, minimum travel 

cost for journey distance measures can be used to determine the average physical 

separation between jobs and houses on a region-wide level^. Thus, with temporal data, 

they may be used to assess the outcome o f policies aimed (say) at creating a greater jobs- 

housing balance. When applied to the various modes o f transport separately, minimum 

travel costs can be used to determine the relative superiority o f one travel mode over 

another. This information may be used to inform land-use and transport policy.

Average maximum travel costs can be interpreted as the degree o f dispersion between 

land uses: greater average maximum travel cost indicates an increased physical 

separation between land uses; put another way, as average maximum travel costs increase 

urban land uses are more spread out.

Evaluation Measures

Excess travel (EC) measures provide a benchmark from which changes in urban 

commuting efficiency can be measured and evaluated. This benchmark is justified on two 

levels. First, high levels o f excess travel are interpreted as indicating a weak connection 

between urban travel and locational decision making. Second, temporal changes in excess 

travel measures show how actual trip making is evolving in relation to the distribution of 

urban land uses. Measures o f  EC for different times suggest the impacts that the evolving 

land use geography o f a study area are having on trip making patterns. In this sense, 

excess travel measures have important sustainability implications. They can be used as 

indicators in order to evaluate whether or not urban travel patterns are moving towards 

sustainability. When applied to the various modes o f transport separately, excess travel 

measures can be used to determine the relative efficiency o f one travel mode over

** If we assume that origins and destinations are proxies for housing and employment.
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another, for example, they can be used to assess the efficiency o f car based travel relative 

to public transport in terms o f adequately serving individual journey needs.

Capacity Utilisation ( )  measures view travel distance and time as finite resources. This

means that actual travel can be interpreted within the context o f the maximum possible 

and the amount o f available resources being consumed can be determined. The measure 

can be used as a transport sustainability indicator for various modes o f transport, various 

travel periods and various time periods.

Random Capacity Utilisation (RC„) provides yet another means whereby urban travel

patterns can be analysed within the context o f the assumption that zonal separations as 

expressed by zonal costs are irrelevant. In terms o f urban and transport sustainability, as 

R measures increase, the failure o f land-use planning policy would appear to be more 

apparent.

Finally, most urban and regional land use and transport plans are based on the peak travel 

period. The off-peak period is often neglected. This will not be the case in this study. 

Collectively, the urban travel scale methodology and its associated evaluation measures 

can deal with both travel periods. Thus, important insights can be provided into the 

relative efficiency o f travel patterns during the off-peak periods e.g. the role and 

efficiency o f public transport and car based transport.

4.7 Conclusion

This chapter has demonstrated the methods that can be used to construct urban travel 

scales and evaluative measures that can be used to analyse them. The dual o f the transport 

problem o f linear programming has also been reviewed and its value in analysing patterns 

o f spatial advantage discussed. Quite obviously, the type o f analysis to which the chapter 

refers implies the availability o f the necessary data. The next chapter discusses the data 

gathering process and the various data analysis software that was used in this research.
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CHAPTER FIVE: PRELIMINARY WORK

5.1 Introduction

The first part o f this chapter deals with data requirements and considerations. Then, the 

research study area is presented. Thereafter a description o f the data and its limitations is 

offered. The final part o f the chapter outlines the various data analysis software packages 

that were used for completing the research.

5.2 Data Requirements and Identiflcation

Arising from the methods discussed in Chapter Four specific data sets were required in 

order to undertake the analysis and fulfil the research objectives established in Chapter 

One.

First, because it was decided that temporal variations in travel scales be analysed (see 

Section 1.2), it was necessary to acquire data for at least two years in the past. Data was 

available for 1991 and 2001 and these dates were therefore chosen for comparative 

analysis. Second, it was desired that variations in travel scales for the peak and off-peak 

travel periods be compared (see Section 1.2). Thus, peak and off-peak travel data was 

acquired for both 1991 and 2001. Third, a further objective was to measure variations in 

travel scales with respect to mode o f transport (see Section 1.2). It was hoped that data 

would be available for three modes: private car, bus and train. However, for 2001, the 

relevant data was only available for two modes: car and public transport (i.e. bus and 

train combined) while for 1991, the public transport data was available for bus and train 

separately'. Finally, an objective o f the research was to determine the impact o f various 

transport cost functions on the commuting scale (see Section 1.2). To this end, data was 

collected for three transport cost fiinctions for the peak and off-peak travel periods for

' Tlie format o f  the 1991 datasets meant that it was not possible to amalgamate the 1991 bus and train data, 
particularly the RND and TT cost matrices. Similarly, the format o f  the 2001 public transport datasets 
meant that the data could not be separated into the individual bus and train modes.
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both 1991 and 2001; Euclidean Distance (ED), Road Network Distance (RND) and 

Travel Time (TT).

5.3 Data Collection

All o f the data used for this research came from the Dublin Transportation Office’s 

(DTO) Dublin Transportation Model. The overall objective o f this model is to produce 

and maintain an accurate picture o f the geography of travel in the Greater Dublin Area 

(GDA). In order to ensure that the required data was available and robust, meetings were 

arranged with members o f the DTO prior to data collection. Meetings were held with two 

transport planners from the DTO modelling section; Barry Colleary and John Keyes. 

Over the course of the meetings, the author discussed all aspects o f the proposed study in 

order to ensure that the data collected for 1991 and 2001 would be reliable and 

appropriate.

All o f the 2001 data was acquired via email. In order to better understand the workings o f 

the DTO transport model, the author undertook (with guidance from DTO staff in the 

modelling section) the extraction and calibration of the 1991 data. This process involved 

employing the SATURN and TRIPS software packages which are used by the DTO for 

modelling conventional, congested and multimodal traffic operations for private transport 

and public transport respectively. The author spent one week working in the DTO 

extracting the relevant data for 1991. In total, it took more than 10 months from the date 

o f first contact with the DTO in March 2003 for the author to acquire all o f the data 

needed for the research.

5.4 Study Area -  DTO Zones

The Greater Dublin Region as defined by the DTO zonal systems for 1991 and 2001 

(Figure 5.1) represents the study area for the research project. The transport planning 

study area for 1991 was very different to that for 2001. Rapid population and economic 

growth in the 1990’s (see Chapter Three) forced the expansion o f Dublin’s metropolitan 

and hinterland areas and this expansion is represented by the increase in the extent o f the 

DTO transport planning study area from 1991 to 2001.
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Figure 5.1 shows the study areas used by the DTO for 1991 and 2001. The yellow area 

indicates the outer boundary o f the 1991 study area while the dark green area indicates 

the outer boundary o f the 2001 study area. The 1991 study area consists of 426 mapped 

zonal units plus six (unmapped) external zones while the 2001 study area consists o f 533 

zonal units plus nine (unmapped) external zones.

The DTO’s 1991 426 zone study area spans 2,013 square kilometres. It covers all of 

County Dublin and parts o f County Meath, County Kildare and County Wicklow. The 

2001 533 zone study area spans 7,815 square kilometres, almost four times the area. It 

covers the entire Greater Dublin Area as well as parts o f County Louth. Obviously, data 

from the two study areas are not comparable because the 2001 study area is much larger 

than the 1991 study area. Data analysis was undertaken for both o f the zonal systems 

displayed in Figure 5.1.

In order to undertake the temporal analyses, it was necessary to ensure that the 2001 

study area was as comparable as possible to the 1991 study area. This was achieved by 

reducing the size o f the outer boundary o f the 2001 study area to coincide with the 1991 

boundary. Thus, for the temporal comparisons, the 2001 datasets were adjusted to include 

only trips which originated and ended inside the 1991 study boundary (Figure 5.2). 

Despite the outer boundaries o f the 1991 and 2001 study areas being identical for this 

part o f the study, a discrepancy still existed in the number o f zonal units associated with 

each zonal system. The 1991 study area consisted o f 432 zones while the comparable 

2001 study area consisted of 463 zones. Figure 5.2 shows the 2001 study area 

superimposed on the 1991 study area. The additional zones for the 2001 study area are 

easily visible. In total, 31 additional zones exist in the 2001 study area. It can be seen 

(Figure 5.2) that the differences between the two zonal systems are minor. It was 

concluded that these differences would not bias the temporal travel comparisons to any 

great extent.
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Figure 5.1 DTO Study Areas - 1991 and 2001
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Figure 5.2 DTO Zonal Systems -1991 and 2001 
(Adjusted to 1991 Outer Boundary)
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5.5 Data Origins and Description 

5.5.1 Travel Matrices

In total, 13 travel matrices were acquired in order to undertake the 2001 analyses while 

15 were acquired for the 1991 analyses (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1 2001 and 1991 Travel Data

Travel Period Mode
Zonal Separation 

Measure
Number

2001 Travel

Demand Peak & Off-Peak Car, PT 4

Matrices:

2001 Travel Cost 

Matrices:
Peak & Off-Peak Car, PT ED ^ RND, TT 9

2001 Total: 13

1991 Travel

Demand Peak Car, Bus, Train 3

Matrices:

Off-Peak Car, Bus 2

1991 Travel Cost 

Matrices:
Peak Car, Bus, Train ED, RND, TT 7

Off-Peak Car, Bus
Car & Bus ED & 

RND; Bus TT
3

1991 Total: 15

Data was available and was collected for three different measures o f zonal separation: 

Euclidean Distance (ED), Road Network Distance (RND), and Travel time (TT).

Euclidean distance (ED) is a measure of the straight-line distance between zone 

centroids. These measurements were constant for all modes and for the peak and off-peak 

travel periods. However, the 1991 and 2001 ED matrices were different because o f the 

aforementioned differences in the zonal configuration for the two time periods.

 ̂Only one Euclidean Distance Matrix was required for 1991and another for 2001; this is because the 
straight-line distance between zone centroids is the same for all modes o f  transport.
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Road Network Distance (RND) represents the distance travelled along the actual road or 

rail network. Thus, it does not include the distance travelled to get to the car or to a public 

transport stop; nor does it include the distance from the car park/public transport stop to 

the final destination. The RND m atrices for car vary for peak and off-peak travel periods. 

The RND travelled during the peak period are longer because many car users use longer 

distance ‘rat-runs’.

Travel Tim e (TT) m easurem ents for car and public transport represent the total time 

spent travelling from origin to destination. In the case o f  public transport, a stop delay 

penalty was incorporated into the travel time to account for waiting time.

5.5.2 2001 Data

As mentioned previously, the 2001 data was acquired from the D TO ’s Dublin Transport 

Model. The model has existed since 1991 when it was developed for use in the Dublin 

Transportation Initiative (DTI, 1994). As stated already, the model seeks to maintain an 

accurate picture o f the geography o f  travel in the Greater Dublin Area (GDA). The 

original model has been extended and developed since its creation.

The current model has two main components: the Highway Model (prim arily car based) 

and the PT Model (public transport based). The zonal structure o f  both m odels is based 

on District Electoral Divisions (D ED ’s) which enables a com parison o f  trip attraction and 

generation estimates w ith available census and/or local authority level data. In 2003, an 

independent audit o f  the Dublin Transport Model was carried out (W SP, 2003). The audit 

concluded that in the case o f  the highway model “the overall level o f  validation does 

provide confidence in the m odel’s ability to replicate base year travel patterns with 83% 

o f link counts having a GEH (error statistic) o f  less than 10% (W SP, 2003, 37). The 

audit indicated that the distribution o f  trips between bus and train in the PT model 

corresponded well with the modal splits in actual surveys. However, reservations were 

expressed concerning the level o f  m odelled mode interchange between the public 

transport modes. The PT Model interchange penalties for calculating travel time values
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were set at between 5-6% while WSP calculated that a more realistic interchange 

estimate would be 10%. This suggests that, to some extent at least, the public transport 

journey times may be slight underestimates.

In summary, WSP concluded that the basic structure of the overall model is appropriate 

for modelling Dublin’s traffic and that “the current model components are in line with 

expectations” (WSP, 2003, 88).

Overview o j The Dublin Transportation Model

Various surveys undertaken in 2001 provide the most up-to-date travel information that 

has been input to the current Dublin Transport Model (WSP, 2003). The main surveys 

were:

A) Origin-Destination employment surveys

B) Origin-Destination education surveys

C) Origin-Destination public transport surveys

D) Origin-Destination surveys taken at specific locations 

A total of 221,865 surveys were undertaken.

Counts were also undertaken to allow for an appropriate grossing up o f the survey data to 

reproduce current trip making patterns in the DTO study area. These included counts 

using planning data (e.g. education numbers, employment numbers, and population 

estimates) and traffic data (traffic counts for 611 links. Electronic Ticketing Machine 

(ETM) data, rail boarding data, and journey time data). A map o f the job-population ratio 

in the Greater Dublin area can be seen in Appendix C. In the 2001 model, the peak period 

is defined by trip making occurring between 8-9AM while the off-peak period is defined 

by trip making occurring between 2-3PM. A map o f the jobs-population ratio has been 

included in Appendix B

5.5.3 1991 Data

The origins of the 1991 data lie in the Dublin Transportation Initiative (DTI) study 

undertaken in the early 1990s (see Section 3.3). The DTI study team undertook extensive
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travel surveys in order to calculate Origin-Destination travel demand matrices for the 

peak (8-9AM) and off-peak (2-3PM) travel periods. They also constructed travel cost 

matrices for the study area based on travel time, travel distance and generalised cost. 

Using this information, a transport modelling system was developed to undertake 

technical analyses (DTI, 1994).

Figure 5.3 DTI Strategic Zones
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The DTI study area consisted o f a 57 strategic zone for the Dublin region (Figure 5.3). 

They were then divided into 367 zones which were based largely on District Electoral 

Divisions (DED’s). The study area consisted o f all of County Dublin and parts of 

Counties Meath, Kildare and Wicklow. However, as stated previously, the 1991 travel 

data used for this research is based on a 432 zonal system (Figure 5.1). This is due to the 

fact that the original DTI study zonation was altered by the DTO in 1996 to better reflect 

population and employment changes in the Dublin area. In particular, it subdivided many 

o f the outlying zones in Figure 5.3 which resulted in the revised 1991 zonal configuration 

presented in Figure 5.1. The outer boundaries o f the original DTI study area were 

maintained by the DTO when the zonal configuration was adjusted.

The DTO used a ‘cost key’ developed by its modelling staff to convert both the journey 

cost and trip matrices for the 367 zonal system to the updated 432 zonal system. For the 

journey cost data, this worked in the following way. Consider two zones A and B. 

Assume that the cost o f travelling between A and B was 20 minutes for the original 367 

zone system. Now assume that zone B has been split into two zones under the new 432 

zonal system, denoted B and C. The cost key assumes that the cost of travelling from 

zone A to both B and C is the same. Thus, the conversion key assumes, quite reasonably, 

that the cost o f travelling from zone A to zones B or C would be the same as from A to 

the original zone B prior to the subdivision.

Conversion o f the trip matrices was handled as follows. Consider 100 trips going from 

zone A to zone B under the 367 zone system and consider again that under the new 432 

zone system, zone B is split into two new zones, denoted B and C. The DTO ‘cost key’ 

simply split the total number o f trips equally between the two new zones. Similarly, if  an 

original zone B was subdivided into three new zones, denoted B, C and D, the ‘cost key’ 

divided the total number of trips going from zone A to subdivided zones B, C, and D 

equally. The conversion system ensured that the total number of trips remained the same 

within the study area.
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5.6 Data Lim itations

In general, the 2001 datasets are more robust than the 1991 datasets. This is largely due to 

advancements in modelling techniques since 1991 and is also to the quality and 

extensiveness o f the data input to the 2001 model. Despite this, there were data problems 

with both the 1991 and 2001 datasets. These are now discussed, dealing first with the 

2001 data.

5.6.1 Data Problem s and Constraints

5.6.1.1 2001 Data

The Dublin Transport Model does not model intrazonal trip making: for all trip matrices, 

the model effectively assumes that no trips originate and end in the same zone. O f course, 

this is not the case in reality; thus, a number o f trips are unfairly excluded from the 

DTO’s modelled network. If we let Xii be the average number o f trips originating and 

destined for a zone i, then the total number o f trips underestimated in the study area is
n

given h y ^ X i i .
i= \

While the author recognises this bias, there appeared to be no obvious way to estimate 

within-zone trip making. Thus, these trips were excluded from the current analysis. It is 

likely that the total number o f mechanised trips originating and ending in the same zone 

is relatively small. It was concluded that this source o f bias would not have any 

substantial impact on the overall results.

The second problem involved the 2001 cost matrices. The DTO model does not produce 

diagonal cost elements for any o f the aforementioned cost matrices (Table 5.1). Thus, 

there are no Euclidean Distance (ED), Road Network Distance (RND) or Travel Time 

(TT) cost values for trips starting and ending in the same zone. For the mechanics o f the 

transportation problem (see Chapter Four) it was important that within zone assignments 

contribute something to the total transport cost. If, for example, intrazonal costs had been 

set to zero, each minimum travel cost estimate would have been biased downwards with
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excess travel being overstated. This is because the least cost assignment model solution 

will tend to assign intra-zonal trips on the grounds that these trips are the cheapest.

In order to allow such trips in the optimal solutions, it was therefore necessary to come 

up with a method to estimate intrazonal journey cost estimations. For the purpose o f this 

study, intrazonal travel distances were estimated by assuming that each zonal unit was 

circular. Using this assumption it was possible to calculate the radius o f the circle,a;.,

which equals each zones area. This method was used successfully in other studies (Frost 

et al, 1998, Homer, 2002). For each zone, this value was used as the intrazonal travel 

distance. Specifically, the radius o f  the circle, r. , which approximates the area o f a zonal 

unit, i, is given by:

where A. is the area o f zone /. This approximation o f intrazonal travel distance was used

for both the Euclidean Distance (ED) and the Road Network Distance (RND) matrices 

for the peak and off-peak periods.

Estimating within zone travel time values was not as straight forward as estimating travel 

distance values; in fact, there was no obvious way to estimate intrazonal travel time 

values. The author first attempted to calculate intrazonal travel times as follows. Twenty 

origin zones were randomly chosen from the travel matrix. For each o f these twenty 

zones, the adjacent destination zones were identified. Using the RND and TT costs the 

implied mean speeds o f journeys to adjacent zones were calculated. The implied mean 

speeds were then multiplied by the ED values associated with the intrazonal joum eys in 

order to generate an estimate o f the known travel time. Then, a linear regression model 

was run to determine if  there was a relationship between actual travel time value and the 

estimated values. The regression was not significant. Therefore, it was decided not to use 

the above method for estimating intrazonal travel time values.

(5.1)n
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After much deliberation, it was decided that the intrazonal travel time value for each zone 

would be estimated by using the lowest of the travel time values between that zone and 

all destination zones. This value was found quite easily by undertaking a query in 

Microsoft Access. While this meant that within zone travel times were generally over

estimated, it was felt that the degree o f overestimation using this method would not be 

unduly high and that the minimum solutions would not be unduly biased.

5.6.1.2 1991 Data

As per the 2001 model, the 1991 model does not model intrazonal trips. Therefore, the 

total volume o f trips is understated in a manner similar to that for 2001. In addition, 

intrazonal costs were missing for all 1991 cost matrices and were estimated using the 

same methods used for 2001 data. It is worth noting here that the fact that both o f these 

problems were dealt with in the same manner for the 1991 and 2001 data means that the 

comparisons that are made between 1991 and 2001 data have not been compromised.

As already stated, the 1991 data was not as robust as that for 2001. To a certain extent, 

this was to be expected given that the DTI was a transport planning study; the study team 

was not charged with reproducing and monitoring Dublin’s current transport patterns 

with a view to managing the city’s transportation on an ongoing basis. A number o f the 

1991 cost matrices had missing elements. Table 5.2 shows the missing elements as a 

percentage o f the total number o f elements for each matrix^. (The values cited do not 

include missing intrazonal costs, as referred to earlier.) It can be seen that the missing 

cost elements in the car matrices are relatively small and do not present serious problems. 

For bus cost matrices, the corresponding figures are somewhat higher which in part 

reflects the fact that the geographical coverage o f the bus network is such as to render 

impossible travel between a small number o f  zones using this mode. Given the extent o f 

the study area, it was felt that these missing elements would not unduly bias the overall 

results or undermine temporal comparisons. As can be seen, the percentage o f missing 

cost values for the train matrices was relatively large (16% and 15.8% for peak RND and 

TT respectively). To a certain extent, this is understandable given the patchy

 ̂ Matrices that are not displayed in Table 5.2 had no m issing elements.
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geographical coverage o f the railway network; clearly, there were many zonal pairs 

between which trip making was not possible by railway because o f the limited scope of 

the rail system.

Table 5.2 Percentage Missing Elements for 1991 Peak and Off-Peak Matrices

Y ear C ost Function M ode T ravel Period %  M issing Elem

1991 RND Car Peak .61%

1991 RND Bus Peak 5%

1991 TT Bus Peak 3.6%

1991 RND Train Peak 16%

1991 TT Train Peak 15.8%

1991 RND Car Off-Peak 1%

1991 RND Bus Off-Peak 3.8%

1991 TT Bus Off-Peak 3.8%

Given the time constraints on writing the thesis, estimating all o f the missing costs 

presented in Table 5.2 was unrealistic. The author thus decided on a simpler approach, 

namely to prevent any assignment o f individuals to routeways with missing cost elements 

during the minimisation procedure by assigning an exorbitantly high travel cost values to 

these routeways (and vice versa for the maximisation procedure).

During the random simulation process (Section 4.5) trips could be assigned to routes for 

which no cost data was available. Yet, in order to calculate the average cost value 

associated with each random solution, it was necessary to estimate the missing cost 

elements o f the routes concerned, in some realistic manner. For each cost matrix in Table 

5.2, missing elements were assigned a cost value equal to the minimum average travel 

cost as calculated by the transportation problem. It is likely that this estimate is biased 

downwards and that the actual average o f the missing costs would, in fact, be greater. 

However, it was felt that in a research sense, a conservative estimate o f the missing costs 

was much more prudent than over-estimating the missing cost elements. This means that 

the mean random costs quoted in this study are likely to be underestimated. Given the
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relatively small number o f missing elements in most o f the cost matrices presented in 

Table 5.2, the overall impact of this is likely to be limited.

For the 1991 off-peak data, some cost matrices were excluded from the analysis. These 

include the car travel time matrix and all of the rail cost matrices. On inspection, the 

author felt that the data associated with these matrices was too incomplete to render 

further analysis worthwhile. In each case the number of missing elements was greater 

than 20%. This cut off-point has been used in previous research (Homer, 2002) and was 

adopted here.

5.7 Data Analysis Software

Four main software packages were used for data analysis; two modelling software 

packages, a database, and a GIS (Geographical Information Systems) software package.

5.7.7 LINGO

LINGO stands for Linear Integer Numerical Global Optimiser (see LINDO, 2003a; 

2003b). It is both a modelling language and a commercial optimisation package. The 

attractiveness o f the software is that it allows large problems to be written and solved in a 

concise mathematical form making it a highly efficient and convenient optimisation 

package. The LINGO optimisation software supports links to any DBMS (Database 

Management System) which has an ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) driver; all 

popular DBMS’s have such a driver. Therefore, large datasets which are stored on 

databases do not need to be moved and can be linked directly to the LINGO software 

(LINDO Systems, 2003). In addition, unlike many other commercial optimisation 

packages, the LINGO extended version allows for an unlimited number o f variables and 

constraints when solving linear programming problems. Because large datasets were used 

in this study and the number o f variables (293,764 for the 542 zonal system) and 

constraints (1,082) were large, it was important to use a package that did not place limits 

on the size o f problems that could be solved. The software was purchased from LINGO 

Systems Inc., Chicago and shipped to Trinity College.
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For this study, LINGO version 8.0 was used for calculating all m inimum  and maximum 

travel costs as well as all associated dual solutions. Solutions were generated by writing a 

solution algorithm  (i.e. the transportation problem  algorithm ) in the LINGO m odelling 

language (see Appendix A). After problems were solved, LINGO produced a printed 

solution in the form o f  a LINGO report. A sample o f  a LINGO solution report may be 

viewed in Appendix B.

The LINGO software is quite user-friendly. The program ming language is relatively easy 

to learn and the ease w ith which the package links to databases is impressive. As far as 

speed o f  solutions is concem ed, the vast m ajority o f objective functions were solved in 

less than five minutes. The exact solution times for each m inimum  and m aximum  

solution is given in Appendix D.

There are two main problems associated with the LINGO package. First, running large 

models and preparing the solution report for each model requires a lot o f  RAM (Random  

Access M emory) and practically all o f  the CPU (Central Processing Unit). Effectively, 

this means that other work cannot be undertaken until the model has been solved and the 

solution report generated. Second, if  something is am iss with either the solution 

algorithm or the data in the database, an error message is produced by LINGO. If it is the 

former, the package points out the exact line where the error has occurred. However, this 

is not the case with the latter. Thus, if  an error occurs with the database, the only w ay in 

which it can be identified is by searching through every variable in the database. O f 

course, for large datasets, as here, this is practically impossible. Accordingly, w hen a 

database error occurs it is often better to re-input the raw data into the database rather 

than to look for the error. This can be very time consuming.

5.7.2 R

Random assignm ent simulations were conducted using an online statistical software 

package called R. R is simply an integrated suite o f  software facilities for data 

manipulation, calculation and graphical display (R Core Developm ent Team, 2003). R is 

often regarded as a variant o f the S language originally developed at Bell Laboratories.
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The R package contains functionality for a large number o f statistical procedures. These 

include: linear and generalized linear models, nonlinear regression models, time series 

analysis, classical parametric and nonparametric tests, clustering and smoothing 

(Venables and Smith and R Development Core Team, 2003).

For this research, R was used as a statistical software package to explore the solution 

space associated with the random assignment o f individuals from origins to destinations 

(Section 4.5.1). In order undertake random assignment simulations a Hit-and-Run 

algorithm, written in R code, was obtained. For this study, the R software package 1.8.1 

was used to simulate all random travel costs and all associated descriptive statistics e.g. 

standard deviation, range. The R package also produced frequency distribution curves for 

each random simulation procedure. The graphical output and descriptive statistics can be 

seen in Appendix E.

For each random travel cost calculated, at least ten million random simulations were 

undertaken. Generally, the random simulation model was left to run overnight. The extent 

to which each random travel cost was based on greater than 10 million simulation varied 

depending on when the simulation process was terminated.

5.7.3 Microsoft A ccess

Microsoft Access is a Database Management system (DBMS) which allows for the 

flexible organisation o f data. In this study, all cost matrices and trip matrices were stored 

within Microsoft Access databases and links were established between LINGO and 

Access so that the output data from LINGO could be stored within Microsoft Access. 

This meant that results from the optimisation procedures were held within Access and 

could be easily linked to ArcMap so that relevant results could be mapped.

5.7.4 ArcView

ArcView 8.1 is a Geographical Information System (GIS) data visualization, query, and 

map creation solution designed for application in a Windows environment. ArcView 

consists o f three components: ArcMap, ArcCatalog and ArcToolbox. For this research 

only ArcMap was utilised.
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ArcMap is a mapping component o f Arc View. It allows for the easy spatial 

representation o f data through mapping. The attractiveness o f ArcMap lies in its ability to 

map data over large geographic areas revealing hidden trends and distributions, and 

providing data with new visual and spatial dimensions.

In this study, ArcMap was employed to create choropleth maps representing the 

minimum, actual and dual solutions. For the minimum and actual solution maps, the class 

intervals chosen were those that showed the overall trend in the results most clearly. The 

customised class intervals were chosen after exploring the various class interval methods 

available in ArcMap namely natural jenks, equal quantity intervals, standard error 

intervals. It was thought that customised class interval were the most appropriate method 

of presenting the data. For the dual solutions, sextiles were chosen because this was the 

most appropriate method for representing the data associated with those solutions.

It is also worth noting that the class intervals vary between public and private transport 

journey time maps due to the extreme nature o f the difference in journey time values for 

public transport and the car. Using the same scale for car and public transport would have 

created public transport maps that were predominantly red in colour and spatial variations 

in journey times could not have been identified adequately.

In addition, zones that are colourless in the choropleth maps are zones for which no travel 

data was available.

5.8 Conclusion

This Chapter has outlined the data identification and collection processes. It has also 

provided an overview o f the Dublin Transportation model as well as a description o f the 

data and its limitations. The final section outlined the software packages that were used 

for analysing the data. Given that the research methodology has been outlined, the next 

chapter presents the first four results chapters, namely those for the 2001 peak period.
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CHAPTER SIX: THE 2001 PEAK PERIOD

6.1 Introduction

The value of the commuting scale lies in the inter-relationships that emerge between the 

variables represented on the scale: minimum average travel cost, actual average travel 

cost, random average travel cost and maximum average travel cost. The first part of this 

chapter is concerned with plotting and interpreting the average minimum and average 

maximum journey costs which represent the upper and lower limits of the travel scale. 

Then, the average random joumey cost is plotted and analysed within the context of the 

average minimum and average maximum values. Finally, the average actual joumey cost 

is plotted and is analysed within the context of capacity utilisation, random capacity 

utilisation and excess travel measures.

6.2 M inimum/M aximum Journey Cost

The average minimum and average maximum joumey costs represent the upper and 

lower limits of the urban travel scale (Section 4.6). It is worth recalling that the average 

minimum joumey cost represents the minimum possible average commuting cost for a 

specific distribution of origins and destinations while the opposite is the case for average 

maximum commuting cost. For example, the average minimum RND joumey cost 

assumes a theoretical situation where individuals travel the shortest distance possible 

from origin to destination while the average maximum joumey cost assumes that 

individuals travel the furthest possible distance from origin to destination. The average 

minimum and average maximum joumey costs are influenced by two factors: (1) the 

distribution of urban land uses i.e. the distribution of origins and destinations throughout 

the study area and (2) the transport network, as reflected by the cij elements of the 

various joumey cost matrices (see Section 5.2).

Table 6.1 displays the results for average maximum and average minimum joumey costs 

for car and public transport and the corresponding travel ranges. Figures 6.1 and 6.2
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provide a graphical representation o f  the travel scale results for each m ode o f  transport 

and each measure o f  zonal separation.

Table 6.1 Average M inim um /M axim uin Journey  Cost Results

Car ED 

(Kms)

Car

RND

(Kms)

Car TT 

(Mins)

PT ED 

(Kms)

PT RND 

(Kms)

PT TT 

(Mins)

M A X ( r _ ) 15.9 24.3 88.5 11.6 16.5 102.5

2.1 2.1 14.8 2.8 3.7 32.5

r a n g e 13.8 22.2 63.7 8.8 12.8 70.0

Figure 6.1 Travel Distance Scales - Min/Max Values
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6.2.1 Travel Distance and Travel Time

Minimum and Maximum Journey Costs

For car based travel, the average minimum journey cost is 2.1 kilometres for both RND 

and ED respectively'. This implies that the car network is sufficiently dense so as to 

allow its users to travel from their origin to their destination in a direct manner. The result 

also suggests that the distribution o f origins and destinations is sufficiently dense so as to 

allow individuals the possibility o f travelling short journey distances to their destinations. 

The corresponding results for public transport are 2.8 kilometres and 3.7 kilometres for 

RND and ED respectively. This suggests that the distance separation between individual 

origins and destinations is greater for public transport journeys than for car journeys. A 

comparison o f the ED and RND values shows that the road network adds considerably 

more distance to public transport journeys than car journeys. There is little doubt that the 

result for public transport reflects the fact that the network is less dense than the car 

network. Many public transport journeys that are non-city centre based are undertaken 

via the city centre because o f the predominantly radial nature o f that network. The ED 

result suggests that an increase in the density o f the public transport route network would 

lead to a reduction o f the average minimum RND.

The average minimum TT for car and public transport users is 14.8 minutes and 32.5 

minutes respectively. This shows that there is a much greater time separation between 

individual origins and destinations for public transport users than for car users. This 

suggests that public transport operates predominantly along routes that are more 

congested in relative terms, than those utilised by car users. However, the result is also 

likely to be related to the nature o f public transport travel which involves waiting and 

walking penalties, boarding penalties and transfer penalties. The implication o f this is that 

public transport journeys involve lower mean travel speeds and ultimately higher mean 

journey times than car journeys.

' The car RND value (2.14 Kms) was slightly higher than the corresponding values for ED (2.05 Kms) but 
due to rounding they appear as identical results in T able6.1.
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Turning to the average m axim um  values it can be seen (Table 6.1) the average m aximum  

journey cost by car is 24.3 kilom etres and 15.9 kilom etres for RND and ED respectively. 

The corresponding results for public transport were 11.6 kilom etres and 16.5 kilom etres 

for RND and ED respectively. Thus the upper limit o f  urban journey  costs when 

m easured in term s o f  distance is greater for car than for public transport. The foregoing 

result suggests that car users have greater speeds for long distance trips at the periphery; 

hence car users have m ore opportunity to travel greater distances than public transport 

users. The results also confirm  that origins and destinations are m ore spread out for car 

users than for public transport users. This is confirm ed by the travel ranges for car and 

public transport respectively. The difference in the travel ranges for both m odes suggest 

that the public transport netw ork does not cater for a significant proportion o f  overall 

travel demand. Put sim ply, access to public transport is not even an option for m any car 

users.

The average m axim um  TT for car and public transport users was 88.5 m inutes and 102.5 

respectively. There is little doubt that the higher value for public transport reflects the 

fact that the public transport network is sparser than the car netw ork while the results also 

reflects the relatively poor travel speeds on the public transport netw ork as com pared to 

the car network. Thus, in the m axim um  solution, public transport users travel shorter 

average distances but at much lower speeds than car users.

Taking the foregoing m inim um  and m aximum  distance and tim e results together suggests 

that public transport journeys becom e increasingly slower, in relative term s, than car 

journeys for long distance trips. This implies that m ajor advantage is conferred to the car 

vis-a-vis public transport for long distance journeys. There is little doubt that this is 

related to the implied m ean speed.

Travel Speeds

Using the foregoing mean RND and mean TT values, implied mean speeds associated 

with the m inim um  and m axim um  solutions were calculated for both m odes o f  transport. 

The results are presented in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 Implied Mean IVIax/IVlin S p eed s
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It can be seen (Figure 6.3) that the implied mean speeds are greater for car than for public 

transport. This proves that the car is faster than public transport for both short distance 

and long distance journeys. However, the relative magnitude o f these figures is 

interesting. The difference between implied mean speeds for car and public transport is 

much greater in the maximum solution than in the minimum solution. This suggests that 

while increases in mean journey distance lead to increases in mean journey time, this 

occurs at a more rapid rate for public transport. Public transport becomes increasingly 

slower relative to the car as the travel distance increases.

Separating Land Use and Transport Network Impacts

The extent to which the differences in the average minimum and average maximum 

journey cost as well as the travel range are related to (1) the distribution o f origins and 

destinations as against (2) the transport network was determined as follows.

The mechanics o f minimum and maximum RND journey cost calculation assumes that 

the difference between car and public transport RND in any solution is due to two 

factors: (a) the distribution o f origins and destinations in the study area i.e. land use 

effects, and (b) the transport network as reflected by the cij values o f each cost matrix. 

For example, this value is 7.8 kilometres in the case o f the maximum solution and is 

listed in the ‘Land Use and Transport Network Effects’ column in Table 6.2. Because car
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and public transport ED journeys operate along an identical network, it follows that the 

difference between the two values must be due solely to differences in the distribution of 

origins and destinations i.e. land use effects. For example, this value is 4.3 kilometres in 

the case o f the maximum solution and is shown in the ‘Land Use Effects’ column in 

Table 6.2. Thus, the remainder must be due to the influence o f the transport network. In 

the case o f the maximum solution, this is 3.5 kilometres which is displayed in the 

‘Transport Network Effects’ column in Table 6.2.

To summarise, the values in column one (Table 6.2) are a measure o f the manner in 

which the two groups o f users have a different distributions o f origins and destinations 

and the way in which they interact with their network. Columns two and three 

respectively are separate measures o f the extent to which both groups have different 

distributions o f origins and destinations and the extent to which their respective networks 

influence journey distance. For all columns (Table 6.2), positive values indicate that car 

users have a greater mean journey distance relative to public transport users; negative 

values indicate that public transport users have a greater mean journey distance relative to 

car users.

Table 6.2 Land Use and Transport Network Impacts on Max/Min Car and PT RND 

Land Use and Land Use Effects Transport Network

Transport Network (Car ED -  PT ED)

Effects

(Car R N D -P T  RND)

Maximum 7.8 Kms 4.3 Kms 3.5 Kms

Minimum -1.6 Kms -0.7 Kms -0.9 Kms

Effects

(Car RND -  PT RND) 

- (C a r  E D -P T  ED)

Turning now to the results in Table 6.2 it can be seen (Column One) that, in the minimum 

solution, public transport users travel 1.6 kilometres further than car users on average due 

to differences in the distribution of origins and destinations and how they interact with 

their network. Column Two shows that public transport users travel 0.7 kilometres more 

on average than car users due to different distribution o f origins and destinations while
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Column Three shows that public transport users travel 0.9 kilometres more than car users 

due to the manner in which they interact with their network. This implies that land uses 

(i.e. origins and destinations) are distributed in a manner which makes distance 

minimisation more favourable for car users than for public transport users; the results 

also suggest that the way in which public transport users interact with their network 

relative to car users costs them 0.9 kilometres. Extending the foregoing analysis to the 

maximum values it can be seen (Column Two) that, in the maximum solution, car users 

travel 4.3 kilometres more than public transport users due to differences in the 

distribution o f origins and destinations while Column Three shows that the way in which 

car users interact with their network relative to public transport users costs them a fiirther 

3.5 kilometres. This suggests that for long distance journeys land uses are distributed in a 

manner which allows car users to travel greater distances than public transport users; it 

also suggests that the way in which car users interact with their network is less efficient 

than public transport users.

Taking the foregoing minimum and maximum results together, they suggest that for short 

journey distances public transport RND values are higher because o f a sparser network 

and also because land uses are distributed in a manner which allows car users to travel 

shorter journey distances than public transport users. However, the results also suggest 

that as journey distances become longer, differences in the distribution o f land uses 

become a more important influencing factor in the difference between car and public 

transport RND values. This is likely to be due to the fact that as journey distance 

increases the imbalance in the number o f origins and destinations becomes greater for car 

users than for public transport users. The results suggest that Dublin’s land use 

arrangements, as reflected by the distribution o f origins and destinations in the study area, 

are more favourably located for car users regardless of whether short or long distance 

journeys are being undertaken. While this may not be surprising, it is worrying that this 

has occurred over a period when planning policy has called ever more strongly for 

development plans which have sought to reduce the need for car-based journeys (see 

Chapter Three).
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Zonal Separation Measures

A further trend relates to measures o f zonal separation. Table 6.3 shows the average 

minimum and average maximum journey distance costs for public transport and the car. 

It also shows the ED-RND ratio expressed as a percentage. The values show the extent to 

which ED has been successful at estimating the journey distance along the actual road 

network. The difference in absolute ED and RND values indicates the extent to which the 

actual road network increases the average journey distance and the degree to which the 

actual road network adds to the average journey distance is shown in brackets (in 

percentage terms) in Table 6.3. In an ideal world, it would be desirable if the extent to 

which the ED solutions underestimated RND solutions was a constant; this would imply 

that ED could be used as a substitute for RND to obtain solutions. In such a scenario, the 

only problem would be that the RND cost solutions were underestimated by some value 

k.

Table 6.3 Peak ED-RND Ratio Measures

Car ED 

(Kms)

Car

RND

(Kms)

Land

Use

\ R N D  )

Network

lo o -f— .in o l  
( / i ^ n  j

PT ED 

(Kms)

PT RND 

(Kms)

Land

Use

( R N D  I

Network

lo o -f— *100’
( RND j

Max 15.9 24.3 65.4% 34.6% 11.6 16.5 70.3% 29.7%

Min 2.1 2.1 100% 0% 2.8 3.7 75.7% 24.3%

Table 6.3 shows that, as expected, ED considerably understates the average minimum 

and average maximum journey distances. In general, the degree o f underestimation is 

greater in the maximum solution than in the minimum solution. This is somewhat 

counter-intuitive because one would have expected the degree o f underestimation to be 

greater in the minimum solution. This implies that short distance journeys are more direct 

and as a result more efficient than long distance journeys. A notable exception to the 

foregoing trend is the average minimum distance for car journeys which implies that 

short distance car journeys are much more direct, and thus more efficient, than short 

distance public transport journeys.
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It is also evident that the degree to which ED understates RND is greater for the car than 

for public transport. This is an unexpected result. One would have expected that the 

degree o f underestimation would be greater for public transport than for the car because 

one would normally associate less direct trip making with public transport. The 

underlying reason for this is unclear but it is likely to be related to the nature o f car travel 

in the peak period. For example, the impact o f ‘Rat Runs’, dropping children to school 

on the way to work, going to the gym before work etc. contribute to car users not using 

the shortest route from home to work and these journey characteristics have obvious 

sustainability implications.

A further point relates to the figures in brackets in Table 6.3. It can be seen that the extent 

to which the actual road network adds to the average distance value increases from the 

minimum solution to the maximum solution for both modes o f transport. This suggests 

that long distance journeys are less direct than short distance journeys for both modes of 

transport which implies, in turn, that long distance journeys are less sustainable than short 

distance journeys.

To summarise, the key point o f the aforementioned results is that the extent to which ED 

underestimates RND varies considerably; thus ED is not a good estimate o f RND. As a 

result, previous studies using ED to estimate RND values (Hamilton, 1989; Thurston and 

Yezer, 1991; Cropper and Gordon, 1991; Small and Song, 1992; Kim, 1995; Merriman et 

al, 1995; Frost et al, 1998; Homer and Murray, 2001; Homer and Murray, 2002; Homer, 

2002; Rodriguez, 2004) need to be viewed with a degree o f caution. The results in this 

section suggest that RND should be given preference over ED in studies measuring the 

average minimum and the average maximum journey distance.

6.3 Random Journey Cost

Random trip making (see Section 4.4.3) assumes that individuals choose their origin and 

destination at random and that the measure o f zonal separation is immaterial in the trip 

decision-making process; in other words, random commuting assumes that no systematic 

relationship exists between where individuals choose to begin and end their joumey.
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Table 6.4 displays the average random journey distances and times for car and public 

transport. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 provide a graphical display o f the random variables plotted 

on their respective scales.

Table 6.4 Peak Average Random Journey Cost Results

Car PT
Car ED Car TT PT ED PT TT

RND RND
(Kms) (Mins) (Kms) (Mins)

(Kms) (Kms)

11.9 16.9 66.3 9.0 13.0 80.0RANDOM

Figure 6.4 Peak Travel Distance Scales - Min/Max/Random
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Travel Distance and Travel Time

For car-based travel, the average random journey distance is 16.9 kilometres and 11.9 

kilometres for RND and ED respectively. The corresponding results for public transport 

are 13.0 kilometres and 9.0 kilometres for RND and ED respectively. The results show 

that the average random journey distances are less for public transport than for car based 

transport. There is little doubt that the foregoing results relate to the fact that the average 

maximum journey distance is greater than the corresponding value for public transport. 

Thus, there is a much greater scope for individuals to be assigned to higher cost routes 

when travelling on the car network as opposed to the public transport network.

In addition, the extent to which ED estimates the distance travelled along the actual road 

network is similar for both car (70.4%) and public transport (69.2%); the degree of 

underestimation is o f  similar magnitude to that found in the case o f the maximum and 

minimum values (Table 6.3). Thus, the extent to which the network adds to journey 

distances is similar for both car and public transport.

Table 6.5 Peak Land Use and Transport Network Impacts on Random Car and PT 

RND

Land Use Effects Transport Network

(Car ED -  PT ED) Effects

(Car RND -  PT RND) 

- ( C a r E D - P T  ED)

Random

Land Use and 

Transport Network 

Effects

(Car R N D -P T  RND)

3.9 Kms 2.9 Kms 1.0 Kms

Following the logic described in Section 6.2.1, it can be seen (Table 6.5; Column 1) that, 

in the random simulation process, car users travel 2.9 kilometres further than public 

transport users due to the distribution o f origins and destinations (i.e. land use effects). 

Column 2 shows that car users travel 1.0 kilometres further than public transport users 

due to the manner in which they interact with their network. The key point o f the 

aforementioned results is that in the minimum and maximum solutions, the transport 

network is of utmost importance; in the random solution it is much less important.
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Therefore, up to a point (the random journey distance), the distribution o f land uses plays 

a more important role in determining the difference between average journey distances by 

car and public transport; beyond this point, and as journey distances reach the maximum 

solution, the role o f land uses and individual interaction with the transport network 

becomes more evenly balanced. The foregoing results also suggest that, as journey 

patterns become more complex i.e. random, the spatial distribution o f land uses becomes 

a more important influencing factor in terms o f increasing the average journey distance.

The average random TT for car and public transport journeys is 66.3 minutes and 80.0 

minutes respectively. It is likely that the nature and extent o f the public transport network 

vis-a-vis the car network (see Section 6.2.1) accounts for a large proportion o f the 

difference in TT values; doubtless too, mean travel speeds play an important role.

Table 6.6 Peak Implied Mean Random Speeds

Car PT

Random 15.3 Km.Hr-' 9.8 Km.Hr-'

Using the foregoing mean RND and mean TT values, implied mean travel speeds 

associated with the random solution were calculated for both modes o f transport (Table 

6.6.). It can be seen that the implied mean speeds are considerably greater for car 

journeys than for public transport journeys. This suggests that even when individuals are 

distributed from origins to destinations at random, the car network is more efficient at 

dealing with the demands placed upon it than is the public transport network in terms of 

peak hour journey time.

It is also apparent that the implied mean car speed approaches that associated with the 

maximum solution while that associated with public transport actually exceeds that 

associated with the maximum solution (see Figure 6.3). This suggests that as public 

transport trips become longer the implied mean speed actually decreases, which casts 

serious doubt on the ability o f Dublin’s public transport system to adequately serve those 

individuals whose trips originate at the periphery.
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6.3.1 R  Values

As stated in Section4.5.2 R values represent the percentage o f the travel capacity (i.e. the 

travel range) being utilised under the assumption o f random travel behaviour. Essentially, 

they measure the extent to which the average random journey cost approaches the 

average maximum journey cost. R values were calculated for each mode o f  transport and 

for each measure o f zonal separation (Table 6.7).

Table 6.7 Peak R Values

Car ED 

(Kms)

Car

RND

(Kms)

/?=
T - Trand

Car TT PT ED 

(Mins) (Kms)

PT

RND

(Kms)

PT TT 

(Mins)

*100 71.0% 62.6% 69.8% 70.4% 72.6% 77.9%

The results show that, in general, R values fall higher up on the travel scale for public 

transport than for car-based transport. This is interesting because it shows that R values 

increase for a sparser transport network. Undoubtedly, this is due to the fact that as 

individuals are assigned from origin to destination at random they are forced to utilise 

more indirect and higher-cost routes for public transport than for car-based transport. 

There is little doubt that because the public transport network is less dense than the car 

network, this leads to disproportionate increases in journey costs for public transport 

users as opposed to car users. In other words, as the geography o f travel becomes more 

complex the relative differences in the cost o f travelling along the network become more 

pronounced for public transport than for car based transport. Put another way, the extent 

to which individuals approach the upper limit o f the travel scale is greater for public 

transport users than for car users in the random solution (Table 6.7; Figure 6.3). This 

highlights the lesser ability o f the public transport network to deal with more complex 

geographies o f travel demand.
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6.4 Actual Journey  Costs

The previous two sections (Sections 6.2 and 6.3) have been concerned with constructing 

the travel scale in terms o f a specific set theoretical assumptions. Specifically, individuals 

were assigned form origins to destinations in the most (Minimum) and least (Maximum) 

efficient way possible as well as being randomly assigned form origins to destinations. 

The current section is concerned with where actual behaviour falls on the travel scales 

that have been defined already (Section 4.6) and thus with how actual behaviour relates 

to the pre-defmed points on the travel scale.

Table 6.8 Peak A ctual Journey  Cost Results

C ar PT
C ar ED C ar TT PT ED PT TT

RND RND
(Kms) (M ins) (Kms) (Mins)

(Kms) (Kms)

Actual ( T;̂ ., ) 7.6 10.2 45.3 6.5 9.2 66.1

Figure 6.6 Peak Travel Distance Scales - Min/Max/Random/Actual
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Figure 6.7 Travel Time Scales - Min/Max/Random/Actual
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Table 6.8 displays the average actual journey costs for each mode o f  transport and each 

measure o f zonal separation while Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show graphically the completed 

travel scales.

Travel Tim e and Travel Distance

For car based travel, the average actual journey cost is 10.2 kilometres and 7.6 kilometres 

for RND and ED respectively. The corresponding average actual journey costs for public 

transport are 9.2 kilometres and 6.5 kilometres respectively. Clearly, the average actual 

journey distance is greater for car than for public transport. The results reflect the greater 

spread o f origins and destinations for car users which means that on average they have a 

greater potential to travel longer distances, which is reflected in the average actual RND 

value.

The results also show that the extent to which ED estimates RND; as with the random 

solutions, this is greater for car (74.5%) than for public transport (70.7%). Once again, 

this suggests that ED is a poor measure o f zonal separation. It also suggests that the 

extent to which the network adds to average journey distance is greater for public 

transport (29.3%) than for car based transport (25.5%). Obviously, this implies that the
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network is a more important contributor to average actual RND for public transport than 

for car-based transport.

Table 6.9 Peak Land Use and Transport Network Impacts on Actual Car and PT 

Values

Land Use Effects

(Car ED -  PT ED)

Actual

Land Use and 

Transport Network 

Effects

(Car R N D -P T  RND)

0.9 Kms 1.1 Kms

Transport Network

Effects

(Car RND -  PT RND) 

- (C a r  E D -P T  ED)

-0.2 Kms

Following the same logic described in Section 6.2.1, it can be seen (Table 6.9) that car 

users travel 0.9 kilometres further than public transport users due to differences in the 

distribution o f origins and destinations and the way in which they interact with their 

network (Column One). It is also evident (Column Two) that car users travel 1.1 

kilometres further than public transport users due solely to differences in the distribution 

o f origins and destinations. Therefore, Column Three demonstrates that the way in which 

car users are interacting with their network relative to public transport users save each 

individual car user an average distance o f 0.2 kilometres. In other words, the greater 

efficiency o f the car network (or the greater inefficiency o f the public transport network) 

reduces the difference between average actual car and public transport RND values.

The average actual TT for car and public transport journeys are 45.3 minutes and 66.1 

minutes respectively. Once again, it is likely that the nature and extent o f the public 

transport network vis-a-vis the car network (see Section 6.2.1) account for a large 

proportion o f the difference in TT values. In particular, the results are likely to reflect the 

fact that public transport operates predominantly along the major radial routes which are 

more prone to high levels o f congestion while car users have the ability to use alternative 

less congested routes to reduce journey times.
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Taking the journey distance and journey time resuhs together, the results show that public 

transport users travel shorter distances to their destinations but do so over longer periods 

o f time. Undoubtedly, the different results are related to the mean travel speeds for each 

mode o f transport.

Table 6.10 Peak Implied Mean Actual Journey Speeds

Using the foregoing mean RND and mean TT values implied mean actual speeds were 

calculated for both modes o f transport (Table 6.10). As expected, the implied mean 

speeds are considerably greater for car journeys than for public transport journeys. This 

suggests the desirability o f planning policies aimed at improving public transport speeds, 

for example through the provision o f more Quality Bus Corridors (QBC’S) and light rail 

transit and also increasing the density o f the network and changing the route structure to 

reflect overall travel demand in the peak period.

6.4.1 Capacity Utilisation (C „)

Recall, the interpretation o f C„ values as the percentage o f available travel resources 

currently being utilised by urban trip making (see Section 4.3.4). Capacity utilisation 

( )  values were calculated for each transport mode and each measure o f zonal 

separation and are shown in Table 6.11.

Table 6.11 Peak Capacity Utilisation (C^) values

Car PT

Actual 13.4 Km.Hr-' 8.4 Km.Hr-'

Car PT
Car ED Car TT PT ED PT TT

RND RND
(Kms) (Mins) (Kms) (Mins)

(Kms) (Kms)
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The results follow the same general trend as the results for R values in the previous 

section (Table 6.7) in that values are higher for public transport than for car based

transport. This shows that values increase for a sparser transport network. There is 

little doubt that this is related to the efficiency o f the public transport network as 

compared to the car network. Because the public transport network is less efficient in 

terms o f TT and RND measures, more public transport users are forced to utilise 

routeways with relatively higher journey costs to complete their journeys than is the case 

for car users. As a result, the extent to which individuals approach the upper limit o f  the 

travel scale is greater for public transport than for the car (Table 6.11; Figure 6.4). This 

implies that public transport users consume more resources that are available to them 

than car users; this is true for all measures o f zonal separation. If one were to judge 

journey efficiency solely in terms o f the amount o f available travel resource consumed, 

then public transport journeys could be said to be more inefficient than car journeys.

More specifically, the results (Table 6.11) show that there is a considerable discrepancy 

between the figures for Car RND vis-a-vis public transport RND and also for Car TT vis- 

a-vis public transport TT. With regard to the later, it is likely that different network 

characteristics account for much o f the difference. The lower density o f the public 

transport network means that walking/waiting times and collection o f fares/ stopping for 

individuals at various pick-up points leads to considerable increases in public transport 

journey times relative to car journey times. Undoubtedly, this accounts for much o f the 

difference in values for car and public transport TT. With regard to the former it is 

possible to determine, with a greater degree o f certainty, the influence o f different land 

use and network characteristics on the results.
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Table 6.12 Peak Land Use and Transport Network Impacts on Car and Public 

Transport RND Values

Land Use and 

Transport Network 

Effects

(Car R N D - P I  RND)

Land Use Effects

(Car ED -  PT ED)

Transport Network

Effects

(Car RND -  PT RND) 

- (C a r  E D -P T  ED)

c  = T - Tact m *100 -6.9 % - 2.2 % -4.7%

Following the same logic described earlier (Section 6.2.1), public transport users 

consume 2.2% more o f the available distance resources than car users due to differences 

in the distribution o f origins and destinations (Column Two) while Column Three shows 

that public transport users consume 4.7% more o f the available distance resources than 

car users due to the different way in which they interact with their network. Undoubtedly, 

this is related the greater density o f the car network over the public transport network 

w'hich allows for more direct trip making; at the same time it is also related to the 

predominantly radial nature o f the public transport network which prevents trip making 

between adjacent zones unless that zone is on the same radial routeway leading to the city 

centre. However, the different values are also due to differences in the balance o f

origins and destinations (i.e. land uses) throughout the study area. The results in Table 

6.12 suggest that land uses are located in a manner which allows for less resource 

consumption for car journeys than for public transport journeys.

Taking the foregoing distance and time results together, they show that individuals 

consume more o f the available time resources than distance resources for both car and 

public transport journeys. As previously stated, this trend is more notable for public 

transport users than for car users. It can be seen (Table 6.12) that public transport users 

consumed 8.6% more TT resources than RND resources while the corresponding figure 

for car users was 5.3%. The foregoing result proves that peak period journeys involve the 

consumption o f a disproportionately greater amount o f available time resources than
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available distance resources. Thus, overall travel patterns are more time-inefficient than 

distance inefficient and this is due to high levels o f congestion throughout the study area.

6.4.2 RC„ Values

Recall the interpretation o f RC„ values as the extent to which the average actual journey 

cost approaches the average random journey cost (Section 4.5.2). Table 6.13 displays the 

RC^ values for each mode o f transport and each measure o f zonal separation.

Table 6.13 Peak RC. values

Car ED 

(Kms)

RC,,=
T - Tact m

rand

Car

RND

(Kms)

Car TT PT ED 

(Mins) (Kms)

PT

RND

(Kms)

PT TT 

(Mins)

*100 56.1% 57.5% 59.2% 59.7% 59.1% 66.1%

The results follow the same general trend as the results for Q  values in the previous

section in that RC^ values are higher for public transport than for car based transport.

Thus, the general trend is for individuals to approach the upper limit o f the revised travel 

scale (average random journey cost) to a greater extent for public transport than for the 

car (Table 6.13). There is little doubt that this is related to the sparseness o f the public 

transport network relative to the car network. The geography o f the public transport route 

network forces individuals to access higher cost routes in the actual solution, especially 

individuals making non-city centre based trips.

The results also show that RC^ values are greater for time than for distance: the average

actual journey time approaches the average random journey time to a greater extent for 

journey distance and this trend is more pronounced for public transport. This highlights 

the high levels o f congestion in the study area and implies that overall journey patterns 

are less time-efficient than distance-efficient, especially for public transport.
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6.4.3 Excess Travel

Excess travel is a measure o f the degree to which the average actual journey cost is above 

the average minimum journey cost. It is simply the non optimal or surplus journey 

distance or time in urban areas resulting from inefficiencies in the actual pattern o f travel. 

These inefficiencies are caused by (1) an imbalance in the spatial arrangement o f origins 

and destinations, and (2) inefficiencies in the transport network (see Section 4.2). Thus, 

excess travel measures the efficiency o f a particular urban area in relation to the 

minimum solution; as excess travel measures approach 100% the urban area becomes less 

efficient because individuals are minimising journey cost to a lesser extent.

Table 6.14 Peak Excess Travel (EC) Results

Car PT
Car ED Car TT PT ED PT TT

RND RND
(Kms) (Mins) (Kms) (Mins)

(Kms) (Kms)

E C =r7-, . , -L , .Y .„„  r, 72.4% 79.2% 67.1% 56.9% 59.9% 50.8%

Table 6.14 displays the excess travel results for each mode o f transport and for each 

measure o f zonal separation. It can be seen (Table 6.14) that excess travel measures are 

higher for distance measures than for time measures. This shows that both car and public 

transport users use their networks in a manner which is more distance-inefficient than 

time inefficient. Put another way, individuals tend to minimise journey time to a greater 

extent than journey distance. This suggests that it is more important for individuals to 

save minutes than kilometres. It is likely that as journey distance increases, the relative 

magnitude o f the difference between excess travel measures for distance and time will 

also increase. Thus, long-distance travel appears to be considerably more distance- 

inefficient than time-inefficient. This is not an unexpected result given that, in Dublin, 

long distance journeys are made predominantly by car and are associated with higher 

mean speeds (Murphy, 2005). The results confirm Hamilton’s (1989) suggestion that 

time and distance are not proportional to each other and that peak-hour journeys involve
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more wasted kilometres than minutes. This implies that it is possible, through 

reallocation, to save a lot o f kilometres but not, it seems, as many minutes.

It is also evident that excess travel measures are always greater for car than for public 

transport. For car, the measures range from 67.1% for TT to 79.2% for RND while ED is 

intermediate (72.4%). The results imply that in the case o f Dublin, the foregoing excess 

commuting measures represent the percentage o f actual average journey costs which are 

not explained by the physical separation o f origins and destinations and must be 

explained by the fact that people do not travel to their least cost destination. For public 

transport the excess travel measures range from 50.8% for TT to 59.9% for RND while 

ED is again intermediate (56.9%). This implies that a greater percentage o f the actual 

average journey costs are explained by the physical separation o f origins and destinations 

for public transport. The results also suggest that public transport users use their network 

more ‘efficiently’ than car users. This is not altogether surprising; those whose 

origin/destination locations are such that they would have to use public transport 

‘inefficiently’ are likely to buy a car. In general, the results are likely to reflect the fact 

that origins and destinations are less dispersed for public transport than for the car. 

Therefore, there is considerably less scope for public transport users to travel above the 

minimum journey cost than car users.

It is also evident (Table 6.14) that there is a considerable discrepancy between the figures 

for car and public transport RND (19.3%) and also for Car and public transport TT 

(16.3%). To a large extent, the difference in the foregoing results is likely to be 

explained by the previous assertion that urban trip making is more distance-inefficient 

than time-inefficient. It is likely that the difference in TT values is primarily related to the 

two factors described at the outset o f this section and factor (I) is probably more 

important than factor (2).

Table 6.15 Peak Land Use and Transport Network Impacts on Car and PT EC 

Values for RND

Land Use and Land Use Effects Transport Network
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Table 6.15 Peak Land Use and Transport Network Impacts on Car and PT EC 

Values for RND

EC=
T - Tact m

Tact

■ m

Land Use and 

Transport Network 

Effects

(Car R N D -P T  RND)

Land Use Effects

(Car ED -  PT ED)

19.3% 15.5%

Transport Network

Effects

(Car RND -  PT RND) 

- ( C a r  E D - P T  ED)

3.8%

It can be seen (Table 6.15) that car users on average waste 15.5% more kilom etres than 

public transport users due to differences in the distribution o f  origins and destinations 

(Column 2) while the m anner in which car users are interacting with their network 

relative to public transport users wastes a further 3.8%. Clearly, land uses are more 

spread out for the car than for public transport which is the m ajor contributing factor to 

higher excess travel m easures for car users. This suggests that the greater spread o f 

origins and destinations is the major contributing factor to greater EC RND values for 

users o f that mode.

The final trend relates to distance measures for zonal separation. Table 6.14 shows that 

ED understates excess travel measures for both car and public transport but that the 

extent to which excess travel is understated is greater for car than for public transport. 

This suggests (and as previously stated in Section 6.2.1) that previous excess commuting 

studies (Ham ilton, 1989; Thurston and Yezer, 1991; Cropper and Gordon, 1991; Small 

and Song, 1992; Kim , 1995; M erriman et al, 1995; Frost et al, 1998; Horner and Murray, 

2002; Horner and M urray, 2003; Horner, 2002; Rodriguez, 2004) that have used 

Euclidean distance as a m easure o f  zonal separation have understated excess commuting 

measures. In addition, the extent to which excess com m uting m easures have been 

understated in these studies is likely to be greater as the proportion o f  car trips vis-a-vis 

public transport trips increases and vice versa.
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6.5 M inim um  and Actual Cartographic Solutions

This section presents chloropleth maps displaying the average journey cost for each zone 

in the study area (see Figure 5.2). Minimum and actual solution maps are presented for 

both car and public transport RND and TT.

Journey Distance (RND)

Figure 6.8 shows the average minimum RND travelled by individuals originating in each 

zone in the study area. It can be seen that counties Meath and Kildare are particularly 

disadvantaged in terms o f  the ability o f  individuals in these areas to minimise journey 

distance. The red/orange colour indicates that in the minimum solution, individuals in 

areas such as Ashbourne, Ratoath, Dunshaughlin, Dunboyne, Clonee, Leixlip, Celbridge 

and Clane must travel greater distances than those originating elsewhere to access their 

destination. Recall that the vast majority o f  trip making in the peak period is from home 

to work (Section 5.4.1). Many o f  the aforementioned areas, together with Lusk and Rush 

in north County Dublin and Blessingtion in County Wicklow, are new bedroom suburbs 

where the pace o f  residential development has been rapid in recent years; employment 

development has been much slower. As a result, these zones are generating a large 

volume o f  trips in the peak period but, in comparative terms, are attracting very few. In 

general, the minimum solution suggests that trips originating in outlying areas are, in 

relative terms, highly inefficient. It is also evident that the general pattern o f  travel 

demand is somewhat diffuse, which suggests that the pattern o f  least journey distance is 

not based exclusively on the city centre.

Turning to Figure 6.9, it can be seen that all o f  the areas identified under the optimisation 

procedure as being inefficient (Figure 6.8) are also inefficient in terms o f  the actual RND 

journey costs. Figure 6.9 demonstrates that journey characteristics change steadily as one 

moves outwards from the M50 ‘C ’ ring motorway. The results suggest that, in particular, 

trips originating in the mid-east region are much less sustainable in that the journey 

distances associated with them are significantly higher than those inside the M50 

motorway. It is worrying from a sustainability viewpoint that in recent times the mid-east 

region has been the largest contributor to additional commuting volumes (as reflected by
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annual housing and population increases; see Chapter Three) while at the same time, 

individuals locating in this region are being forced to travel long distances to reach their 

destinations. The case o f  County Meath deserves special mention. O f  all the counties in 

the mid-east region. County Meath has witnessed the highest increase in house 

completions over the last ten years (Murphy, 2005). Thus, it is no surprise that 

individuals originating in this area are particularly disadvantaged with respect to journey 

distance.

Turning to the public transport solutions, Figure 6.10 shows the average minimum RND 

travelled by individuals originating in each zone in the study area. As can be seen, the 

classes used correspond to those employed in Figure 6.8. It is evident that individuals 

originating in the mid-east region are modelled to travel greater distances to destinations 

than those residing elsewhere. As was the case for the car result (Figure 6.8), this 

undoubtedly reflects the relative lack o f  employment opportunities in the mid-east region 

when compared to the volume o f  housing. It is also likely to reflect the fact that the 

existing public transport network imposes longer journey distances on those originating 

in this region by virtue o f  operating almost exclusively along radial routeways leading to 

the city centre. This means that under the assignment procedure, individuals are unlikely 

to be assigned to a nearby zone unless that zone is on the same radial route leading 

to/from the city centre because the cost, in relative terms. Is too high. This Is because 

when no direct public transport route exists from one zone to an adjacent zone, 

individuals are forced to travel via the city centre to reach their destination. Thus, the 

modelled solution suggests that the extent to which public transport users (particularly in 

outlying locations) can minimise journey distance Is severely hampered by the radial 

nature o f  the existing network. It Is notable also that within the M50 motorway, journey 

patterns are relatively diffuse. This suggests that possibilities exist for public transport to 

serve non-city centre based trips in the peak period.

By comparing the minimum solution maps for car (Figure 6.8) and public transport 

(Figure 6.10) a number o f  differences are evident. The most striking differences are 

visible in Dublin’s outlying suburbs and in the mid-east region. It has been proven that
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the main difference in the average minimum car and public RND is due mainly to 

differences in the transport network while different land use arrangem ents also have an 

influence on average RND values (see Table 6.2). Thus, the differences visible in Figures 

6.8 and 6.10 are prim arily due to the greater extent to which car users can make short- 

distance non-radial trips to adjacent zones w hereas public transport users are constrained 

by the geography o f  the public transport network, a trend which is particularly evident in 

outlying areas. How ever, it is also due to the fact that land uses are distributed in a 

m anner which allows car users to m inimise journey distance to a greater extent than 

public transport users. A further point is that the change from short-distance to long

distance zones is much more abrupt in the case o f  the car; this reflects the patterns o f 

provision o f  public transport where a relatively frequent service is available within the 

M50 m otorway, and to the new towns, while the service elsew here is very sparse.

Figure 6.11 shows the average RND journey cost for public transport users in each zone 

in the study area. As was the case with the minimum solutions, the scale in Figure 6.11 

corresponds to that in Figure 6.9. It can be seen that journey patterns are prim arily radial 

in nature with the average actual journey distance increasing from the city centre 

outwards. This is despite the m inimum solution suggesting that possibilities exist for 

public transport to serve non-radial trips also. However, there are exceptions to the 

aforem entioned trend. The impact o f the western com m uter rail corridor to M aynooth, the 

southwest rail corridor to Laois, and the southern DART corridor to Greystones are quite 

striking. This suggests that the railway is playing a m ajor role at serving long-distance 

trip m aking to the city centre. The key point in Figure 6.11 is that the role o f  the railway 

is even greater than m odelled in the m inimum solution (Figure 6.10). Quite obviously, 

this suggests that the provision o f  rail-based transport is highly successful at making 

public transport journeys more efficient. By com paring the actual journey patterns for car 

and public transport (Figures 6.9 and 6.11 respectively) it is evident that journey  patterns 

are more radial for public transport than for the car and undoubtedly this is due, at least to 

some extent, to the impact o f  the railway; it is also due to the predom inantly city-centre 

focus o f  the routes operated by Dublin Bus. This suggests that, in relative terms, the
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provision o f  quality rail corridors reduces average journey distances for public transport 

users over car users.

Journey Time (TT)

For the optimum solution, Figure 6.12 shows the average minimum journey time for trips 

originating in each study zone. As was the case with distance, the cartographic evidence 

suggest that it is more difficult for individuals in Dublin’s outlying suburbs and in the 

mid-east region to minimise journey times; in general, individuals originating in the mid

east region have higher mean journey times than their counterparts in County Dublin. 

This trend is particularly pronounced for individuals originating in the Dublin suburbs o f  

Rush and Lusk as well as County Meath and the Blessington area in County Wicklow. By 

way o f  contrast, the opposite is the case for individuals originating in the vast majority o f  

locations in County Dublin. It is also evident that individuals originating in areas where 

there are significant employment clusters, for example Dublin Airport, Dun-Laoghaire, 

Tallaght and Bray, have lower journey times.

Another important point relates to the fact that there appears to be a distinct regional 

land-use and infrastructure imbalance in the study area. It can be seen (Figure 6.12) that 

the green/light green portion o f  the map covers a much larger area to the south o f  Dublin 

than to the north. This result has two implications: first, it suggests that there is a greater 

land-use balance i.e. origin-destination balance, to the south o f  Dublin than to the north 

and, second that the transport infrastructure is superior to the south o f  Dublin than to the 

north. The outcome o f  this is that individuals originating in zones to the south o f  Dublin 

have a greater ability to minimise journey time than their counterparts to the north.

Turning to Figure 6.13, it can be seen that most o f  the zones identified in the optimisation 

procedure as being inefficient are also inefficient in terms o f  actual journey time. This 

suggests that there is a relationship between the average minimum journey time and the 

corresponding actual journey time. However, the pattern o f  travel is more radial in the
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actual solution than in the minimum solution, which highlights the pull o f  the city centre 

and the fact that people do not behave optimally. It is evident that the regional land-use 

and transport infrastructure imbalance identified in Figure 6.12 is also visible for the 

actual solution (Figure 6.13). As was the case with journey distance, the results imply 

that trips originating in the mid-east region are less sustainable in terms o f  journey time 

and this trend is most evident in the County Meath area. The rapid increase o f  residential 

development in this area has not, it seems, been accompanied by a sufficient number o f  

new employment opportunities. As already stated, the outcome o f  this trend is that this 

area produces a lot o f  trips during the peak period but attracts relatively few.

Turning to the public transport solutions. Figure 6.14 shows that under optimal 

conditions, the overall trend is for journey time to increase from the city centre outwards. 

Outside Dublin the potential for individuals to minimise journey time decreases rapidly. 

Thus, individuals originating in such locations as Ashbourne, Dunboyne, Clonee, 

Blessington, and Lackan and Tougher (to the south o f  Blessington) have longer journey 

times than those originating elsewhere. There is little doubt that this reflects the lack o f  

trip-attracting land uses in these areas and, most notably, the employment opportunities. 

It is also a reflection o f  the radial nature o f  the public transport network which largely 

prevents inter-suburban trip making by virtue o f  operating to a large extent along radial 

routeways and at relatively low frequencies. In fact, the results generally reflect the 

paucity o f  the public transport service outside the M50 motorway. It is notable, however, 

that the southern DART service to Greystones and the northern service to Malahide 

confer significant journey time advantage to public transport users outside o f  the M50. 

This highlights the desirability o f  developing further rail infrastructure projects in order 

to reduce public transport journey times.

By comparing the minimum journey time maps for car and public transport, it is evident 

that public transport users are at a major disadvantage to car users, particularly in 

outlying locations. An exception to this trend occurs where the railway lines to 

Maynooth, Balbriggan and Bray/Greystones confer major journey time advantages for 

public transport users. As one might expect, the cartographic evidence implies that rail-
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based transport is particularly successful at reducing public transport journey times. In 

general, it seems that car users have a greater ability to take advantage o f  local 

em ploym ent opportunities in the peak period because they have access to a more flexible 

form o f  transport. The different journey tim e scales in Figures 6.12 and 6.14 confirm this 

observation.

Figure 6.15 shows the actual journey time by public transport for each zone in the study 

area. It can be seen that the general trend is for journey tim es to increase from the city 

centre outwards. Indeed, with the exception o f  the M aynooth rail corridor and the 

southside DART corridor to Greystones, public transport journey  tim es are high, 

particularly outside the M 50 motorway. Undoubtedly, this reflects the factors referred to 

previously: the transport netw ork in terms o f  the mean speed, the service frequency and 

number o f  routeways and, the distribution o f  public transport users in relation to the 

public transport network. The rapid deterioration o f  the public transport network is 

particularly striking from the M 50 m otorway outwards. Undoubtedly, this reflects the 

nature o f  the public transport service in that it requires a m inim um  level o f  demand to 

support (say) a bus service; if  that demand is absent then no bus service exists. By way o f 

contrast, the car will operate for one user. It is noticeable also that journey tim es increase 

significantly beyond the region served by Dublin Bus tow ards the more outlying areas 

served by Bus Eireann. There is little doubt that this is related to the lower headways 

operated by Bus Eireann vis-a-vis Dublin Bus. Furthermore, the difference between car 

and public transport is all the more significant when it is considered that, in time, public 

transport users who are in a particularly disadvantageous position can switch to the car; at 

the same tim e, while in theory a traveller with access to a car can use public transport, 

:his is only likely to happen if  it is more advantageous for him /her to do so. This implies 

:hat in time, public transport users with a high associated journey  cost will buy a car.

S.6 Dual Cartographic Solutions

t has been established that dual variable values or shadow prices are relative 

'alues/prices at supply and demand locations which represent the com parative advantage 

hat one location has over another within the context o f  the optim al solution (see Section
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4.4). In a transport context, each origin and destination shadow  price is a measure o f  the 

cost to the system o f adding one unit o f  supply or demand i.e. generating a further trip at 

an origin location or accom m odating a further trip at a destination location. Therefore, by 

solving the dual it is possible, in a land-use and transport planning context, to determine 

where new trips entering the system should originate and term inate in order to keep the 

system working as efficiently as possible in terms o f  the overall journey cost. The origin 

shadow prices (U/) imply a m ore advantageous location for trips to originate while higher 

destination shadow prices (V/) imply a more disadvantageous location for trips to 

terminate. Figures 6.16 - 6.23 are chloropleth maps showing shadow prices (see Section 

4.3.2). The m ap legend show s sextiles; the green colour represents relative zonal 

advantage and the red colour represents relative zonal disadvantage.

Journey Distance (RND)

For car based journeys, the origin and destination shadow prices for each zone in the 

study area are shown in Figures 6.16 and 6.17. The general pattern for the origins and 

destinations is for high shadow  prices (Figure 6.16) in the city centre where individuals 

are able to drive to destination opportunities nearby; thereafter, prices decline from the 

city centre towards outlying areas where the opposite is the case. In a land-use planning 

context, this suggests that the developm ent o f new residences and workplaces should, 

where possible, be consolidated within the M50 motorway. M ore specifically, it is also 

notable that the cartographic solution points towards D ublin’s north suburbs and Dublin 

Airport as advantageous areas for further trips to be generated and attracted. 

Undoubtedly, this reflects the fact that the airport is a m ajor trip attractor.

Turning to the results for public transport, both Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 show that the 

general pattern is for origin and destination shadow prices to increase from the city centre 

outwards. The pattern for public transport is more radial than that for car-based transport 

which shows that the pattern o f  relative location advantage declines in a more radial 

manner from the city centre outw ards in the case o f  public transport. There is little doubt 

that this is reflective o f  the predom inantly city-centre focus o f  the public-transport system 

where large num bers o f  trips originate and term inate in the central area. The cartographic
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evidence im plies that if  one were to develop land that w ould generate and/or attract large 

numbers o f  public transport trips (e.g. residences and/or w orkplaces) then it would be 

most advantageous to do this to the greatest extent possible within the M 50 motorway.

Taking the foregoing car and public transport results together, it is evident that if  one 

were to take origins and destinations as proxies for residential places available and job  

opportunities, it can be identified that in the context o f  the optim al solution, D ublin’s 

suburbs and the m id-east region are particularly disadvantageous locations for residences 

and workplaces to be created, if  the objective is to keep overall journey  distance to a 

minimum. The evidence suggests that residences and w orkplaces should be located to the 

greatest extent possible in D ublin’s m etropolitan area in order to keep the transport 

system working as efficiently as possible. It is worth noting also that there have been 

movements in this direction e.g. more brownfield developm ent, higher residential 

densities.

Journey Time (TT)

Figures 6.20 and 6.21 display respectively the origin and destination shadow prices for 

travel tim e (TT) by car. For the origin shadow prices (Figure 6.20) note that, as was the 

case with distance m easures, the tendency is for prices to decline from the city centre and 

outwards. Note also the m ost advantageous location is the south city centre area around 

Donnybrook and Ballsbridge. This is because individuals originating in this area travel to 

their destinations along relatively low cost routes. It is notable also that the pattern o f 

location advantage is more diffuse for journey tim e than for journey  distance which 

indicates that in term s o f  least journey time, there are areas beyond the central area that 

are at an advantage in term s o f  further trip generation and attraction e.g. Blanchardstown, 

Clonsilla, Dun Laoghaire, Donabate (im m ediately to the north o f  M alahide).

Turning to the destination shadow prices (Figure 6.21), it can be seen that again, the 

pattern is for the city centre to be more advantageously located. N ote also that, once 

again, it appears that the south city centre area towards D onnybrook and Ballsbridge 

appears to have a locational advantage over the corresponding area to the north o f  the
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city. This reflects the fact that this area is receiving trips from relatively low cost 

routeways when com pared with other areas. In fact the results imply that, in relative 

terms, this area has a superior transport network. It is also notable that, in term s o f  the 

outer locations, the southw est area towards Rathcoole has the greatest locational 

advantage, which once again indicates that zones in this area are receiving trips from 

relatively low cost routes when compared with other zones in outlying locations. The 

map suggests that if  m ore trips were to be attracted, then it would be m ost advantageous 

in a m etropolitan sense to attract them in to the south city centre area and in a regional 

sense to attract them  tow ards the southw est area.

Figures 6.22 and 6.23 show the origin and destination shadow  prices for travel tim e by 

public transport. Figure 6.22 shows that the general trend is for prices to increase in a 

som ewhat concentric fashion from the city centre outwards. The corresponding map for 

destination shadow prices (Figure 6.23) shows that the pattern o f  location advantage is 

more diffuse; rather, it is evident that the railway lines to M aynooth and Kildare confer 

particular location advantage to zones located along those routeways. It is also interesting 

that the m ajor DART stops such as Bray and Greystones are highlighted as having 

relative advantage over other zones in the same vicinity while the southw est N 1 1 corridor 

is also highlighted as an advantageous location to attract further trips.

Faking the foregoing car and public transport results together it is evident that if one were 

to assume origins and destinations as proxies for residential places available and job  

opportunities, it can be identified that in the context o f  the optimal solution, D ublin’s 

suburbs and the m id-east region are particularly disadvantageous locations for further 

•esidences and w orkplaces to be created for car users. For public-transport users the 

cartographic evidence suggests that D ublin’s outlying suburbs and the m id-east region 

are particularly disadvantageous locations from which to create residences but that the 

•ail lines to M aynooth and Kildare and the DART line to G reystones appear to be 

advantageous locations for em ploym ent to be created, if  journey  tim e is to be kept to a 

minimum. Once again, this implies that residences and w orkplaces should be located to 

the greatest extent possible in D ublin’s metropolitan area or, if  outside that area, along
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high-quality public-transport routes. There is a counter argum ent which suggests that 

because the outer area is an area o f  m aximum  disadvantage, it would be prudent to 

redress this disadvantage by developing land uses that generate and attract trips to outer 

locations. W hile this m ight serve to create a greater balance o f  origin and destination 

opportunities, it would ultim ately lead to greater overall journey  costs.

Taken in their entirety, the foregoing results suggest that the m ost prudent transport 

planning policy would be to maintain a physically com pact city. It has been proven that, 

within the context o f  m inim ising journey distance and journey  tim e, the m etropolitan area 

(the area inside the M 50 m otorway) is the m ost advantageous location in term s o f  

generating and attracting large volum es o f  trips. Thus, a land-use policy aim ed, where 

possible, at restricting residential and em ploym ent developm ent within the m etropolitan 

area would be the m ost efficient land-use policy in order to keep the transport system 

working as efficiently as possible in term s o f  m inim ising journey  distance and journey 

time.

6.7 Conclusion

The m inimum results showed that the spatial distribution o f  origins and destinations is 

denser for car users than for public transport users. By virtue o f  a superior network 

density, car users had the potential to travel shorter distances to their destinations and at 

higher speeds than public transport users. However, actual behaviour was such that car 

users travelled greater average distances but at significantly higher speeds than public 

transport users.

The random solutions showed that, as the geography o f  travel becom es more complex, 

public transport journey costs increase to a greater extent. Theoretically, this implies that 

the public transport netw ork is less able to deal with different geographies o f  travel than 

the car. The maximum solutions evinced that there is a greater spread o f  origins and 

destinations for car users in term s o f  journey  distance but not in term s o f  journey time. 

Thus, car users have the potential to travel longer distances to their destination and do so 

at higher speeds.
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Collectively, the travel scale variables revealed that the extent to which ED estimates 

RND varies considerably. Thus, the results showed that, where possible, it is more 

prudent to use RND instead o f  ED when constructing urban travel scales.

The evaluation m easures revealed a num ber o f  interesting results. The R values 

demonstrated that average random journey costs approached average m aximum  journey 

costs to a greater extent for public transport users than for car users. Thus, as the 

geography o f  travel demand becomes more com plex public transport journey costs are 

likely to be greater in relative term s than those o f  car users. C„ m easures showed that 

public-transport users consum e more o f  the journey distance and journey tim e resources 

available to them than car users. R Q  measures revealed that actual journey costs 

approached random journey costs to a greater extent for public-transport than for the car. 

In terms o f  all o f  the foregoing three measures, public transport trip m aking was less 

journey-distance and journey-tim e efficient than the car. Indeed, it was only in terms o f 

EC values that public transport was deemed to be m ore efficient than the car. The values 

showed that public transport users minimised journey distance and journey time to a 

much greater extent than car users in the 2001 peak period.

The key point to emerge from the minimum solution maps for journey distance was that 

journey patterns were som ew hat diffuse, especially for public transport. This suggests 

that opportunities exist for public transport to serve non-city centre based trips. Together, 

the minimum and actual solutions for journey tim e highlighted, with the exception o f  the 

rail corridors, the paucity o f  public transport in outlying areas. They also highlighted the 

greater journey tim e efficiency o f the car over public transport in all locations, especially 

in the outlying areas.

The dual solutions demonstrated that the m aintenance o f  a physically com pact city is 

necessary in order to keep overall journey distance and journey tim e to a minimum. The 

solutions also pointed towards Dublin A irport as being an area where it would be 

advantageous for future developm ent to occur.
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Figure 6.8 Minimum Peak Car Road Network Distance
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Figure 6.9 Actual Peak Car Road Network Distance
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Figure 6.10 Minimum Peak PT Road/Rail 
Network Distance
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Figure 6.11 Actual Peak PT Road/Rail 
Network Distance
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Figure 6.12 Minimum Peak Car Travel Time
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Figure 6.13 Actual Peak Car Travel Time
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Figure 6.14 Minimum Peak PT Travel Time
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Figure 6.15 Actual Peak PT Travel Time
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Figure 6.16 Origin Shadow Prices for Least 
Road Network Distance by Car
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Figure 6.17 Destination Shadow Prices for Least 
Road Network Distance by Car
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Figure 6.18 Peak Origin Shadow Prices for Least 
Road Network Distance by Public Transport
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Figure 6.19 Peak Destination Shadow Prices for Least 
Road Network Distance by Public Transport
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Figure 6.20 Origin Shadow Prices for Least
Travel Time by Car
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Figure 6.21 Destination Shadow Prices for Least
Travel Time by Car
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Figure 6.22 Origin Shadow Prices for Least 
Travel Time by Public Transport
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Figure 6.23 Destination Shadow Prices for Least 
Travel Time by Public Transport
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...................................................................................Chapter Seven: 2001 Off-Peak

CHAPTER SEVEN: THE 2001 OFF-PEAK PERIOD

7.1 Introduction

This chapter and the following two chapters involve changing the m odel param eters in an 

attem pt to identify (1) the results for the new param eters, and (2) how  these results 

com pare to those in Chapter Six i.e. for the 2001 peak period. The form at o f  this Chapter 

is sim ilar to that o f  the previous chapter: the results are discussed in term s o f  the travel 

scale and the inter-relationships that emerge between the variables represented on it. 

Em phasis is placed on the main differences that emerge betw een the 2001 peak results 

presented in the previous chapter and the 2001 off-peak results now to be discussed.

The results for the 2001 peak and off-peak periods are displayed in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 

while Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show travel scales for each mode o f transport and for each 

m easure o f  zonal separation.

Figure?.1 Off-Peak Travel Distance Scales-Min/Max/Random/Actual
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Chapter Seven: 2001 Off-Peak

Figure 7.2 Off-Peak Travel Time Scales - Mln/Max/Random/Actual
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7.2 M inimum/Maximum Journey Cost 

7.2.1 Travel Distance and Travel Time

Looking at the results for distance, it can be seen (Table 7.1; Figure 7.1) that the average 

m inim um  journey costs by car are 0.8 kilom etres and 0.7 kilom etres for RND and ED 

respectively. The corresponding results for public transport are 1.8 kilom etres and 1.1 

kilom etres respectively. The sim ilarity o f  car RND and ED values as com pared to those 

for public transport suggests that the car network allows for more direct trip m aking in 

the off-peak period. Turning to the results for time, it can be seen (Table 7.1; Figure 7.2) 

that the average m inimum journey  tim es for car and public transport users are 3.6 

m inutes and 26.6 minutes. As was the case with the peak period (Section 6.2.1), this 

proves that the distance and tim e separation between origins and destinations is greater 

for public transport than for car based transport. It also highlights the fact that in the 

m inim um  solution and unlike the car, short distance public transport journeys take long 

periods o f  time. This is likely to be related to low frequency o f  public-transport service 

offered in the off-peak and the relative sparseness o f  the public-transport network as 

com pared to the car network.

Turning to the average m axim um  values, it can be seen (Table 7.1; Figure 7.1) that the 

average maximum journey costs by car are 20.6 kilometres and 14.4 kilom etres for RND 

and ED respectively. The corresponding results for public transport are 16.1 kilom etres
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and 11.4 kilom etres. There is little doubt that this relates to the fact that land uses are 

more dispersed for car users than for public transport user while, simultaneously, the car 

network is m ore extensive than that for public transport. In the case o f  the results for 

tim e, it can be seen (Table 7.1; Figure 7.2) that the average m aximum  journey  times for 

car and public transport users are 65.1 m inutes and 101.3 m inutes respectively. As was 

the case with the peak period (Section 6.2.1), the foregoing results prove that the upper 

limit o f journey distance is greater for car than for public transport while the opposite is 

the case for journey  time.

It is evident that the average minimum journey  costs are always greater for public 

transport than for car-based transport. W ith the exception o f  journey  time (TT), the 

average m axim um  journey costs are greater for car than for public transport. As stated in 

the previous chapter, this is directly related to the distribution o f  origins and destinations 

on the one hand, and the nature o f the public and private transport netw orks on the other.

Implied Travel Speeds

Using the foregoing mean RND and mean TT values, implied mean speeds associated 

with the m inim um  and maximum solutions were calculated for both modes o f  transport 

(Table 7.1). It is evident that the implied mean speeds are greater for car journeys than for 

public-transport journeys. This confirms that the car is faster than public transport in both 

the minimum and maximum  solutions. The relative m agnitude o f  the figures is 

interesting. The ratio between implied mean speeds for car and public transport is much 

greater for the minimum journey cost than for the m aximum  journey cost. It is worth 

noting that the opposite was the case for the peak period. For the m inimum  solution, the 

car is 2.9 tim es faster than public transport in the off-peak period but only 1.25 tim es 

faster in the peak period. In addition, the car is 2 times faster than public transport for 

long journeys (maximum) in the off-peak period and 1.7 tim es faster in the peak period. 

Thus, the car has a m ajor speed advantage over public transport in both solutions; the 

extent o f  this advantage is greatest in the off-peak period. In addition, the foregoing 

results show that the public transport netw ork is oriented towards low-speed routes, for 

example radial routes focusing on the city centre. Another key factor influencing the
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results is that public transport is m ore frequent in the peak (hence lower waiting times); 

in the case o f the railway where express train services operate in the peak, it can be even 

quicker in absolute terms.

Zonal Separation M easures

Table 7.3 shows the average m inim um  and m aximum  journey  distance costs as well as 

the travel range for car and public transport. The ‘Land U se’ colum n shows the ED-RND 

ratio expressed as a percentage (see Section 6.2.1) which indicates the percentage o f  the 

RND value that is explained by the distribution o f origins and destinations. The 

‘N etw ork’ column shoes the extent to which the respective car and public transport 

networks add to the average journey  distance.

Table 7.2 Off-Peak ED-RND Ratio Measures

Land Use Network

Max

Min

Car ED 

(Kms)

14.4

0.7

RND

(Kms)

20.6

0.8

loo-f— •loo] 
{ r n d j  {RND J

69.9%

87.5%

30.1%

12.5%

PT ED 

(Kms)

11.4

1 . 1

PT

RND

(Kms)

16.1

Land Use

f— 1-{ r n d J

70.8%

61.1%

Network

1 0 0  100 -
{ r n d

100

29.2%

38.9%

It is evident that the general trend is for ED to underestim ate the average m inimum and 

average m aximum  RND values as well as the RND range. A s was the case for the peak 

period, this implies that RND should be given preference to ED in studies charged with 

calculating the values set out in Table 7.2. The most interesting point that emerges from 

Table 7.2 is that, for car users, the extent to which the netw ork adds to journey  distance 

increases from the m inimum  solution to the maximum solution while the opposite is the 

case for public transport users. This shows that the public transport network allows for 

m ore direct trip m aking in the m aximum  solution than in the m inim um  solution while the 

opposite is the case for car-based transport. Put another way, as public transport trips 

increase in length the influence o f  the network on journey distance decreases. It is notable 

also (as per the m inimum solutions) that the distance separation between origin and 

destination land uses is considerably less for car users than for public transport users.
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This suggests that car users reside closer to destination opportunities e.g. retailing and 

entertainm ent facilities, recreation facilities etc, than do public transport users. On a 

policy level, the results suggest the desirability o f  m ixed-use developm ent which would 

m ake the provision o f  public transport easier at peak and off-peak periods.

Land use and Transport Network Impacts

The extent to which the distribution o f  origins and destinations (i.e. land uses) and the 

transport network influence the differences o f average m inim um  and m axim um  RND 

values for car and public transport is shown in Table 7.3. The logic underlying the 

calculation o f  each statistic in the table follows that described in Section 6.2.1.

Table 7.3 Off-Peak Period Land Use and Transport Network Impacts on Mav/Min  

Car and Public Transport RND Difference Values

Maximum

Minimum

Land Use and 

Transport Network  

Effects

(Car RND -  FT RND)

4.5 Kms 

-1.0 Kms

Land Use Effects

(Car ED -  PT ED)

3.0 Kms 

-0.4 Kms

Transport Network

Effects

(Car RND -  PT RND) 

-  (Car ED -  PT ED)

1.5 Kms 

-0.6 Kms

It can be seen (Table 7.3) that in the minimum solution, public transport users travel 1.0 

kilom etres further than car users due to different distribution o f  origins and destinations 

and to the m anner in which they interact with their respective networks. Public transport 

users travel 0.6 kilom etres further than car users due to w ay in which they interact with 

their netw ork and an additional 0.4 kilom etres further than car users due the differences 

in the distribution o f  origins and destinations. So, while public transport routes are 

generally more direct than car routes (Table 7.2), the network is less distance-efficient 

than the car network. Com paring the foregoing m inim um  results with the corresponding 

results for the peak period (Table 6.2) reveals that differences in the transport networks 

have a much greater influence in relative terms in the off-peak period. This suggests that, 

in relative terms, the public transport network becom es less distance-efficient in the off-
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peak period. In contrast, in the maximum sohitions, m ore than two-thirds o f the 

difference between car and public transport RND vakies is due to land-use effects, while 

the way in which car users interact with their netw ork contributes only 1.5 kilom etres to 

the difference. This suggests that the greater physical spread o f  origins and destination 

opportunities is the m ost im portant factor contributing to greater car RND values. 

Com parison o f the peak and off-peak results suggests that the public-transport network 

fails to account for the differing geography o f travel in the off-peak period. Rather, it is 

geared towards serving peak-period journey characteristics and rem ains m ore or less 

unaltered in the off-peak period even though the geography o f  dem and changes.

The results in Table 7.3 show that in the m inimum solution, public transport RND values 

are higher prim arily because o f  the nature o f  the transport network. As already stated, this 

relates to the fact that the geography o f the public transport netw ork does not alter to any 

great extent for off-peak travel: it does not reflect the geography o f  off-peak travel 

demand.

Peak Versus Off-peak

The foregoing results show that all o f  the average m axim um  journey  costs are less for the 

off-peak period than for the peak period (Table 7.1). This is likely to be related to the 

nature o f  off-peak travel. M ost journeys in the off-peak period are to shops, recreation 

facilities, entertainment facilities or schools. Individuals are unwilling and indeed, do not 

need to travel as far in the off-peak period to fulfil their needs. It is also interesting that 

the m agnitude o f the difference between average m axim um  journey  distance costs for car 

and public transport is generally less for the off-peak period than for the peak period 

(Table 7.1). Thus, the distance separation between origins and destinations is not as great 

in the off-peak period. This seems to suggest that, while the public transport is not as 

extensive as the car network, it is at least capable o f serving m any o f  the same journeys 

as the car during the off-peak period.

It is also evident that average m inimum  journey costs are less for the off-peak period than 

for the peak period (Table 7.1). This suggests that individuals have a greater ability to
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m inimise journey distance and journey time in the off-peak period than in the peak 

period. There is little doubt that this is related to the nature o f  off-peak travel m entioned 

in the previous paragraph. It is worth adding that the aforem entioned trend is also likely 

to be related to the fact that individuals are less constrained with respect to off-peak trip 

making. In Dublin, most individuals live fairly close to shops, recreation and 

entertainm ent facilities; they tend not to live so close to em ploym ent opportunities, which 

com prise the main destinations in the peak period. Individuals who reside in close 

proxim ity to em ploym ent opportunities m ay not be able to access them  because access 

often depends on (say) specific qualifications.

It is notable also that the car travel ranges are som ewhat less for the off-peak period than 

for the peak period while for public transport they are greater (Table 7.1). This is due 

largely to the fact that m any off-peak destination opportunities are dispersed in nature 

and are less concentrated in the city centre area than peak destination opportunities. 

Obviously, the car network is able to take advantage o f  these opportunities to a much 

greater extent than the public-transport network which is focused prim arily on the city 

centre. This is further p roof that the public transport netw ork does not serve the 

geography o f  off-peak travel demand satisfactorily.

The results show that the implied mean minimum  and m axim um  car speeds are greater in 

the off-peak than in the peak period. Undoubtedly, this is related to the fact that the car 

network is more efficient in the off-peak period than in the peak period. Given that 

congestion levels are generally less in the off-peak period, the results suggest that car 

users have the ability to take advantage o f  this by travelling at higher mean speeds than 

public transport users. It is notable also that the implied m ean m inimum  and m aximum  

public transport speeds are lower for the off-peak period than for the peak period. This is 

quite a surprising result and is, as already stated, likely to be related to the lower 

frequency o f  public transport services in the off-peak period and the fact that public 

transport is concentrated on more congested routes focussing on the city centre. It is also 

interesting that the relative difference between implied mean m inimum  car and public 

transport speeds is much greater in the off-peak period than in the peak period (Table
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7.1). This suggests that within the minimum solutions, speed becomes increasingly 

slower for public transport in the off-peak period when compared with car-based 

journeys. Clearly, public transport is much less successful at offering an alternative to the 

private car in the off-peak period.

7.3 Random Journey Cost

7.3.1 Travel D istance and Travel Time

Table 7.1 displays the average random journey distances and times for car and public 

transport for each m easure o f  zonal separation. A graphical representation o f  each result 

on the travel scale is shown in Figures 7.1 ad 7.2. Looking at the results for journey 

distance, it can be seen (Table 7.1; Figure 7.1) that the average random  car journey costs 

are greater than the corresponding costs for public transport. Thus, in a random trip 

m aking scenario, car users travel greater journey distances than public transport users. 

This is not surprising given that car users have a much greater potential to travel further 

than public transport users (as per the maximum solutions). The results for journey  time 

(Figure 7.2) contrast with those for journey distance; public transport users have greater 

journey times in the random solution than do car users. There is little doubt that this is 

related to the relative journey  time inefficiency o f public transport in the off-peak as 

compared to the car.

Table 7.4 Off-Peak Land Use and Transport Network Im pacts on Average Random  

Car and Public Transport RND Values Difference values

Random

Land Use and 

Transport Network  

Effects

(Car RND -  FT RND)

0.9 Kms

Land Use Effects

(Car ED -  PT ED)

.9 Kms

Transport Network

Effects

(Car RND -  PT RND) 

-  (Car ED -  PT ED)

-1.0 Kms

Following the logic described in Section 6.2.1 it can be seen (Table 7.4; Column Two) 

that, in the random sim ulation process, car users travel 1.9 kilom etres further than public 

transport users due to the different distribution o f  land uses. It is also evident (Column
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Three) that car users travel one kilometre less than public transport users due to the 

manner in which they interact with their network. Thus, in the random solution for the 

off-peak, the way in which car users interact with their network relative to the way in 

which public-transport users interact with theirs saves each car user an average o f one 

kilometre per journey as compared to a public-transport user. This suggests two things; 

first, that land uses are distributed in a manner which necessitates that car users travel 

greater journey distances, and second, that the car network is more capable of dealing 

with different geographies o f travel than the public-transport network. This leads to car 

users using their network more efficiently than public transport users in the random 

solution. Thus, the car is in a more advantageous position than public transport in terms 

o f serving revised geographies o f travel. Comparison o f these results with those for the 

peak period (Table 7.1) shows that the distribution o f land uses is a more important factor 

in the off-peak period than in the peak period; it appears that the public-transport network 

is less distance-efficient in the off-peak period than in the peak period.

Using the foregoing mean RND and mean TT values, implied mean speeds were 

calculated for both modes o f transport (Table 7.1). It can be seen that implied mean 

speeds for car journeys are almost twice as great as those for public transport. In terms o f 

average journey speed, the car is obviously a more efficient mode than public transport. It 

is interesting that the relative magnitude o f the difference between car and public 

transport implied mean speeds is greater for the off-peak period than for the peak period 

(Table 7.1). This suggests that, under the assumption o f random trip making, the car, in 

relative terms, becomes even more time-efficient during the off-peak period. Once again, 

this suggests that the car network is more capable o f dealing with different geographies o f 

travel than the public transport network.

7.3.2 /? Values

In order to determine the percentage o f travel capacity (i.e. the travel range) being utilised 

under the assumption of random travel behaviour, R values were calculated for each 

mode o f transport and for each measure o f zonal separation (Table 7.5). The results show 

that, in general, R values are higher for public transport than for car-based transport. As
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R
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U
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3
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was the case with the peak period, the results suggest that R values increase for a sparser 

network. There is little doubt that because the public transport network is less dense than 

the car network, this leads to disproportionate increases in journey costs for public 

transport users over car users. In addition, when no direct public-transport route exists to 

a particular destination, these users incur a transfer penalty (both in terms o f distance and 

time) if more than one bus/train is required. Along many public-transport routes, the cost 

o f travelling along the network is disproportionately high, especially as routes involving 

transfers are more likely to be utilised in a random trip making scenario than in reality. 

This suggests that as the geography o f trip making becomes more complex, public 

transport users are forced to either use public transport routes with higher associated 

transport costs or switch to an alternative mode (say) the car.

The notable exception to this trend is that R Values for public transport TT are less than 

the corresponding R values for car TT. This contrasts with the corresponding trend for the 

peak period and shows that in the off-peak, the percentage o f the total capacity taken up 

by random commuting is less for public transport than for car-based transport. This is 

quite a surprising result and it implies that in the random solution, public transport users 

are more time-efficient in terms o f available resource consumption than car users.

Peak Versus Off-Peak

By comparing peak (Table 6.7) and off-peak (Table 7.5) R values it can be seen that R 

values are greater during the off-peak period than during the peak period. Thus, in the 

random solution individuals approach the maximum journey cost to a greater extent in 

the off-peak. This shows that in general, individuals access higher cost routes in the off- 

peak period. It implies that in the random solution, individuals are not as concerned with 

minimising distance or time travelled to the same extent as they are in the peak period. 

Broadly, it appears that trip making behaviour is considerably different in the off-peak 

period.
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l A  Off-Peak Actual Journey Costs

7.4.1 Travel Distance and Travel Time

Table 7.1 displays the average actual journey costs for each mode o f  transport and each 

measure o f  zonal separation while Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the actual values plotted on 

the travel-distance and travel-tim e scales. For car-based travel, the average actual journey 

cost is 8.0 kilom etres and 6.6 kilom etres for RND and ED respectively. The 

corresponding values for public transport are 8.9 kilom etres and 6.0 kilometres 

respectively. By com paring the ED and RND values for both modes it is evident that in 

the case o f  car-based travel the transport netw ork adds 1.4 kilom etres to the average 

distance travelled while the corresponding figure for public transport is 2.9 kilometres. 

This suggests that the m anner in which public transport users interact with their network 

is much less distance-efficient than car users in the off-peak. There is little doubt that this 

relates to the fact that the public transport netw ork is prim arily oriented towards the 

geography o f  travel in the peak period and is less successful at dealing with the 

geography o f  off-peak travel.

Table 7.6 Off-Peak Land Use and Transport Network Impacts on Actual Car and 

Public Transport RND values Difference Values

Actual

Land Use and 

Transport Network 

Effects

(Car R N D -F T  RND)

-0.9 Kms

Land Use Effects

(Car ED -  FT ED)

0.6 Kms

Transport Network

Effects

(Car RND -  FT RND) 

-  (Car ED -  FT ED)

-0.3 Kms

Using the same logic as before (Section 6.2.1), it can be seen (Table 7.6; Column One) 

that public-transport users travel on average 0.9 kilom etres further than car users due to 

differences in the distribution o f  land uses and the m anner in which they interact with 

their network. Colum n Two shows that car users travel 0.6 kilom etres further than public 

transport users due to differences in the distribution o f origins and destinations. Thus, the 

w ay in which car users are interacting with their network relative to the way in which 

public-transport users are interacting with theirs saves them an average o f 0.3 kilometres
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per journey. The foregoing results suggest that it is the m ore efficient m anner in which 

car users use their network that contributes to a lower RND value for car users.

The average TT for car and public-transport journeys are 29.7 m inutes and 62.0 m inutes 

respectively (Figure 7.2). Quite clearly, public transport users are at a considerable 

disadvantage relative to car users in term s o f  actual journey  times in the off-peak period.

Using the foregoing m ean RND and TT values for car and public transport, implied mean 

speeds were calculated for both modes o f  transport (Table 7.1). It can be seen that the 

implied mean speeds for car are alm ost tw ice those for public transport. Clearly, the car is 

a more efficient mode than public transport in terms o f  m ean journey  speed and this 

confers a considerable travel time advantage to car users over public-transport users.

Peak Versus Off-Peak

The actual journey costs for ED and TT follow a sim ilar trend to those for the peak 

period. With regard to the latter, it can be seen that the relative m agnitude o f the 

difference between the car and public transport values is considerably greater in the off- 

peak period than in the peak period. This suggests that car journeys becom e even more 

tim e-efficient than public transport journeys during the off-peak period. This is because 

public transport speeds do not increase to the same extent as car speeds in the off-peak 

(Table 7.1) due to longer waiting times, tim etabling restrictions, m ultiple stops and the 

fact that public transport uses more congested routes. The car is at an even greater 

journey  tim e advantage to public transport during the off-peak period.

The one notable difference between the trends established in the peak period and those 

established in the off-peak period is in relation to RND; during the off-peak period RND 

values are greater for public transport than for car based transport while the opposite is 

the case for the peak period (Table 7.1). This proves that in terms o f  journey distance, the 

public transport network is less able to serve the geography o f off-peak travel needs than 

the car. This seems to confirm the previous suggestion that the public transport network
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is mainly oriented towards peak travel dem and and cannot cope with off-peak journey 

patterns in its current form.

The second point relates to the relative im pact o f  land uses and the transport network in 

the peak and off-peak periods. By com paring Tables 6.10 and 7.6, it can be seen that in 

terms o f journey  distance, public-transport users use their netw ork in a m ore efficient 

m anner than car users in the peak period but in a less efficient m anner in the off-peak 

period; at the same time, the way in which land uses are distributed in the peak period 

means that car users travel more kilom etres than public-transport users, while this is also 

the case for the off-peak period. Two key points are apparent: first, the current public- 

transport netw ork does not reflect the geography o f  off-peak trip making, and second, the 

distribution o f  land uses in the off-peak period forces a greater dependency on car-based 

journeys over longer distances.

7.4.2 Off-Peak Capacity Utilisation (C „ ) Measures

Recall the interpretation o f as the percentage o f the travel range currently being 

consumed by actual trip m aking (Section 4.3.4). Table 7.5 shows Q  m easures for each 

mode o f transport and each measure o f  zonal separation for the off-peak period. It can be 

seen that the general trend is for greater Q  m easures for public transport than for car- 

based transport. This suggests that public-transport users consume more o f the distance 

and time resources available to them than car users during the off-peak period. In this 

sense at least, public-transport trip m aking is less sustainable than car travel in the off- 

peak period. There is little doubt that this is related to the nature o f  the public transport 

network when compared to the car network. The results suggest that public-transport 

users must access routeways with a relatively higher cost than the corresponding 

routeways for car users which leads to a greater consumption o f the available distance 

and time resources.
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Table 7.7 Off-Peak Land Use and Transport Network Impacts on Car and Public 

Transport RND C„ Difference Measures

Land Use and 

Transport Network 

Effects

(Car RND -  FT RND)

Land Use Effects

(Car ED -  PT ED)

Transport Network

Effects

(Car RND -  PT RND) 

- ( C a r  E D - P T  ED)

C '^act ^niin

V r - T\  max mir

*100 -13.3 % -4.5 % %

Following the same logic described earlier (Section 6.2.1), Table 7.7 shows that public- 

transport users consum e 4.5%  m ore o f  the available distance resources than car users due 

to differences in the distribution o f  origins and destinations (Column Tw o) while Column 

Three (Table 7.7) shows that public-transport users consume an additional 8.8% m ore o f 

the available distance resources than car users due to the m anner way in which they 

interact with their network. The foregoing results imply that the com bined influences o f a 

superior transport network and better land-use arrangements allow car users to consume 

less available distance resources than do public transport users.

Undoubtedly, the aforem entioned results are related to the greater density o f the car 

network over the public-transport netw ork which allows for more direct trip making; at 

the same tim e it is also related to the predom inantly radial nature o f  the public transport 

netw ork which prevents trip m aking betw een adjacent zones unless the zones concerned 

are on the same radial routeway leading to the city centre. The different values are 

also due to differences in the balance o f  origins and destinations (i.e. land uses) 

throughout the study area: land uses are located in a m anner which allows for less 

resource consum ption for car journeys than for public-transport journeys.

Taking the foregoing distance and time results together, the results show that car users 

consum e m ore o f  the available m inutes (43.1% ) than kilom etres (36.4% ) while public 

transport users consume more o f  the available kilom etres (49.7%) than m inutes (47.4%).
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It can also be seen that public-transport users consumed 4.3% more o f  the available TT 

resources and 13.3% more o f the available RND resources than car users. This suggests 

that public-transport journeys use disproportionately more kilom etres than m inutes when 

compared to car journeys. This relates to the fact that for public transport is so high

which m eans that the amount o f  time resources available to public transport users is very 

large. This, in itself, is indicative o f  the fact that the public-transport netw ork is less time 

efficient than the car network.

Peak Versus Off-peak

Three main trends emerge when the foregoing results are com pared with the 

corresponding results for the peak period. First, it is evident that the general trend is for 

m easures to increase in the off-peak period (Table 7.5). This suggests that individuals

consume m ore o f  the available distance and time resources in the off-peak period than in 

the peak period which suggests that off-peak journeys are less distance and tim e efficient 

than those in the peak period. In this sense, off-peak travel is less sustainable than peak 

travel for all modes o f transport. The one notable exception to this trend is that 

C„ m easures for public transport TT are less in the off-peak than in the peak period. 

Thus, in terms o f tim e consumption, public-transport users are more sustainable in the 

off-peak period than in the peak period. This is likely to be related to the fact that public 

transport routes are generally less congested during the off-peak period and journeys are 

more tim e-efficient as a result. O f course, this is brought about by the fact that while 

falls in the off-peak, 7̂ ,̂  ̂does not.

The second trend relates to the proportionality o f  time and distance. Recall that the peak 

period results showed that individuals consum ed more o f  the available time resources 

than distance resources for both modes o f  transport (Table 7.5). However, the same is not 

the case in the off-peak period. It can be seen (Table 7.5) that car users consum ed more 

o f  the available time than distance resources but the opposite was the case for public- 

transport users. This suggests that, in contrast to the car network, the public-transport 

network does not become any more efficient in the off-peak period.
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The final trend relates to the influence o f  land uses and the transport network on 

C„ m easures for car and public transport RND. It can be seen (Table 6.13; Table 7.7) that 

differences in the transport netw ork are a more important factor for higher public 

transport C„ m easures in the off-peak period. This suggests that the transport network 

accounts for a greater am ount o f  the difference between car and public transport RND 

values in the off-peak period when compared with the peak period and this leads to 

increased resource consum ption in the latter travel period. Once again, this reinforces the 

previous suggestion that the current public transport network serves the geography o f  off- 

peak travel needs poorly.

7.4.3 Off-Peak RC„ Values

Recall the interpretation o f  the average random journey cost as a m ore realistic upper 

limit o f  urban journey  cost (Section 4.4.3). Taking average random journey cost as the 

upper lim it o f  the travel scale, RC„ values represent the extent to which actual journey

costs approach this value. Table 7.5 displays the RC„ values for each mode o f  transport

and for each m easure o f  zonal separation. The results show that RC„ values are always

greater for public transport which m atches the trend in the results for measures. This

implies that even under the revised travel scale, public-transport users consume m ore o f  

the distance and tim e resources available to them: actual trip m aking is considerably 

closer to random  trip m aking for public-transport users. It is interesting that the values 

increase for a sparser netw ork i.e. the public-transport network. This implies that the 

density o f  a transport netw ork plays a m ajor role in the extent to which actual average 

journey  costs approach average random  journey costs. The results also imply that the 

nature o f  the transport netw ork allows individuals to behave in a certain way.

Taking the foregoing distance and tim e results together, the R e v a l u e s  are greater for 

tim e than for distance. This trend is m ore pronounced for public transport than for private 

transport: for public-transport users RC„ values were 4.4% greater for TT than for RND
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while the corresponding figure for car users was 2.8%. The results confirm  that actual trip 

m aking is approaching random trip m aking to a greater extent for tim e than for distance 

with this trend being more pronounced for public-transport users than for car users. 

Undoubtedly, the results are related to the relative travel tim e inefficiency o f  the public- 

transport netw ork when compared to the car network and to the extent to which public 

transport inefficiency becom es more apparent for time m easures than for distance 

m easures. In terms o f  R e v a lu e s ,  the results suggest that both networks are less 

sustainable for journey time than for journey distance.

Peak Versus Off-Peak

The main trend to emerge when com paring the peak and off-peak periods is that RC„ 

values are greater in the off-peak period than in the peak period (Table 7.5). The 

peak/off-peak differences in RC„ values are more pronounced for public transport than 

for car based transport. This suggests that, in general, actual trip m aking approaches 

random trip m aking to a greater extent in the off-peak period. The implication is that off- 

peak travel is less joum ey-tim e and joum ey-distance efficient than peak travel for all 

modes o f transport.

7.4.4 Excess Travel

As stated previously, excess travel is a m easure o f the degree to which average actual 

journey  cost exceeds average m inimum journey cost. It is the surplus journey distance or 

time resulting from the fact that individuals do not behave optim ally (see Section 4.2.1). 

The equivalency condition set out in Table 6.18 shows that one would expect excess 

travel m easures to be the inverse o f  the capacity utilisation measures.

Table 7.1 displays the excess travel results for car and public transport and for each 

m easure o f  zonal separation. It is evident that excess travel m easures are greater for car 

than for public transport, ranging from 87.9% for TT to 90.0% for RND; the figure for 

ED is 89.4%. For public transport the excess travel measures range from 57.1% for TT to 

81.7%) for ED while corresponding value for RND is 79.8%. The foregoing figures 

represent the percentage o f actual journey costs that are above the m inimum possible.
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The results suggest that public transport users are less wasteful with respect to journey 

tim e and journey distance than car users. Thus, one can conclude that public transport 

users tend to minimise the distance and time travelled along their respective networks in a 

m ore efficient m anner than do car users.

The foregoing results show that there is a considerable difference in the excess travel 

m easures for car and public transport RND (10.2%) and TT (30.8%). This suggests that 

car users waste considerably more journey  time than journey distance during the off-peak 

period than do public transport users. Car users are more wasteful in the sense that they 

travel a considerable am ount more above the minimum  possible than public transport 

users. Thus, the C„ show that car users use more o f  the journey  distance and journey  time

resources available to them but the EC measures show that car users are less economical 

in terms o f  m inim ising their journey  cost.

Table 7.8 O ff-Peak Land Use and Transport Network Im pacts on Car and Public 

Transport Excess Travel values for RND Difference Values

It can be seen (Table 7.8) that car users waste 7.7% more kilom etres than public transport 

users due to differences in the distribution o f  origins and destinations (Column 2) while 

the m anner in which car users are interacting with their netw ork relative to public 

transport users wastes a further 2.5%  m ore kilom etres than public transport users. This 

suggests that the way car users travel between land uses is m ore inefficient than public 

transport users while they also use their transport network more inefficiently than public 

transport users.

Land Use and Land Use Effects Transport Network

Transport Network (Car E D - P T  ED) 

Effects

(Car RND -  PT RND)

Effects

(Car RND -  PT RND 

-  (Car ED -  PT ED)

10.2% 7.7 % 2.5%
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Peak Versus Off-Peak

By com paring peak and off-peak excess travel measures for EC, it can be seen that excess 

travel m easures are greater in the latter period (Table 7.5). This suggests that individuals 

waste more time and distance in the off-peak period than in the peak period. It is also 

evident that, in general, the m agnitude o f  the increase in excess travel m easures between 

travel periods is greater for public transport than for car-based transport. This suggests 

that public transport trip m aking becom es more wasteful in the off-peak period than car 

based trip making. The exception to this trend is that excess TT m easures for car increase 

m ore dram atically than for public transport which implies that car-based travel becom es 

m ore wasteful, in terms o f  journey  time, than public transport in the off-peak period.

7.5 Minimum and Actual Cartographic Solutions

This section presents choropleth maps displaying the average journey  cost for each zone 

in the study area. M inimum and actual solution maps are presented for both car and 

public transport RND and TT.

Journey Distance (RND)

Figure 7.3 shows the average m inim um  RND travelled by individuals originating in each 

zone in the study area during the off-peak period. The m aps shows that individuals 

originating inside the M50 m otorway are able to minimise journey  distance to a much 

greater extent than those originating outside the M50 motorway. The latter individuals 

are located further from destination opportunities and, as a result, are more likely to travel 

greater distances in the off-peak period. M ore specifically, it can be seen that a large 

orange portion is visible to the southw est o f the map which indicates that journeys 

originating in this region are particularly disadvantaged with respect to m inim ising off- 

peak journey distance. It is notable that the same trend is not visible in the peak period 

(see Figure 6.8) which suggests that individuals originating in this area are located further 

away from destination opportunities in the off-peak period. This suggests that this area is 

better served by peak destinations e.g. employment than by off-peak destinations e.g. 

retailing.
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Turning to Figure 7.4, it can be seen that the general trend is for the actual journey 

distance to increase from the city centre area outwards. This suggests that increases in the 

volume o f  trip m aking in outlying areas will lead to a disproportionate increase in 

vehicle-kilom etres-travelled (VKT) and associated increases in fuel consumption and 

harmful environmental emissions. It is also noticeable that actual journey distance 

changes more dram atically beyond the M 50 m otorway during the peak period (Figure 

6.9) than during the off-peak period. This suggests that the extent to which increases in 

the volume o f trip m aking will lead to increases in VKT and associated emissions will 

becom e greater in the peak period than during the off-peak period. It also demonstrates 

that individuals outside the M 50 are better placed to take advantage o f  local destination 

opportunities in the off-peak period.

Turning to the results for public transport. Figure 7.5 shows the average minimum RND 

travelled by individuals originating in each zone in the study area. The grey areas show 

zones where no public transport trips are modelled to originate or term inate which, in 

itself shows how, in effect, public transport is unsuccessful at coping for off-peak travel 

demand. The cartographic evidence shows that the general trend is for the optimisation 

model to confer longer journey distances on those individuals originating in outlying 

areas. Thus, the extent to which individuals in outlying areas can m inimise journey 

distance is less than those originating elsewhere. It is also notable that the general trend is 

not explicitly radial i.e. journey distance does not increase in all directions from the city 

centre outwards. This patchy trend suggests that the ability o f  public transport users to 

travel short distances is location specific in the minimum solution. The map demonstrates 

that the quality o f  the off-peak netw ork varies considerably throughout the study area. 

The key point is that the spatial outcome in Figure 7.5 is fairly dissim ilar to the peak 

period which suggests that the public transport off-peak route netw ork should also be 

different.

Figure 7.6 shows the average actual journey distance travelled by public transport users 

originating in each zone in the study area. The general trend is once again for average
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m inim um  journey distance to increase beyond the M 50 m otorway. The main difference 

between the peak (Figure 6.11) and off-peak (Figure 7.6) m aps is that m ajor advantage is 

conferred upon individuals originating along the rail line in the peak period while this is 

not the case in the off-peak period. This suggests that, in relative terms, the railway plays 

a more significant role in providing public transport journeys in the peak then in the off- 

peak. O nce again, there is a strong likelihood that this relates to the fact that the railway 

route netw ork, which is radial, is much less appropriate at catering for the geography o f 

off-peak travel demand. The fact that the railway can play a significant role, as is 

highlight by Figure 6.11, suggests the desirability o f  encouraging m ixed land uses 

adjacent to the railway stations that would be capable o f  generating and attracting trips in 

both travel periods. Thus, the results would support the recent findings o f the Strategic 

Rail Review which recom m end such developm ent patterns (Booz Allen Hamilton, 2003).

Journey Time (TT)

Figure 7.7 shows the average m inimum  journey tim e for trips originating in each zone in 

the study area. It is evident that the ability o f  car users to m inim ise journey  time is greater 

in the off-peak period than in the peak period (Figure 6.12). It is notable also that 

individuals originating in the outlying counties o f the M id-East region travel substantially 

greater distances than those originating elsewhere. This suggests that in these areas, there 

are fewer destination opportunities relative to the num ber o f  origins. The map shows that 

zones along the western rail corridor to M aynooth and the southern DART corridor to 

Greystones have considerable joum ey-tim e advantage. This is likely to reflect the fact 

that there are more destination opportunities, for exam ple shops and other services, along 

these two rail corridors that car users may potentially take advantage of.

Figure 7.8 shows that actual off-peak journey characteristics are considerably different 

from the m odelled characteristics. The actual pattern is much m ore radial with journey 

tim e increasing from the city-centre area outwards. The general pattern is not dissim ilar 

to that for the peak period (Figure 6.13). This would appear to confirm  the suggestion 

m ade in the previous paragraph that individuals located in outlying areas tend to have 

fewer destination opportunities from which to choose and are forced to travel greater
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distances to fulfil their needs as a result. It is notable also that the spatial outcom es are 

sim ilar for the peak and off-peak periods which suggests that the actual geography o f 

travel in the peak and off-peak periods is somewhat sim ilar (i.e. radial) whereas the 

optimal m aps suggest that they should be different.

Turning to the public transport solutions, Figure 7.9 shows the average m inimum journey  

tim e for individuals originating in each zone in the study area. It can be seen that the 

general trend is for journey  tim e to increase from the city centre outwards. However, this 

trend is not exclusive; the western rail corridor to M aynooth, the DART corridor to 

M alahide and, in particular, the southern DART line to Greystones offer a distinct 

advantage to individuals originating in zones located along these routes. Thus, as was the 

case in the peak period (Figure 6.14), the model suggests that, in a minimum solution 

scenario, the railway is particularly successful at reducing public transport journey times. 

W ith the exception o f the rail corridors, individuals located in outlying areas o f  the Mid- 

East region have higher journey  times. This relates to the relative paucity public transport 

and the unsuitability o f the public-transport network in these areas in the off-peak. This 

further highlights the inability o f  the current public transport network to deal with the 

geography o f  off-peak travel demand.

Figure 7.10 shows the actual journey time for individuals originating in each zone in the 

study area. The map dem onstrates the considerable journey time increase beyond the 

M 50 m otorway. This highlights the extent to which public transport is at a disadvantage 

to the private car in outlying locations. It is notable also that actual journey characteristics 

do not take advantage o f  the rail system s’ ability to reduce public transport journey times 

i.e. the railway corridors do not show up as in Figure 7.9.

7.6 Dual Cartographic Solutions

Recall the dual o f the transportation problem  and the interpretation o f dual variable 

values or shadow prices described in Section 4.3; higher origin shadow prices (U/) im ply 

a more advantageous location for trip generation while higher destination shadow prices 

(Y/) imply a more disadvantageous location for trip attraction. Figures 7.11 to 7.18 are
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choropleth maps showing the origin and destination shadow prices for each zone in the 

study area. The map legend shows sextiles; the green colour represents relative zonal 

advantage and the red colour represents relative zonal disadvantage.

Journey Distance (RND)

Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show the origin and destination shadow prices by car for each zone 

in the study area. The general trend is for the higher origin (Figure 7.11) shadow prices to 

occur in the outerm ost locations where trips originating there are going to relatively close 

destinations (i.e. along low cost routes); thereafter, prices generally decline towards the 

city centre area where destinations are receiving trips from relatively far away (i.e. along 

high cost routes). The outcom e o f this is that were further trips to be generated it would 

be m ost advantageous to generate them in the outerm ost locations. There are, o f  course, 

exceptions to the foregoing trend; the south inner city area has a high shadow price which 

indicates that this area is a particularly advantageous area for off-peak trip generation. 

This implies that individuals originating in this area travel to destinations along low cost 

routes. In outer locations, it can also be seen that the area around County M eath has high 

associated shadow prices which suggests that County Meath is a particularly 

disadvantageous area for off-peak trip generation.

Turning to destination shadow prices (Figure 7.12) it can be seen that the general pattern 

is very similar to the pattern for origin shadow prices where prices are highest in the 

outerm ost locations (with the exception o f the County M eath area) and lowest in the city 

centre area (with the exception o f the south inner city area). This implies that, in general, 

it would be m ost advantageous to attract trips to the outerm ost locations and least 

advantageous to attract trips to the inner core during the off-peak period in order to keep 

overall journey costs to a minimum.

By comparing the origin and destination shadow prices for the peak (Figures 6.16 and 

6.17) and off-peak (Figure 7.11 and 7.12) travel periods, it is evident that the solutions 

are, in a sense, opposites. The peak solutions imply that trip attraction and trip generation 

becomes more disadvantageous as one travels from the city centre outwards while the
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opposite is the case for the off-peak period. 7’hus, w hile trips originating in outer 

locations are at a disadvantage during the peak period, they are actually at an advantage 

during the off-peak period. This result has major planning im plications because it implies 

that individuals originating in outlying areas are in a highly efficient location in terms o f  

trip m aking in the off-peak period. This suggests that these individuals may be w illing to 

trade o ff  the relative inefficiency o f  the peak period in order to attain greater locational 

advantage in the off-peak. The results also highlight the different geographies o f  travel 

demand for the peak and off-peak periods and suggest the desirability o f  future planning 

policies taking the off-peak period into consideration when devising planning strategies 

that impact upon travel behaviour.

Turning to the public transport solutions (Figures 7.13 and 7.14), the m aps show that the 

general pattern is considerably different for origin and destination shadow prices. For 

origin shadow prices, it is evident that in outer locations, m ajor advantage is conferred 

upon zones situated in close proxim ity to a quality rail corridor. It is also notable that the 

entire N orth-N orthwest area outside the M50 m otorway is at a disadvantage in terms o f  

trip generation, which reflects the lack o f  efficient public transport services in this area. A 

further trend is that the south city centre area (towards Rathmines) is in a particularly 

disadvantageous position with regard to trip generation. Once again, this is likely to 

reflect the fact that, in the minimum  solution, individuals in this area travel to their 

destinations via high cost routes.

For destination shadow prices the picture is rather different (Figure 7.14). It can be seen 

that the pattern o f  locational advantage is rather diffuse beyond the M 50 m otorway, 

although shadow prices tend towards the higher end o f  the scale. This suggests that there 

are areas beyond the M 50 from which future public transport trips could be attracted via 

relatively low cost routes. W ithin the M 50 m otorway it is evident that the area around 

Inchicore/Rathm ines is a particularly advantageous area for trip attraction. This reflects 

the fact that, within the context o f  the optimal solution, it is more advantageous to attract 

individuals to zones in the vicinity o f  the aforem entioned area.
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By com paring the dual solutions for the peak (Figures 6.18 and 6.19) and off-peak 

(Figures 7.13 and 7.14) travel periods, it can be seen that the solutions are very different. 

The peak solutions imply that trip attraction and trip generation becom es m ore 

disadvantageous as one travels from the city centre outw ards while the sam e is not the 

case for the off-peak period. Thus, while trips originating in outer locations are at a 

disadvantage during the peak period, their locational advantage varies during the off-peak 

period. Similarly, while trips destined for outer locations are at a disadvantage during the 

peak period they are varied in terms o f locational advantage during the off-peak period. 

This im plies that there is a distinct difference in locational advantage for public transport 

users for the peak and off-peak travel periods. Once again, this confirm s that the public 

transport netw ork is essentially oriented towards peak-travel demand.

Journey Time (TT)

Figures 7.15 and 7.16 display the origin and destination shadow prices for travel tim e 

(TT) by car. Figure 7.15 shows that the origin shadow prices tend to increase from the 

city centre area outwards. This suggests that, in terms o f  least travel tim e, the outer 

locations are at a considerable advantage over the inner locations in term s o f  trip 

generation. As was the case for the distance solutions, this suggests that individuals 

originating in outer locations travel to their destinations via low cost routes. The County 

Meath area is an exception; individuals are at a considerable disadvantage in term s o f  trip 

generation. This im plies that were further off-peak trips to be generated, it would 

generally be m ost advantageous to generate them in outlying locations (with the 

exception o f  the County M eath area) and least advantageous to generate them within the 

M 50 motorway. Turning to the destination shadow prices (Figure 7.16) it can be seen that 

the trend is sim ilar to that for the origin shadow prices; shadow prices tend to decline as 

one travels from the city centre area outwards. This suggests that the outer locations are 

also the m ost advantageous locations in terms o f  further trip attraction. Once again, this 

reflects the fact that in the minimum  solution, individuals originating in the outer 

locations travel to their destinations relatively quickly.
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By comparing the peak (Figures 6.20 and 6.21) and off-peak (Figures 7.15 and 7.16) 

origin and destination shadow prices for travel time, it is evident once again that the 

solutions are considerably different. The peak solutions im ply that trip attraction and trip 

generation becom es more disadvantageous as one travels from the city centre outwards; 

in general, the sam e is not the case for the off-peak period. Thus, while trips originating 

in outer locations are at a disadvantage during the peak period they can be at a 

considerable advantage or disadvantage during the off-peak period. Similarly, while trips 

destined for outer locations are at a disadvantage during the peak period, they have a 

locational advantage during the off-peak period. This shows that there is a distinct 

difference in locational advantage for car users in the peak and off-peak travel periods. 

Once again, and as was the case with distance, this suggests that individuals originating 

in outer locations m ay be trading o ff locational disadvantage in the peak period for 

considerable locational advantage during the off-peak period. This implies that residential 

location m ay not be influenced as heavily by journey  costs as traditional urban theory 

would suggest.

Figures 7.17 and 7.18 show the origin and destination shadow prices respectively for 

least travel time by public transport. The general trend is for origin shadow prices to 

decline from the city centre outwards. This suggests that in terms o f further trip 

generation, outer locations have a locational advantage over inner locations w ithin the 

context o f  the optimal solution. It is also evident that, in outer locations, a m ajor 

advantage is conferred upon zones situated in close proxim ity to rail corridors. This 

suggests that, in terms o f  further trip generation, the railway confers m ajor locational 

advantage upon public transport users because it allows its users to travel to their 

destination quickly. Turning to destination shadow prices (Figure 7.18) it is clear that the 

m ost advantageous area in term s o f  trip attraction is the area immediately to the south, 

southwest and west o f the M 50 m otorway while the areas to the north and northw est o f  

the M 50 m otorway are particularly disadvantageous in terms o f  further trip attraction. 

This implies that individuals destined for these areas are forced to travel for long periods 

o f  time to reach their destination.
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The dual solutions for the peak (Figures 7.17 and 7.18) and off-peak (Figure 6.22 and 

6.23) travel periods are quite similar. The peak solutions imply that trip attraction and trip 

generation becom es m ore disadvantageous as one travels from the city centre outwards 

while the same is the case for the off-peak period, with the exception o f  the zones in close 

proxim ity o f  the rail corridors. This implies that, in general, patterns o f  locational travel 

tim e advantage do not alter radically for further public transport trip generation. Once 

again, this reinforces previous suggestions that the public-transport system  is essentially 

oriented towards the pattern o f  peak travel demand. By w ay o f  contrast, while trips 

destined for outer locations are at a disadvantage during the peak period they are, in 

com parative terms, at a considerable locational advantage during the off-peak period.

7.7 Conclusion

The minimum  solutions showed that car users are located closer to destination 

opportunities than public transport users and that they have the potential to travel to them 

at higher speeds. The actual solutions highlighted the relative journey distance and 

journey time inefficiency o f the public transport network as com pared to the car network. 

It is particularly notable that only m arginal journey tim e decreases were evident for 

public transport between the peak and off-peak period which shows that, relative to the 

car, the efficiency o f  public transport deteriorates in the off-peak period.

The random  solutions showed that as land uses change, the car netw ork is better placed to 

deal with the resultant geography o f  trip m aking than the public transport network. This 

implies that the public transport netw ork needs to become m ore flexible in the off-peak 

period better to m eet the different patterns o f  travel dem and associated with that period. 

The m aximum  solutions showed that car users have a greater potential to travel longer 

distances than public transport users but for shorter periods o f  time.

The evaluation m easures showed that travel patterns were less efficient in the off-peak in 

term s o f  capacity utilisation but not in terms o f  excess travel. The general trend was for 

all evaluation m easures to be greater in the off-peak period; actual travel was closer to 

random  travel, the capacity utilisation values showed that individuals consum ed more o f
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the available resources and excess travel values dem onstrated that individuals w^ere m ore 

wasteful.

The m inimum  and actual cartographic solution highlighted that journey distances and 

journey times generally declined throughout the study area for car users. However, this 

was not the case for public-transport users: average journey  distances declined but 

average journey  times rem ained virtually the same. The cartographic solutions showed 

that throughout the study area public transport is at a journey tim e disadvantage relative 

to the car; this trend is particularly m arked beyond the M50 m otorway.

The dual cartographic solutions showed that, in contrast to the peak period, the area 

beyond the M50 m otorw ay is at a locational advantage within the context o f  the 

m inimum solutions. This suggests that individuals in outer locations may be trading o ff 

locational disadvantage in the peak period in return for locational advantage in the off- 

peak, which has im plications for how the city is planned.
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Figure 7.3 Minimum Off-Peak Car Road 
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Figure 7.4 Actual Off-Peak Car Road Network Distance
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Figure 7.5 Minimum Off-Peak Public Transport 
Road/Rail Network Distance
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Figure 7.6 Actual Off-Peak Public Transport 
Road/Rail Network Distance
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Figure 7.7 Minimum Off-Peak Car Travel Time
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Figure 7.9 Minimum Off-Peak Public Transport 
Travel Time
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Figure 7.10 Actual Off-Peak Public Transport
Travel Time
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Figure 7.11 Off-Peak Origin Shadow Prices for Least 
Road Network Distance by Car
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Figure 7.12 Off-Peak Destination Shadow Prices for 
Least Road Network Distance by Car
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Figure 7.13 Off-Peak Origin Shadow Prices for Least 
Road Network Distance by Public Transport
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Figure 7.14 Off-Peak Destination Shadow Prices for 
Least Road Network Distance by Public Transport
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Figure 7.15 Off-Peak Origin Shadow Prices for 
Least Travel Time by Car
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Figure 7.16 Off-Peak Destination Shadow Prices 
for Least Travel Time by Car
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Figure 7,17 Off-Peak Origin Shadow Prices for 
Least Travel Time by Public Transport
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Figure 7,18 Off-Peak Destination Shadow Prices for 
Least Travel Time by Public Transport
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Chapter Eight: 1991 Results

CHAPTER EIGHT: 1991 RESULTS

8.1 Introduction

The form at o f  the current chapter is shghtly different to that o f  the previous two chapters. 

The 1991 peak results are discussed in terms o f  the various urban travel scales and the 

inter-relationships that emerge between the variables represented on the scales. Emphasis 

is placed on the main differences that emerge between the 1991 peak results and those for 

the 2001 peak period (presented in Chapter Six). At the end o f  the chapter, the 1991 off- 

peak results are discussed and compared to the 1991 peak and to the 2001 off-peak 

results (presented in Chapter Seven).

As stated previously (Chapter Five), the nature o f  the 1991 data means that the public 

transport results may only be discussed separately in terms o f  bus and train and not as a 

single mode. However, weighted public transport averages were calculated in order to 

com pare the 1991 public transport results with those for 2001.

Figure 8.1 Peak (1991) Travel Distance Scales - Min/Max/Random /Actual
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MAX

1991 14.7 19.7 43.8 26.9 10.2 14.0 46.7 18.0 9.3 14.2 53.0 16.0 12.6 13.7 23.5 35

2001 15.9 24.3 88.5 16.5 11.6 16.5 102.5 9.7

RAND

1991 11.3 15.1 32.0 28.3 8.7 10.4 34.2 18.2 7.7 9.8 38.1 15.4 10.5 12.6 19.7 38.4

2001 11.9 16.9 66.3 15.2 9.0 13.0 80.0 9.8

A C T

1991 9.6 12.2 25.2 29.0 8.0 9.9 31.6 18.8 7.1 9.6 35.3 16.3 9.7 11.1 17.9 37.2

2001 7.6 10.2 45.3 13.4 6.5 9.2 66.1 8.4

MIN

1991 2.9 4.5 9.7 27.8 4.5 5.0 14.6 20.5 3.6 4.2 15.2 16.6 6.6 8.0 11.2 40.0

2001 2.1 2.1 14.8 8.5 2.8 3.7 32.5 6.8

RA N G E

1991 1 1.8 15.2 34.1 5.7 9.0 32.1 5.7 10.0 37.8 6.0 5.7 11.3

2001 13.8 22.2 63.7 8.8 12.8 70.0
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Figure 8.2 Peak (1991) Travel Time Scales - 
Min/Max/Random/Actual
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8.2 1991 Peak Period Results

Table 8.1 displays the results for the average maximum, random, actual and the average 

m inimum journey costs as well as the corresponding travel ranges and implied mean 

speeds for car, bus and train for car and public transport for 1991 and 2001. Figures 8.1 

and 8.2 provide a graphical representation o f  the travel scale results for each mode o f  

transport and for each m easure o f  zonal separation for 1991.

8.2.1 Minimum and Maximum Journey Costs

Looking first at the minimum  journey costs in Table 8.1, it can be seen that the distance 

separation (ED and RND) betw een individual origins and destinations is greatest for train 

users and least for car users while bus users are intermediate. By taking the foregoing bus 

and train results, a weighted average o f  public transport RND was calculated to be 5.0 

kilometres. This suggests that on average public transport was located further from 

destination opportunities than car users in 1991. There is little doubt that this is related to 

the greater density o f the car network which allows its users to travel to closer 

destinations. Perhaps the most interesting result is the difference between bus and train 

RND: the results highlights that in the m inimum solution, individuals are m odelled to 

travel large distances to their destinations which implies that rail based transport is used 

prim arily for long-distance trips.
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The results for joum et-tim e show greater m inim um  values for bus and train users than for 

car users (Table 8.1). The weighted average travel time for public transport (14.6 

m inutes) is substantially greater than that for the car (9.7 minutes). The higher travel time 

for public transport reflects the lower speed o f public transport journeys (18.5 kilometres 

per hour as com pared to 27.8 kilom etres per hour for car trips). This is brought about by 

the greater density o f  the car network which confers greater speeds upon its users. It is 

notable also that there is a considerable difference in the implied mean speeds o f  train 

and bus journeys: 40.0 kilom etres per hour versus 14.2 kilom etres per respectively. This 

highlights the relative journey time advantage o f train users over bus users in the 

m inim um  solution. It also emphasises the potential o f  that m ode to offer significant 

journey  tim e reductions to its users.

Com paring the minimum  values for 1991 and 2001 (Table 8.1), it is evident that there has 

been a reduction in the minimum distance values for car and public transport users since 

1991. This shows that there has been a reduction in the physical separation between 

origins and destinations over that period. This is likely to be related to the fact that 

Dublin has w itnessed considerable decentralisation o f  employment and services since 

1991. Thus, destinations have moved closer to origins and this trend is evident for both 

car and public transport modes.

Despite origins and destinations m oving closer together in term s o f  distance, the opposite 

is the case for travel time: m inimum travel tim e values have increased for both car and 

public transport since 1991. This trend is m ore notable for public transport than for the 

car: average public transport journey tim e increased by 55.1% while the corresponding 

increase for car users was 34.5%. Thus, in terms o f  the m inimum  solution, public 

transport has becom e less attractive relative to the car since 1991. There is little doubt 

that this reflects the increased levels o f  congestion over the period and the resultant lower 

travel speeds operated by both modes o f  transport. The key point here is that traffic 

congestion has impacted more severely on public transport, alm ost certainly because the
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bus route netw ork is concentrated on the city centre and on the main arteries leading there 

which are the very routes where congestion is m ost severe.

The results show that the implied m ean speeds associated with the m inim um  and 

m axim um  solutions were greater in the 1991 peak period when com pared with the 2001 

peak period (Table 8.1). It is notable that the percentage decline in travel speeds over the 

period has been greater for car users than for public transport users (69.4%  as opposed to 

66.8%  respectively). This implies that car users have suffered more from the increased 

levels o f  congestion than public transport users over the period in question; this may 

reflect the reduced am ount o f  road space available to car users as a result o f  the 

introduction o f  Bus Lanes and subsequently Quality Bus Corridors (Q B C ’s) and to 

increased levels o f  car ownership. The result is also likely to be related, at least in part, to 

the increased role o f  the railway which raises public transport perform ance statistics.

Looking at the average m axim um  values (Table 8.1), it can be seen that the upper limit o f 

urban journey  costs when m easured in terms o f  distance is greater for car journeys than 

for either bus or train journeys. Thus, theoretically at least, individuals have the ability to 

travel for longer distances by car than by public transport. This im plies that origins and 

destinations were more dispersed for car users than for public transport users in 1991 

which undoubtedly reflects the greater extent o f the car network.

The average m aximum  journey tim e values (Table 8.1) show that in the m aximum  

solution, the journey time value by train is alm ost ha lf the journey  tim e values by car and 

more than h a lf  that o f the bus. It is clear from this result that the train confers a m ajor 

travel tim e advantage on its users while it appears that bus users m ust be prepared to 

accept a tim e penalty for using that mode. Looking at the breakdow n o f  public transport 

speeds into the respective modes, it can be seen that the implied m ean speeds are much 

lower for bus than for the train (Table 8.1). The result suggests two things: first, that rail- 

based developm ents have the potential to bring about significant journey  time 

im provem ents for public-transport users and second, that it is im perative that public
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transport speeds are increased if that mode is to compete with the private car in the 

future.

The results show that all o f  the average maximum  journey costs have increased since 

1991 (Table 8.1). This suggests that betw een 1991 and 2001, the study area evolved in 

such a w ay that land uses becam e much m ore dispersed. Undoubtedly, the deflection o f 

population to the M id-East region has been a m ajor influencing factor while the 

decentralisation o f  em ploym ent and services to outer areas has also contributed (see 

Chapter Three). As was alluded to in Chapters Two and Three, a more dispersed 

distribution o f  land uses is m ore likely to produce a diffuse pattern o f  trip m aking which 

makes the provision o f  public transport more difficult. Over the sam e tim e period, lower 

travel speeds have resulted in the m axim um  travel time value m ore than doubling for car 

users and increasing by an even greater factor for public transport users. The latter result 

implies that relative to the car, public transport has becom e less attractive in terms o f  

journey tim e since 1991.

The results also show that in contrast to the 2001 peak, there is only a marginal decline in 

car speeds between the m inimum and m aximum  solutions for 1991 (Table 8.1). This was 

not the case for public transport where for 1991, there was a considerable decrease in 

implied m ean speeds from the minimum  to the maximum solutions. Thus, as origins and 

destinations becom e m ore dispersed i.e. as the maximum solution is approached, public 

transport journey  speeds decrease disproportionately relative to those for the car. There is 

little doubt that this relates to the greater density o f  the car netw ork which is better 

equipped to deal with variations in travel demand than the public transport network.

It is interesting that as journey  distance increases i.e. as one m oves from the minimum to 

the m axim um  solution, travel speeds decrease for all modes o f  transport in 1991 whereas 

the results for the 2001 peak period show that as journey distance increases, so too do the 

implied mean speeds. In the case o f  the 1991 data, trading o ff  distance for tim e leads to 

decreases in mean travel speeds while the opposite is the case for the 2001 period. This 

may reflect the fact that in 2001 there are many more origins and destinations in semi-
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rural outer areas where travel speeds, particularly those o f  car users, are likely to be 

higher.

The final point relating to the m inimum  and maximum solutions is that the travel range 

increased for both car and public transport from 1991 to 2001. This shows that in 

theoretical terms, as the spread o f  origins and destinations has increased, so too has the 

range o f  potential trip making. There is little doubt that increasing the spread o f  origins 

and destinations makes the provision o f  public transport m ore difficult.

8.2.2 Random Journey Cost

The average random journey  costs are displayed in Table 8.1. It can be seen that under 

the assum ption o f  random behaviour, the average journey distance for 1991 is greatest for 

car users and least for bus users while train users are intermediate. The weighted average 

o f  public transport RND was 8.7 kilom etres. The results for journey  distance highlight 

the fact that the maximum journey  distance is greatest for car users; thus, under the 

random  assignm ent procedure, car users are m ore likely to be assigned to higher-cost 

routes than either o f  the other two public transport modes.

For travel time, bus users have the highest journey time during the 1991 peak period, 

train users have the lowest and car users are intermediate. The weighted average o f  public 

transport TT was 34.2 minutes. The results for travel tim e reflect the speeds associated 

with the various modes: 38.4 kilom etres per hour for the train, 15.4 kilom etres per hour 

for the bus, 18.2 kilom etres per hour for public transport generally and 28.3 kilometres 

per hour for the car. The efficiency o f  the railway reflects the fact that this m ode operates 

along its own right o f way and, therefore, is not subject to the same level o f  congestion as 

the other modes. Overall, the key point to emerge from the 1991 peak results is that even 

when individuals are distributed from origins to destinations at random , the car network 

is better able to deal with the travel dem ands placed upon it than is the public transport 

network.
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Com paring the results for 1991 and 2001, it is evident that the average random journey 

costs are greater in 2001 (Table 8.1). Thus, under the assum ption o f  random  behaviour 

individuals would travel greater journey distances and for longer average journey times in 

the 2001 peak period than in the 1991 peak period. This implies that the spatial 

distribution o f  origins and destinations has evolved in such a w ay as to cause these 

increases. Undoubtedly, this relates to the fact that land uses have becom e more dispersed 

since 1991 which means that the cost o f  random trip m aking is higher. The implication 

here is that since 1991, it has becom e even more costly from a journey distance and 

journey  time viewpoint to engage in random travel behaviour.

It is notable also that over the same period, the RND travelled by car users increased by 

10.7% in the random solution while the corresponding increase for public transport was 

20.0% . This suggests that the distribution o f origins and destinations for public transport 

and car has evolved in such a way that the increase in dispersion o f origins and 

destinations has led to greater journey distance increases in the random  solution. It is 

notable also that over the same period there was a 51.7%  increase in journey time for car 

users and a corresponding increase o f 133.9% for public transport. Thus, in terms o f 

journey time, public transport has becom e less attractive since 1991 in the random 

solution. This implies that as the geography o f travel demand becom e more complex, 

public transport journey tim es are likely to increase disproportionately for public 

transport users as compared to car users; the public transport netw ork is less-equipped to 

deal with different geographies o f trip m aking than the car network.

8.2.3 Actual Journey Costs

The results for actual journey distance costs (Table 8.1) show that in 1991, car users w'ere 

travelling greater distances during the peak period than either bus or train users: the 

weighted public transport average is alm ost ha lf that o f car users. This reflects the fact 

that the public transport network is incapable o f  catering for the range o f  journeys 

undertaken by car users, and in particular, for long distance trips. To com bat this trend, 

long distance comm uter rail routes have been developed but they only serve a small 

proportion o f long distance trips; the rest are undertaken predom inantly by car.
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Turning to the results for travel time, it can be seen (Table 8.1) that bus users have the 

highest associated travel tim e while train users have the lowest and car users are 

interm ediate. The weighted average public transport journey tim e is considerably greater 

(c.20% ) than that o f  the car. Taking the journey distance and journey tim e results 

together, the results show that public transport users travelled shorter m ean distances but 

took substantially longer periods o f  time to do so. There is little doubt that this relates to 

the fact that in 1991, the bus service operated predom inantly along relatively congested 

radial routes focusing on the city centre; travel speeds were low as a result. As can be 

seen (Table 8.1), the implied mean speeds associated with the actual solutions are 

considerably greater for car journeys than for public transport; car users had a major 

travel speed advantage over public transport users during the 1991 peak period.

W hen the public transport speeds are broken down into their respective modes, it can be 

seen that in the 1991 peak period, rail-based transport offered significantly higher travel 

speeds. Once again, this highlights the potential for the developm ent o f  rail-based 

transport to significantly reduce journey times and to com pete with the private car. The 

desirability o f planning policies aim ed at increasing rail based transport was apparent 

even in 1991.

Com paring the actual journey  costs for 1991 and 2001 (Table 8.1), car and public 

transport RND values have decreased since 1991: by 16.4% and 7.1% for car and public 

transport users respectively. This suggests that, in relative terms, the decentralisation o f  

em ploym ent and services that has occurred since 1991 (see Chapter Three) has led to a 

greater decline in the average journey distance for car users than for public transport 

users. The decrease in the average public transport journey distance is likely to be related 

to the increased density o f  the public transport network and to the decentralisation o f  

destinations. For car users, the decrease in journey distance relates m ainly to the 

decentralisation o f  destination opportunities for which car users can easily benefit. The 

m inim um  solution showed that origins and destination have m oved closer together since 

1991. The results have shown that this has indeed allowed for a decrease in the average
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actual journey distances travelled. The implication is that policies aim ed at m aintaining a 

suitable balance o f origins and destinations within sub-regions are likely to be successful 

at reducing the average distances travelled, especially in the case o f  car trips.

Turning to the results for travel time, it can be seen that both car and public transport 

travel tim e values have increased since 1991. It is notable that the m agnitude o f  the 

increase is greater for public transport users (52.2%) than for car users (44.3%). There is 

little doubt that this relates to the increase in congestion throughout the study area since 

1991. This has been caused by increased population num bers and an even greater 

increase in the num ber o f  vehicles using the limited road space available.

In terms o f  journey time, the foregoing trend suggests that so long as public transport 

fails to compete with the private car, the deflection from that mode (Table 3.2) to the car 

is likely to continue and this had obvious sustainability im plications. Comparing the 

implied m ean travel speeds for 1991 and 2001, it is evident that travel speeds have more 

than halved for car users and public transport users (Table 8.1). This reflects the increase 

in the num ber o f  trips being undertaken in the study area and the resultant increases in 

traffic congestion. It is interesting that the implied mean speed o f  the car in 2001 is less 

than that o f  public transport in 1991. This highlights the extent to which traffic 

congestion has resulted in increased travel times for car users over the period. It is 

notable also that in 1991, public transport implied mean speeds were 64.8%  o f  car speeds 

while in 2001, they were 64.4%  o f  car speeds. Thus, the position o f  public transport 

relative to the car in term s o f  speeds has remained constant betw een 1991 and 2001. 

Overall, this implies that the degree to which public transport is com peting with the car 

has not altered since 1991.

8.3 Peak Travel Scale Evaluation M easures

Table 8.2 displays the various peak travel scale evaluation m easures for each mode o f 

transport and for each m easure o f  zonal separation for both the 1991 and 2001 peak travel 

periods.
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8.3.1 /? V alues

The 1991 peak results show that, with the exception o f  the RND values, R  values fall 

higher up on the travel scale for car than for public transport (when the weighted public 

transport results are considered). This relates to the greater spread o f  origins and 

destinations for car users which forces individuals to utilise high cost routes in a random 

trip m aking situation. It is notable also that the R values are greater for distance than for 

tim e and this is likely to be related to the disproportional nature o f  tim e and distance as 

evidenced by the travel speeds (discussed earlier). The fact that R values are highest for 

the mode with the sparsest netw ork confirms the suggestion m ade earlier (Chapter Six) 

that R  values increase as the density o f  the network decreases. This is due to the fact that 

in the random  solution, an individual m ay be assigned from an origin to a destination 

where no direct route exists. Thus, the cost o f  undertaking such a trip is higher than if  a 

direct route existed. W here a dense network exists, origins and destinations chosen at 

random  are connected by m ore direct routes and because o f  this, average journey costs 

associated with the random solution are likely to be lower.

By com paring the R values for 2001 and 1991 (Table 8.2) it is evident that the RND 

values are less for 2001 than for 1991 while the TT values are greater. This reflects the 

fact that under the assum ption o f  random trip making, there is less o f  a distance 

separation between land uses in 2001 than in 1991 but a greater tim e separation. This 

suggests that the changing distribution o f  origins and destinations is bringing origins and 

destinations closer together geographically but that increasing congestion is driving them 

apart in terms o f  joum ey-tim e. In a sense, the city is becom ing more and less sustainable 

simultaneously.

It is particularly notable that R  values declined between 1991 and 2001 by 1.8% for 

public transport RND but by 7.1% for car users. Over the sam e time period, R values 

increased by 16.8% for public transport TT but by only 4.4%  for car users. This suggest 

that in terms o f  distance, the changing distribution o f  origins and destinations relative to 

the relevant transport network has brought car users closer to their destinations than
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public transport users while increasing congestion has driven public transport users 

further apart in terms o f  joum ey-tim e than car users. Thus, the R values suggest that since 

1991 and for both distance and time, the car has becom e even more attractive than public 

transport.

8.3.2 Capacity Utilisation ( C„) Measures

The results show (Table 8.2) that with the exception o f  the train ED values, Q  measures 

are greater for the public transport m odes than for the car. This shows that during the 

1991 peak period, public transport users were consum ing more o f  the travel tim e and 

travel distance resources available to them than car users. There is little doubt that this is 

related to the greater spread o f  origins and destinations and hence to the travel range for 

car users as compared to public transport users. It is also intriguing that the Q  measures 

are greater for bus users than for train users despite the fact that the train network is 

sparser than the bus network. W hat this reflects is that public transport users who have a 

train/bus choice use the train when it is efficient to do so and use the bus otherwise; users 

who live in bus only areas do not get a choice; if they m ust travel by public transport, the 

bus is the only available mode, whether it is efficient to use or not.

There is also a distance-tim e relationship which emerges in the results (Table 8.2). For all 

modes, C„ is greater for travel distance (ED and RND) than for travel time. This shows

that in the 1991 peak period, individuals were consum ing m ore o f  the travel distance 

resources than travel tim e resources available to them; put another way, individuals were 

using more kilom etres than m inutes when travelling during the peak period. This implies 

that, in terms o f  resource consum ption, individuals were able to trade distance for time 

during the 1991 peak period.

Com paring the C„ m easures for 1991 and 2001, it is evident that they have declined 

since 1991 (Table 8.2). This implies that, in 2001, individuals were consum ing less o f  the 

distance and tim e resources that were available to them than was the case in 1991. From 

this viewpoint, peak period journey patterns have becom e m ore efficient since 1991. This
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is likely to be related to the decentralisation o f  em ploym ent and services since 1991 

which has enabled car users to travel shorter journey distances but at relatively higher 

journey times to work relative to their travel range. There is little doubt also that the 

result is heavily influenced by the fact that all o f  the travel ranges have increased since 

1991, which has increased the denom inator o f  Q .

8.3.3 R Q  (Random Capacity Utilisation) Values

As one would expect, the results (Table 8.2) follow the same trend as the results for the 

C„ values in the previous section: RC„ values are higher for public transport than for car 

based transport. Thus, the results show that the extent to which actual behaviour 

approaches random  behaviour is greater for public transport users than for car users 

(Table 8.2). There is little doubt that this is related to the sparseness o f  the public 

transport network relative to that o f  the car network; in relative terms, public-transport 

users are forced to access higher-cost routes in the actual solution because the network 

restricts route selection to a greater extent. The results also show that R Q  values are

considerably higher for bus users than for train users indicating that bus users approach 

the assum ption o f  random  behaviour to a greater extent than train users for both journey 

distance and journey  time. This is unsurprising given that in terms o f  distance, rail-based 

travel is traditionally m ore direct than road-based travel while the result for travel tim e 

reflects the fact that the bus is a significantly slower m ode than the train (Table 8.1). 

Once again, the foregoing result shows that if  public transport travel times are to be 

reduced, it is im portant that the rail network is developed m ore extensively.

The key point em erging from the results is that, for the reasons outlined above, the actual 

journey  characteristics o f  public transport users approach random  behaviour to a greater 

extent for public transport users than car users. From a planning viewpoint, this suggests 

that because the public transport network is sparser than the car network, planners must 

be very specific about integrating land use and public transport systems; otherwise, 

public transport users are m ore likely than car users to have actual journey costs which 

approach the assum ption o f  random  behaviour more closely.
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It can be seen that R Q  m easures decreased considerably betw een 1991 and 2001 (Table

8.2). Thus, actual journey  costs approach random journey  costs to a lesser extent in 2001 

than in 1991. From this viewpoint, journey costs have becom e more sustainable. Once 

again, this is likely to be related to the decentralisation o f  employm ent and services since 

1991 which has allowed individuals to take advantage o f  nearby employm ent 

opportunities. There is little doubt also that it reflects an increase in ( ) .

8.3.4 EC (Excess Travel) Values

It can be seen (Table 8.2) that excess travel m easures are greatest for car-based travel and 

least for rail-based travel while bus-based travel is intermediate. This implies that a 

greater percentage o f  rail journey costs are explained by the physical separation o f  origins 

and destinations than is the case for either bus or car journey  costs; the percentage o f 

costs explained by the physical separation o f  origins and destinations is least in the case 

o f  the car. This suggests that car users waste considerably more kilom etres and m inutes 

than do both bus and train users and that from this view point, the car is the most 

inefficient mode o f  transport. From a public transport viewpoint, it is evident that bus 

users waste considerably more kilometres and m inutes than do train users. This suggests 

that, in terms o f  excess travel measures, the origins and destinations that the bus serves 

are more spread out around its network m aking journey  cost m inimisation more difficult. 

Overall, the results reflect the fact that origins and destinations are less spread for public 

transport than for car-based transport and less spread out for rail users than for bus users.

A distance versus tim e relationship is also evident (Table 8.2). It is apparent that car users 

waste more kilom etres than m inutes while the opposite is the case for public transport 

users. This suggests that car users are willing to travel for longer distances at higher mean 

speeds in order to avail o f  shorter travel times. The network restrictions placed upon 

public transport users m eans that it is not possible for those individuals to do so, at least 

to the same extent; on the contrary, public transport users are forced to waste more 

minutes than kilom etres during the peak period due to the low speeds offered by public 

transport, as discussed already.
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Com paring the 1991 and 2001 excess travel results, it can be seen that, with the exception 

o f  public transport TT, the EC values have increased since 1991 (Table 8.2). Thus, car 

users were w asting m ore m inutes and kilom etres in 2001 than in 1991. This shows that 

between 1991 and 2001, journey  patterns have evolved in such a way that individuals 

m inim ise journey cost to a lesser extent in 2001.

It is notable that for the distance measures, EC values have increased to a greater extent 

for public transport users than for car users. This is likely to reflect the fact that the public 

transport netw ork has m aintained its city centre focus since 1991 despite the changing 

geography o f  travel demand. Thus, individuals who have no alternative to public 

transport for non-city centre based trips m ust pay a considerable distance penalty for 

using that mode. Despite the fact that the minimum  RND value declined by 26% over the 

period, the actual RND only declined by 7.1%. This suggests that there was greater 

potential for public transport providers to reduce the actual RND over the period than the 

2001 result suggests.

The fact that the EC TT value for public transport declined between 1991 and 2001, 

reflects the considerable increase in the minimum  and actual journey tim e for that mode 

over the period. The m inim um  and actual journey time increases by car were 55.1%  and 

52.2% respectively. By w ay o f  contrast, the corresponding increases in the m inim um  and 

actual journey times by car were 34.6%> and 44.4%. This highlights the degree to which 

the car has becom e even m ore attractive relative to public transport since 1991.

8.4 Minimum and Actual Cartographic Solutions

This section presents choropleth maps for the 1991 peak period displaying the average 

journey cost for each zone in the study area. M inim um  and actual solution maps are 

presented for car, bus and train RND and TT.

Journey D istance (RND)
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Figure 8.3 displays the average minimum  RND travelled by car users originating in each 

zone in the study area. It can be seen that the general trend is for the m inim um  journey 

distance to increase from the city centre outwards. It is also evident that the average 

journey distance increases rather abruptly as one m oves beyond the M50 m otorway 

which suggests that very few destination opportunities existed in this area in 1991.

Com paring Figure 8.3 with the corresponding solution for the 2001 peak period (Figure 

6.8), it is evident that the pattern o f  least journey distance by car has becom e m ore diffuse 

since 1991. The decentralisation o f  employm ent and services that has occurred since 

1991 has allowed car users, especially those originating in outlying areas, to significantly 

reduce their average journey  distance at least in theory. In addition, the more diffuse 

pattern suggests that the geography o f travel dem and has becom e more com plex since 

1991.

Turning to Figure 8.4, it can be seen that all o f  the areas identified under the m inim isation 

scenario as having large associated distances (Figure 8.3) have high associated RND 

journey costs: individuals originating in outlying areas do indeed travel greater distances 

to work than those residing closer to the city centre. In com parison with the minimum 

solution, the actual pattern o f  travel is predom inantly radial.

Comparison o f  Figures 8.3 and 8.4 suggests that in broad term s, the actual geography o f 

travel in 1991 was not overly dissim ilar to that portrayed by the minimum  solution even 

though average trip lengths are significantly greater. There is little doubt that this is 

related to the dom inance o f the city centre in terms o f  providing desfination opportunities 

in 1991.

Com paring the actual car RND maps for 2001 (Figure 6.9) and 1991 (Figure 8.4) peak 

periods, it can be seen that the pattern for both m aps is for journey distance to increase 

from the city centre outwards. However, it is evident that journey distances increase more 

abruptly for 1991 than for 2001. The blurring by 2001 o f  the striking difference that 

existed between the ‘inner’ areas and ‘outer’ areas in 1991 alm ost certainly reflects the
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impact o f  the decentrahsation o f  em ploym ent and services. Decentralisation has served to 

decrease the journey distance o f  those originating in outlying areas while the journey 

distances o f  those originating in more ‘sustainable’ locations closer to the city centre has, 

if  anything, increased. From a sustainability viewpoint, this is a highly inappropriate 

evolution o f  peak journey characteristics and there is little doubt that it has made the 

provision o f  public transport more difficult.

Turning to the public transport solutions. Figure 8.5 shows the average m inimum  RND 

travelled by bus users originating in each zone in the study area. Unexpectedly, it appears 

that journey  distances do not decline in a radial m anner from the city centre outwards. 

Given the city centre focus o f  Dublin Bus routes in 1991, one would have expected this 

to be the case but Figure 8.5 shows that the average m inim um  journey distances are 

som ewhat diffuse. This suggests that even though the bus route network was highly 

radial, the distribution o f  origins and destinations in 1991 was such that in a distance 

m inim isation scenario, the bus would have an important role to play in serving non-city 

centre based trips. If  we turn to the corresponding m inimum  solution for train users it can 

be seen (Figure 8.6) that, as expected, journey distance increases generally from the city 

centre outw ards along the various rail corridors.

While the m inimum  public transport solution for 2001 (Figure 6.10) is not directly 

com parable with the minim.um bus and train solutions for 1991 (Figures 8.5 and 8.6), it is 

notable that there has been a considerable increase in the minimum journey  distance 

values since 1991. Despite substantial employm ent decentralisation, it appears that 

public-transport users originating in outlying areas are travelling greater journey 

distances to their destinations than they were in the 1991 peak period while, as noted 

already, the reverse is true for car users. It is particularly notable that the 1991 minimum 

solution for bus journey distance suggests that in a distance-m inim ising scenario, the bus 

could have had an important role to play in serving non-city centre based trips.

Figure 8.7 shows the average actual RND travelled by bus users in each zone in the study 

area. The general trend suggests that journey  distances are fairly low throughout the study
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area but increase (although not exclusively) from the M50 m otorway outwards. Despite 

the suggestion in the minimum  solution that the bus could have had a role to play in 

serving non-city centre based trips, the actual solution shows that journey  patterns were 

predom inantly focused on the city centre. This suggests the actual geography o f  supply 

and dem and is such that individuals who could travel to nearer destinations by public 

transport tend to travel to the city centre. Turning to the actual RND travelled by train 

users (Figure 8.8), it can be seen that the general trend is for journey distance to increase 

from the city centre outwards. This is not surprising given the radial nature o f  the rail 

network and the relatively sparseness nature o f  railway routes beyond the M50 

motorway.

Once again, by com paring the actual public transport solutions for 2001 (Figure 6.11) 

with the 1991 solutions (Figures 8.7 and 8.8), it is evident that there is a more abrupt 

change in the journey  distance travelled beyond the M 50 m otorw ay in 1991. In addition, 

the role played by the railway comes to the fore in the 2001 map. W hile perforce, the 

2001 solutions include bus and rail data together, the railway stands out as providing 

users with considerable journey distance-advantage. This is likely to be related to the fact 

that m any destination opportunities exist along rail corridors and train users are able to 

take advantage o f  them as well as car users.

Journey Time (TT)

Figure 8.9 shows the average m inimum  journey  time for car trips originating in each zone 

in the study area. Once again, the general trend is for travel times to increase from the 

city centre outwards. Perhaps the m ost interesting aspect o f  Figure 8.9 is the virtual 

absence o f  the red/'orange colour on the map. This implies that car travel times do not 

generally increase above forty minutes, even beyond the M 50 m otorway. There is little 

doubt that this is due to the flexibility o f  that mode which allows its users to take 

advantage m ore readily o f  local destination opportunities; in contrast, bus and train users 

are restricted by their relatively sparse and generally unidirectional networks.
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By com paring the 2001 (Figure 6.12) and 1991 (Figure 8.9) minimum  c a rT T  solutions, it 

is evident that car travel tim es have increased both inside and outside the M 50 motorway. 

W ithin the M 50 m otorway, this is likely to be due to increases in journey tim e brought 

about by increasing traffic congestion com bined with increased road space restrictions 

brought about by the introduction o f  Quality Bus Corridors (Q B C ’s). Outside the M50 

motorway, the deterioration is likely to be related, in the main, to increasing traffic 

congestion brought about by the increasing population o f  these areas which has led to 

journey tim e increases even though average journey  distances have decreased. It also 

reflects the significant increase in new origins but not (at least at the same rate) in new 

destinations in this area which has led to longer trips originating in this region in the 

minimum  solution. It is also interesting that the Bray/G reystones area was associated 

with high journey  tim es in the 1991 solution while the opposite was the case in the 2001 

solution. Undoubtedly, this relates to the fact that the balance between origins and 

destinations in this area has improved since 1991.

Turning to the actual solution for car travel time (Figure 8.10), it can be seen that journey 

times are particularly low for trips originating inside the M 50 m otorway. It can also be 

seen that journey  times are high for trips originating in the Bray/Greystones area and for 

those originating in the Blessingtion, Clane and M aynooth areas. This suggests that these 

areas had relatively few potential destinations in 1991 and that individuals originating in 

these areas w ere forced to travel greater distances to their destination. In the case o f  

Greystones, Bray, M aynooth it is very likely that the train is used for city centre trips; 

that leaves the car catering for inconvenient trips that cannot be served by the train.

By com paring the car journey  tim e solutions for 2001 (Figure 6.13) and 1991 (Figure 

8.10), it is evident that journey times have increased throughout the study area: the 

different class intervals provide evidence for this trend. As stated previously, this is 

related to the increases in car ownership levels and traffic congestion over the period. It is 

particularly notable that journey  times have deteriorated considerably in the county 

Meath area. This is likely to be related to the huge increase in the num ber o f  housing 

completions in this area which has generated a large num ber o f  new trips. It is interesting
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that the same area had relatively low journey  tim es in the 1991 peak period. This is 

evidence that new suburban developm ents have resulted in high travel tim es by car which 

is highly unsustainable.

Turning to the public transport solutions, Figure 8.11 shows the average journey  time 

travelled by bus users in the m inimum solution. It can be seen that the pattern is rather 

diffuse: journey  times do not appear to increase in a radial pattern from the city centre 

outwards. This suggests that within a m inimum  travel time scenario, bus journey times 

are very location-specific. The map suggests that in a distance m inim ising scenario, there 

is a distinct variation in the quality o f  bus service from one location to another and that 

there are specific locations, both inside and outside the M 50 m otorway, where the bus 

service is inadequate. The solution also shows that in terms o f  m inim um  journey  time, 

opportunities existed for the bus to serve non-city centre based trips. Com paring Figure 

8.11 with the m inimum journey tim e solution for train users (Figure 8.12) it can be seen 

that, in com parative terms, the train confers considerable journey time advantage to its 

users over bus or car users but only in certain areas. This is likely to reflect the relatively 

infrequent nature o f train services in 1991.

Com paring the minimum public transport solutions (Figures 8.11 and 8.12) with the 

minimum car solution (Figure 8.9), it is evident that in 1991, car users had a much greater 

ability to m inim ise travel time than did public transport users. This trend is more notable 

inside the M 50 motorway; in fact, beyond the M50, the m inimum  solutions for bus 

suggest that opportunities existed for bus users to minimise journey tim e to a greater 

extent than car users.

Turning to the actual pubic transport solutions (Figures 8.13 and 8.14), it can be seen that 

the general pattern is for journey times to increase from the city centre outwards for both 

user groups, although this trend is not universal. It is evident that in the northw est portion 

o f  the map (Figure 8.13) journey times by bus are relatively low. This m ay be due to the 

fact that m any if  these areas were served by relatively frequent Bus Eireann services in 

1991.
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By com paring the actual public transport solutions for 2001 (Figure 6.15) and 1991 

(Figures 8.13 and 8.14), it can be seen that journey times were generally lower in the 

outlying areas in 1991 than in 2001. There is little doubt that this is related to the 

increasing num ber o f  new origins in outer areas. It is also related to the increase in traffic 

congestion along the m ajor routes leading to the city centre, that is those routes along 

which public transport predom inantly operates. Quite clearly, public transport has 

becom e even less attractive than the car for individuals originating in outer locations. 

Inside the M 50, public transport has also suffered from increasing congestion since 1991, 

so m uch so that there are virtually no public transport trips o f  less than tw enty m inutes in 

duration. Looking to the future, it is likely that w ithout radical planning m easures, the 

deflection from public transport to the car will continue in the County Dublin (Table 3.2).

8.5 Peak Dual Solutions

Recall the dual o f  the transportation problem  and the interpretation o f  dual variable 

values or shadow prices described in Section 4.3; higher origin shadow prices (U/) imply 

a m ore advantageous location for trip generation while higher destination shadow process 

(V/) im ply a m ore disadvantageous location for trip attraction. Figures 8.15 to 8.22 are 

choropleth m aps showing origin and destination shadow prices for car and bus for each 

zone in the study area.' The map legend shows sextiles; the green colour represents 

relative zonal advantage and the red colour represents relative zonal disadvantage.

Journey D istance (RND)

For car based journeys, the origin and destination shadow prices for each zone in the 

study area are shown in Figures 8.15 and 8.16. The general pattern is for locational 

advantage to decline from the city centre outwards. This reflects the fact that individuals 

originating in the city centre area travel to destinations nearby while the opposite is the 

case for individuals originating in outlying areas. This suggests that generating new trips 

in outlying areas would increase overall journey  distance while journey distance would

' T he dual so lu tion s w ere not m apped for the train based data. B ecau se  the rail netw ork w as extrem ely  
sparse (se e  F igure 8 .18  to 8 .19 ), the author fe lt that m apping the dual so lu tion s w ou ld  not provide any  
additional in sigh ts into the nature and e ffic ien cy  o f  trip m aking for that m ode.
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increase to a lesser extent if  trips were generated in the central area. The map evidence 

also suggests that, were further trips to be generated outside the M 50 m otorway, it would 

be m ost advantageous to generate them at Dublin Airport, C lane or Dunshaughlin.

Turning to the destination shadow prices, and recalling that higher destination shadow 

prices indicate locational disadvantage, it can be seen (Figure 8.16) that the general 

pattern is for the lowest values to occur in the city centre and the highest values to occur 

in D ublin’s outlying suburbs and in the m id-east region where in the m inim um  solution, 

zones m ust receive individuals from relatively far away. The foregoing trend is almost 

identical to that for the 2001 peak period (Figure 6.17). Taking the foregoing origin and 

destination shadow prices together the results show that from a land use planning 

perspective, the m ost prudent planning policy in 1991 would have been one which 

restricted the developm ent o f  peak land uses (i.e. residences and workplaces) to the 

m etropolitan area in order to keep overall journey distance to a minimum .

Turning to the results for bus travel. Figures 8.17 and 8.18 show the origin and 

destination shadow prices respectively for each zone in the study area. The general 

pattern for the origins is for shadow prices to decline from the city centre outwards. This 

im plies that from a transport planning perspective, further trips should be generated 

w ithin the M 50 motorway. If trips were to be generated outside this area, then it would 

have been m ost advantageous to generate them around Dublin A irport or along the 

w estern rail corridor towards M aynooth. This is because in the m inim um  solution, 

individuals originating in these areas have the potential to travel to their destination via 

low cost routes. The foregoing map differs from the corresponding public transport map 

for the 2001 peak period (Figure 6.18) in that the pattern o f locational advantage is much 

m ore radial than that for the 1991 peak period. Thus, while the 1991 map suggests that it 

is advantageous to generate trips in specific locations outside the M 50 m otorway, the 

2001 m ap suggests that generating further trips anywhere outside the M 50 m otorw ay is 

disadvantageous. This shows that since 1991 developm ent has occurred in such a way 

that public transport users originating in outer areas are at a greater disadvantage.
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Turning to the results for destination shadow prices (Figure 8.18), it can be seen that the 

results once again imply that the city centre is a more advantageous location for trip 

attraction. However, it is also notable that the pattern o f  locational advantage is not as 

radial as that for the origin shadow prices: shadow prices decline from the city centre 

outwards but in a much more diffuse manner. The pattern o f  locational advantage does 

not exclusively decline as distance increases from the city centre. The map also shows 

that the western rail corridor to M aynooth and the southern DA RT corridor to Bray 

confers a substantial journey distance advantage to bus users. The reason for this is 

unclear but it is likely to be related to the fact that these corridors have more potential 

destinations than others which enables bus users, at least in theory, to take advantage o f  

local destination opportunities. This suggests that were further trips to be attracted 

outside the M 50 m otorway, it would be most advantageous to attract them to zones 

located along the aforem entioned rail corridors. By way o f  contrast, the corresponding 

map for the 2001 peak period (Figure 6.19) shows that the pattern o f  zonal advantage 

declines in a radial m anner from the city centre outwards. The difference in the foregoing 

trends suggests that while it was advantageous to locate developm ent in outlying areas in 

1991 it is no longer the case; the 2001 results suggest that trips should be attracted to the 

city-centre area.

Journey Time (TT)

Figures 8.19 and 8.20 display respectively the origin and destination shadow prices for 

journey tim e (TT) by car. For the origin shadow prices (Figure 8.19), as was the case 

with distance m easures, the tendency is for prices to decline from the city centre 

outwards. This is due to the fact that the city centre area attracts many trips, but in 

relative term s generates few. Once again, the higher city centre prices suggest that, within 

the context o f  reducing average journey tim e, it would be m ost advantageous to generate 

future trips w ithin the M50 motorway. This pattern is sim ilar to that for the 2001 peak 

period (Figure 6.20).

Tuning to destination shadow prices (Figure 8.20), it can be seen that the general pattern 

is radically different from the aforementioned pattern. The city centre is again the most
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advantageous location for trip attraction but many o f  the outlying areas also have low 

shadow prices indicating that they are relatively advantageous for further trip attraction. 

This contrasts with the previous results for distance and also with the corresponding 

results for the 2001 peak period (Figure 6.21). Undoubtedly, it is due to the fact that in a 

tim e m inim ising scenario a high proportion o f  individuals originating in these areas are 

assigned to destinations in the aforem entioned outlying areas along routes involving 

relatively low travel times. It is also notable that the m ost disadvantageous locations for 

further trip generation are the southern area towards Enniskerry and K ilcoole and the 

northern area towards Balbriggan and Skerries. This reflects the fact that these zones are 

receiving trips along relatively high cost routeways. The foregoing results suggest that 

since 1991 the outlying areas have becom e increasingly disadvantageous areas to attract 

trips.

The contrast between the distance (Figure 8.16) and time (Figure 8.20) maps is very 

interesting. It reflects the fact that in the outer area in 1991, m any o f  the zones at a 

distance disadvantage were, in fact, at a tim e advantage due presum ably to faster journey 

speeds; increasing traffic congestion is presum ably what has negated the tim e advantage 

by 2001.

Figures 8.21 and 8.22 show the origin and destination shadow prices for least travel time 

by bus. Figure 8.21 shows that the general trend is for shadow prices to decrease from the 

city centre outwards. It is also notable that the area around Ashbourne and Ratoath has 

high associated shadow prices. Figure 8.22 shows a sim ilar pattern. It is notable that the 

area around Dunboyne and Clonee is an advantageous location for further trip attraction. 

Overall, this suggests that further trips should be generated and attracted to the greatest 

extent possible around the city centre area; outside the M50 m otorw ay they should be 

generated and attracted in the area around Ashbourne, Ratoath, Dunboyne and Clonee. 

This contrasts with the corresponding map for the 2001 peak period (Figure 6.22) which 

shows that, in general, areas outside the M 50 m otorway are disadvantageous locations for 

further trip generation and attraction. This suggests that since 1991 outlying areas have 

become more disadvantageous in terms o f  trip generation and attraction. This relates to
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the fact that since 1991 individuals originating in outlying areas are forced to travel along 

higher cost routes in order to reach their destination; at the same time, those destined for 

outlying areas must also travel via a higher cost route to reach their destination.

Taking the foregoing car and bus results together it is evident that i f  one were to assume 

origins and destination as proxies for residential places available and job  opportunities, it 

can be seen that within the context o f the optimal solutions, D ublin’s suburbs and the 

m id-east region are particularly disadvantageous locations at which to create residences 

and workplaces, if  the objectives is to keep journey  distance and journey time to a 

minimum. The exception to this trend is that the outlying areas appear to be good areas at 

which to attract future car trips.

Taken in their entirety, the foregoing results suggest that the m ost prudent planning 

policy in 1991 would have been to maintain a physically com pact city by restricting 

developm ent in outlying areas. O f course, some developm ent would have had to proceed 

in these areas. The foregoing results suggest that this should have taken place at strategic 

nodes and along high-quality public transport routeways. A land-use policy aimed at 

creating new residences and workplaces w ithin the M50 m otorway would have been the 

most efficient land use policy in terms o f  providing individuals with the opportunity to 

minimise journey  distance and journey  time.

8.6 1991 O ff-Peak Period Results

As w'as stated previously (Chapter Five), the lim itations o f  the 1991 off-peak data meant 

that it was not possible to construct off-peak travel scales corresponding to all o f  those 

constructed for the 1991 peak period. The reasons for this were outlined in Chapter Five.

Table 8.3 displays the results for the average minimum , actual, random and the average 

m aximum journey costs and the corresponding travel ranges for car and bus. Figures 8.27 

and 8.28 provide a graphical representation o f  the various travel scale results.
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Table 8.3 Off-Peak (1991) Average Min/Actual/Random/Max Journey Cost Results

Time Period
C ar ED 

(Kms)

Car RND 

(Kms)

Bus ED 

(Kms)

Bus RND 

(Kms)

Bus TT 

(Mins)

1991 OP 15.3 22.0 10.9 14.3 48.6

1991 Peak 14.7 19.7 10.2 14.2 53.0

2001 Peak 14.4 20.6

RANDOM 1991 OP 11.8 16.0 8.5 10.6 34.4

1991 Peak 11.3 15.1 7.7 9.8 38.1

2001 Peak 11.9 16.9

ACTUAL ( ) 1991 OP 9.6 13.1 6.8 7.8 24.4

1991 Peak 9.6 12.2 7.1 9.6 35.3

2001 Peak 6.6 8.0

1991 OP 1.3 3.9 .97 1.0 3.9

1991 Peak 2.9 4.5 3.6 4.2 15.2

2001 Peak .7 .8

RANGE 1991 OP 14.0 18.1 9.9 13.3 44.7

{ T  - T  )'  max niin •' 1991 Peak 11.8 15.2 5.7 10.0 37.8

2001 Peak 13.7 19.8
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Figure 8 .23 Off-Peak (1991) Travel D is tan ce  S c a le s  - 
Min/Actual/Random/Max
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Figure 8.24 Off-Peak (1991) Travel Time Scales - 
Min/Actual/Random/Max
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8.6.1 Minimum/Actual/Random/M aximum Journey Costs

The value o f  the figures in Table 8.3 lie in comparisons that can be m ade with the 

corresponding 1991 peak results and the 2001 off-peak results.

1991 Peak Versus 1991 Off-Peak

Com paring the 1991 peak (Figures 8.1 and 8.2) and off-peak travel scales (Figures 8.23 

and 8.24), the greater m axim um  values show that greater journey  distances are possible
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in the off-peak period. This suggests that there is a greater dispersion o f  origins and 

destinations during the off-peak period. The lower minimum  values in the off-peak imply 

that car users and bus users had a greater ability to m inim ise journey  distance during the 

off-peak period. This is sim ilar to the 2001 peak/off-peak com parisons (Table 7.1) and 

suggests that the decentralisation o f  services in particular, has been successful at m oving 

origins and destinations closer together in the off-peak period. This relates to the fact that 

the more common off-peak destination opportunities such as shops and recreational 

facilities are more likely to be available locally. During the peak period, a significant 

proportion o f the trips being undertaken are journeys to work; employm ent opportunities 

tend to be located in certain locations only, most notably the city centre.

Turning to the random  values, it can be seen that while the car values are greater for the 

off-peak period, the bus values are greater for the peak period, with the exception o f  

journey  time. This suggests that as trip patterns becom e m ore complex i.e. random, car 

users are likely to travel for greater distances than bus users in the off-peak but for less 

time. This relates to the fact that the maximum journey cost is much higher for car users 

than for bus users, with the exception o f  TT, which highlights the greater spread o f  

origins and destinations o f  car users as compared to bus users and the greater journey 

tim e efficiency o f  the car network.

It is also evident that the average actual journey distance values are greater for the off- 

peak period than for the peak period while the TT value is less for bus users during the 

off-peak period. Thus, bus users travel shorter distances during the off-peak period and 

do so at higher average speeds: 17.9 Km.Hr"' as against 12.1 Km .Hr’ ‘. This is likely to 

reflect the fact that bus routes are less congested in the off-peak and this allows for a 

reduction in average journey times.

1991 Off-Peak Versus 2001 Off-Peak

By comparing the 1991 and the 2001 off-peak (Table 8.3) car values^, it can be seen that 

the maximum journey costs are generally higher for the 1991 off-peak than for the 2001

 ̂O n ly  car values can be compared directly because o f  the limitations o f  the 1991 off-peak data.
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off-peak while the m inim um  journey costs are generally lower for the 2001 off-peak 

period as compared to the 1991 off-peak period. The low er m inim um  journey cost in 

2001 suggests that the physical separation o f land uses, in terms o f  distance and time, has 

decreased since 1991. Undoubtedly, this relates to the decentralisation o f services, 

particularly retailing activities, to outlying areas since 1991 (see Chapter Three). The 

increase in m aximum  values by 2001 suggests that the decentralisation o f  destinations 

has increased the spread o f  origins and destinations while the lower minimum values 

suggest that the spatial distribution o f  origins and destinations has become more dense.

Turning to the actual journey  costs, it can be seen that these are generally greater for the 

1991 off-peak period than for the 2001 off-peak period. This suggests that in terms o f  

distance being travelled, off-peak travel by car has becom e more efficient and more 

sustainable since 1991. As was the case with the minimum  solutions, there is little doubt 

that this is related to the decentralisation o f recreation and services retailing services 

which have brought origins and destinations closer together (see Chapter Three).

8.7 Travel Scale Evaluation Measures

This section compares the various travel scale m easurem ents for the 1991 off-peak period 

with the corresponding m easurem ents for the 1991 peak period and for the 2001 off-peak 

period.

Table 8.4 Off-Peak Travel Scale Evaluation Measures -  1991 and 2001

Car Car Bus Bus Bus
Time

ED RND ED RND TT
Period

(Kms) (Kms) (Kms) (Kms) (Mins)

1991 OP 75.0% 66.5% 76.1% 72.2% 68.2%
 mm. +100

T - T\  max nun / 1991 Peak 71.2% 69.7% 71.9% 57.0% 60.6%

2001 Peak 71.3%, 63.8%

1991 OP 59.3% 50.8% 58.9% 51.1% 45.9%

V maxV max niin J 1991 Peak 56.8% 50.7% 61.4% 54.0% 52.2%
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2001 Peak 42.6% 36.7%

1991 Peak 79.8% 72.6%  85.4% 96.4% 87.8%

1991 OP 79.1% 76.0%, 77.4%, 70.8%, 67.2%

2001 Peak 59.8% 57.5%

1991 OP 86.5% 70.2%  85.7% 87.2% 84.0%

V aci y 1991 Peak 69.8% 63.2%, 49.3%  56.3% 56.9%

2001 Peak 87.9% 91.3%,

8.9.1 /? Values

First, it can be seen that R  values are higher for the 1991 off-peak period than for the 

1991 peak period (Table 8.4). This is not surprising; it reflects the fact that R values tend 

to increase for sparser networks.

Second, it is also evident that R  values are higher for car-based travel during the 1991 

off-peak period when com pared with the 2001 off-peak period. Because previous results 

have shown that R  values increase for a sparser network, this suggests that the car 

network has becom e denser since 1991, for example through the completion o f  the M50 

motorway. The foregoing result also relates to the fact that the decentralisation o f 

services has brought origins and destinations closer together. As a result, in a scenario 

where origins and destinations are chosen at random, there is a greater chance that more 

lower-cost routeways will emerge in the 2001 off-peak period than for the 1991 off-peak 

period.

8.9.2 M easures

By com paring the 1991 peak and off-peak (Table 8.4) C„ m easures, it can be seen that 

the car values are sim ilar, while the bus distance values are greater in the off-peak and the 

bus time values are less in the off-peak. This shows that in 1991, car users were 

consum ing a sim ilar am ount o f  the distance resources available to them during the peak 

and off-peak periods; bus users consume less o f the distance resources available to them 

but more o f  the time resources available to them in the off-peak. This relates to the fact
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that for bus users, the network is less dense in the off-peak, which raises the actual 

average journey distance. This means that the num erator o f  Q  is greater. For journey

time, actual costs are lower because o f  the lack o f congestion and the resultant increased 

spread o f  origins and destinations in the off-peak period. Thus, the num erator o f 

decreases relative to the travel range i.e. the denominator.

By com paring the results in Table 8.4 with the 2001 off-peak period (Table 7.5) it can be 

seen that car C„ m easures are higher for the 1991 off-peak period than for the 2001 off-

peak period. This relates to the fact that the actual journey  distances travelled by car in 

the off-peak have declined considerably since 1991 because o f  the decentralisation o f 

services. The result im plies that the decentralisation o f  services has been successful in 

terms o f  reducing available resource consum ption for car users in particular. This suggest 

that localised planning m easures that integrate land uses (origins and destinations) do 

have a real impact.

8.9.3 R Q  measures

By com paring the 1991 peak and off-peak (Table 8.4) R C „m easures, it can be seen that

for car RND the RC„ m easures are greater during the off-peak period while the opposite

is the case for the Bus RND and TT values. Thus, car users approach the assum ption o f 

random  behaviour to a greater extent in the off-peak period while the opposite is the case 

for bus users. The results for bus users are unsurprising given that the corresponding 

values for the peak period were high.

By com paring the 1991 off-peak and the 2001 off-peak (Table 8.4) results, it is evident 

that R Q m e a su re s  are considerably higher for the 1991 off-peak period. The result is

likely to reflect the fact that the pattern o f  travel is approaching the minimum more 

closely in 2001 i.e. individual trips are more likely to be close to a destination. This may 

partly reflect the fact that as services etc. in outer areas have increased, individual trip 

makers have become m ore used to considering non-city centre destinations in their trip 

m aking decision.
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8.9.4 Excess Travel M easures (EC)

It can be seen that excess travel m easures are considerably greater for the 1991 off-peak 

period than for the 1991 peak period (Table 8.4). This suggests that individuals were 

wasting more kilom etres and m inutes during the off-peak period than during the peak 

period. This results is sim ilar to the 2001 peak/off-peak com parisons and is likely to 

reflect the fact that off-peak trip decision-m aking is such that m inim ising journey cost is 

not as important as in the peak period.

From a com parison o f  the 1991 off-peak results (Table 8.4) and the 2001 off-peak results 

(Table 7.15), it is evident that excess travel m easures are greater for the 2001 off-peak 

period than for the 1991 off-peak period. It is particularly notable that car RND values 

have increased by 21.2%  over the period. This relates to the fact that the actual journey 

distance declined by 79.5%. Thus, despite the actual journey  costs falling considerably, 

individuals are m inim ising journey  distance to a lesser extent in 2001 than in 1991. In 

this sense at least, journey patterns are less sustainable in the 2001 off-peak than in the 

corresponding period for 1991.

8.8 O ff-Peak M inim um  and Actual Cartographic Solutions

This section presents choropleth maps displaying the average journey cost for each zone 

in the study area. M inim um  and actual solution maps are presented for car RND as well 

as bus RND and bus TT.

Journey D istance (RND)

Figure 8.25 displays the average minimum  RND travelled by car users originating in each 

zone in the study area. It can be seen that the general trend is for the minimum journey 

distance to increase from the city centre outwards. It is also evident that the average 

journey distance increases rather abruptly beyond the M50 motorway. This suggests that 

individuals originating in the outlying area were particularly disadvantaged with respect 

to journey distance travelled during the off-peak period.
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It can be seen that Figure 8.25 is very sim ilar to the map for the 1991 peak period (Figure 

8.3) which suggests that the travel patterns underlying the optimal solutions are broadly 

sim ilar for both the 1991 peak and off-peak periods. The main difference betw een the 

cartographic solutions for the 1991 off-peak period (Figure 8.25) and the 2001 off-peak 

period (Figure 7.3) is that individuals originating in zones beyond the M 50 m otorw ay are 

considerably better o ff  in terms o f  their ability to m inim ise journey  distance in the 2001 

off-peak period than during the 1991 off-peak period. This suggests that throughout the 

study area, origins and destinations have moved closer together since 1991 and that this 

trend has been particularly the case for individuals originating in outlying areas. There is 

little doubt that this is related to the fact that outlying areas have w itnessed the 

decentralisation o f  services, especially in the form o f  retailing activities, since 1991.

Turning to the actual solution for 1991 (Figure 8.26), it is evident that the general pattern 

is for average journey  distances to increase from the city centre area outwards. This 

pattern is sim ilar to those for the 1991 peak period (Figure 8.4) and for the 2001 off-peak 

period (Figure 7.4) which suggests that the general pattern o f  travel is focused 

predom inantly on the city centre.

Figure 8.27 displays the average minimum RND travelled by bus users originating in 

each zone in the study area. The general trend shows that individuals originating w ithin 

the M 50 m otorw ay have the greatest ability to m inim ise journey distance. Beyond the 

M50 motorway, journey  distances increase incrementally. The grey zones are areas 

where there were no bus trips originating and this reflects the paucity o f  bus transport in 

the outlying areas at this time.

The main way in which Figure 8.27 differs from the 1991 peak solution (Figure 8.5) is 

that, beyond the M50 m otorway, journey distances increase rather abruptly during the 

peak period while the increase is more gradual for the off-peak period. Figure 8.27 

suggests that individuals have a greater potential to m inim ise journey  distance during the 

off-peak period than during the peak period and that the extent to which individuals can 

minimise journey  distance increases gradually from the city centre outwards.
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Turning to the actual journey  distances for bus users (Figure 8.28), it can be seen that 

once again, the general pattern is for journey distances to increase from the city centre 

outwards. It is also clear that journey  distances increase rather abruptly beyond the M50 

m otorway. Undoubtedly, this reflects the sparseness o f  bus services in outlying locations 

and also the generally lower frequency o f  bus services during the off-peak period. In 

addition, the contrast with the off-peak car map (Figure 8.26) is m ost striking. 

Com parison o f  the two maps suggests a very different distribution o f  origins and 

destinations for bus and car-based trips in the off-peak period. This suggests that the 

patterns o f  travel forced upon bus users was very different from that afforded by personal 

choice i.e. by using the car.

The main difference between the actual solutions for the 1991 peak and off-peak travel 

periods is that the western and southern railway routes appear to offer little travel 

distance advantage to bus users during the off-peak period. This is likely to be related to 

the fact that the railway attracts m any destinations opportunities, particularly work related 

and that during the peak hour, bus users m ay take advantage o f  these opportunities where 

possible.

Journey Time (TT)

Figure 8.29 shows the average minimum journey  time by bus for individuals originating 

in each zone in the study area. Once again, the general trend is for journey tim es to 

increase from the city centre outwards in certain directions but not in others; in fact, 

inside the M50, the overall pattern is somewhat diffuse. This suggests that in this area, 

and in a distance-m inim ising scenario, the bus route netw ork in 1991 was such as to cater 

for a significant num ber o f  non-city centre based trips in the off-peak period.

Turning to the actual solution (Figure 8.30) it can be seen the journey times are lower 

within the M50 m otorway and generally increase thereafter. The actual solution is radial, 

which reflects the fact that the bus network was actually being used as a means o f 

transferring individuals to or from the city centre. This is despite the m inimum  solution
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suggestion that the netw ork could have catered for a significant num ber o f non-city 

centre based trips.

8.9 O ff-Peak Dual Solutions

Figures 8.31 to 8.36 are choropleth m aps showing origin and destination shadow prices 

for car and bus for each zone in the study area. The map legend shows sextiles; the green 

colour represents relative zonal advantage and the red colour represents relative zonal 

disadvantage.

Journey D istance (RND)

Figures 8.31 and 8.32 show the origin and destination shadow prices for least travel 

distance by car. The general pattern is for higher origin shadow prices (Figure 8.31) in 

the outer locations particularly to the North and also to the South. This suggests that these 

areas are m ore advantageous locations for trip generation because individuals originating 

in these areas can travel to nearby destinations. Turning to the destination shadow prices 

it can be seen (Figure 8.32) that the northern area is the main green portion o f the map 

which suggests that this area is more advantageously located in terms o f  trip attraction. It 

is also evident that the area around Dun Laoghaire is particularly advantageously located 

in terms o f  attracting new trips.

Figures 8.33 and 8.34 show the origin and destination shadow prices for least journey 

distance by bus. Looking first at the origin shadow prices (Figure 8.33) it can be seen that 

shadow prices are generally highest in the city centre area and north towards Balbriggan 

and south towards the G reystoncs/Enniskerry area. This suggests that were further trips to 

be generated then it would be m ost advantageous to generate them in the city centre area 

and to the north and south o f  the study area. Turning to Figure 8.34, it can be seen that a 

similar pattern o f  location advantage is visible for the destination shadow prices. This 

suggests that the attraction o f trips to these areas would keep journey distance costs to a 

minimum.

Journey Time (TT)
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Figures 8.35 and 8.36 show the origin and destination shadow prices for least travel time 

by bus for each zone in the study area. Looking at the origin shadow prices (Figure 8.35) 

it can be seen that there are high shadow prices in the city centre area indicating that this 

area is an advantageous location for trip generation. It is also evident that the area to the 

south east (tow ards Blessington) and to the north (towards Balbriggan) have high shadow 

prices. This suggests that if  trips are to be generated outside the city centre, it would be 

m ost advantageous to generate those trips at strategic location to the north and to the 

southeast because individuals in these areas have the potential to travel to nearby 

destinations. Turning to the destination shadow prices (Figure 8.36) it can be seen that the 

city centre area is the m ost advantageous location for trip attraction. As was the case with 

the origin shadow prices, there are a num ber o f small green areas outside the M50 

m otorw ay which imply that these areas are in an advantageous location in term s o f  trip 

attraction. Once again, this implies that were further trip to be attracted into the study 

area it would be more advantageous to attract them to the city centre area, and beyond 

this, to a num ber o f  key locations outside the M50 motorway.

Taking the journey  distance and journey  time solutions together, the general pattern 

appears to suggests that if  one were to assum e origins and destinations as off-peak land 

uses generating and attracting trips, then the m ost prudent developm ent pattern would be 

one o f  land use consolidation within the inner core; beyond this area the results suggest 

that, w ithin the context o f  the optimal solutions, off-peak origin and destination 

opportunities should be located in a num ber o f  strategic nodes outside the M50 

motorway.

8.10 Conclusion

First, the m inim um  solutions have shown that journey  distances have decreased between 

1991 and 2001 while journey tim es have increased. A sim ilar trend was visible for the 

actual solutions. This implies that over the period, the city has become m ore sustainable 

in a distance sense but less so in terms o f  journey  time.
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Second, the random  solutions have shown that the cost o f random trip m aking has 

increased since 1991 for both journey time and journey distance while the m aximum  

solutions have shown that land uses have become more dispersed, both in terms journey  

time and journey  distance over the same period.

Third, and perhaps the key point to arise from the travel scales, is that public transport 

has not becom e any m ore com petitive relative to the car since 1991; i f  anything, the 

opposite would appear to be the case.

Fourth, the evaluation m easures showed contrasting results in terms o f  w hether or not the 

city has becom e more or less efficient since 1991. On the one hand, the capacity 

utilisation and random  capacity utilisation values were lower in 2001, suggesting greater 

efficiency. On the other hand, the excess travel values showed that individuals are 

m inim ising journey  costs to a lesser extent in 2001. It is perhaps the latter m easure which 

is m ost worrying from an efficiency viewpoint.

Fifth, the m inim um  solution maps showed that opportunities exist for public transport to 

serve non-city centre based trips. They also showed that car and public transport origins 

and destinations have been brought closer together since 1991. The actual solution m aps 

showed, in particular, that pubic transport journey times have disim proved relative to the 

car since 1991, especially in outer locations.
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Figure 8.4 Actual Peak Car Road Network Distance
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Figure 8.5 Minimum Peak Bus Road Network Distance
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Figure 8.6 Minimum Peak Train Rail Network Distance
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Figure 8.7 Actual Peak Bus Road Network Distance
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Figure 8.8 Actual Peak Train Rail Network Distance
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Figure 8.9 Minimum Peak Car Travel Time
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Figure 8.10 Actual Peak Car Travel Time
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Figure 8.11 Minimum Peak Bus Travel Time
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Figure 8.12 Minimum Peak Train Travel Time
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Figure 8.13 Actual Peak Bus Travel Time
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Figure 8.14 Actual Peak Train Travel Time
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Figure 8.15 Origin Shadow Prices for Least 
Travel Distance by Car
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Figure 8.16 Destination Shadow Prices for Least
Travel Distance by Car
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Figure 8.17 Peak Origin Shadow Prices For Least 
Road Network Distance by Bus
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Figure 8.18 Peak Destination Shadow Prices For 
Least Road Network Distance
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Figure 8.19 Origin Shadow Prices For Least Travel
Time by Car
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Figure 8.20 Destination Shadow Prices For Least
Travel Time by Car
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Figure 8.21 Peak Origin Shadow Prices For Least 
Journey Time by Bus
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Figure 8.22 Peak Destination Shadow Price for Least
Travel Time by Bus
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Figure 8.25 Minimum Off-Peak Car Road Network Distance

Mean=3.9 Kms
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Figure 8.26 Actual Off-Peak Car Road Network Distance
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Figure 8.27 Minimum Off-Peal< Bus Road Network Distance
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Figure 8.28 Actual Off-Peak Bus Road Netowrk Distance
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Figure 8.29 jVlinimum Off-Peak Bus Travel Time
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Figure 8.30 Actual Off-Peak Bus Travel Time
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Figure 8.31 Off-Peak Origin Shadow Prices For Least 
Road Network Distance by Car
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Figure 8.32 Off-Peak Destination Shadow Prices For 
Least Road Network Distance By Car
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Figure 8.33 Off-Peak Origin Shadow Prices For Least 
Road Network Distance by Bus
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Figure 8.34 Off-Peak Destination Sliadow Prices For 
Least Road Network Distance by Bus
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Figure 8.35 Off-Peak Origin Shadow Prices 
For Least Travel Time by Bus
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Figure 8.36 Off-Peak Destination Shadow Prices For 
Least Journey Time by Bus
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............................................................................................................ Chapter Nine: Sensitivity Analysis

CHAPTER NINE: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

9.1 Introduction

The aim o f this chapter is to test the sensitivity o f the 2001 (463 zone) peak urban travel 

scales to changes in the model parameters. The sensitivity o f the solutions to two types of 

change is analysed, namely changes in the boundary of the study area and changes in the 

mode o f transport used by car and public transport users.

9.2 Boundary Sensitivity

Recall (Chapter Five) that the original 2001 data was collected for a 542 zonal system 

which incorporated the entire Greater Dublin Area as well as parts of counties Louth and 

Wexford (see Figure 5.1). The data was subsequently scaled down to a 463 zone system 

in order to make it comparable with 1991 data as discussed in the previous chapter. 

Urban travel scales were also constructed for the 542 zonal system peak and off-peak

data in order to assess the impact o f changes in the boundary limits on the solutions. As

discussed in Chapter Four, Frost et al (1998) suggests that such boundary changes can 

have a significant impact on the results. As with Frost et al, the analysis using the 542 

zonal system serves to shed light on the impact o f long distance trips on the urban travel 

scales.

9.2.1 Peak Urban Travel Scales

Table 9.1 shows the average minimum, average actual, average random and average 

maximum journey cost for each mode of transport and each measure o f zonal separation 

for the 542 and 463 zonal systems. Figures 9.1 and 9.2 provide a graphical representation 

o f the results.
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Chapter Nine: Sensitivity Analysis

Table 9.1 2001 (542 Zone System) Peak Average Min/Actual/Random/Max Journey 

Costs

Zonal

System

Car

ED

(Km )

Car

RND

(Km )

Car

T T

(M in)

PT

ED

(Km )

PT

RND

(Km )

PT

T T

(M in)

542 Zones 

463 Zones

28.0

15.9

40.7

24.3

125.0

88.5

15.1

11.6

20.9

16.5

121.3

102.5

542 Zones 22.3 29.5 98.0 12.2 17.3 96.9

463 Zones 11.9 16.9 66.3 9.0 13.0 80.0

542 Zones 15.2 20.2 69.7 8.6 12.3 79.3

463 Zones 7.6 10.2 45.3 6.5 9.2 66.1

542 Zones 4.1 5.1 22.5 3.9 5.1 38.1

463 Zones 2.1 2.1 17.8 2.8 3.7 32.5

542 Zones 23.9 35.6 102.5 11.2 15.8 83.2

463 Zones 13.8 22.2 70.7 8.8 12.8 70.0
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Figure 9.2 Peak Urban Travel Time Scales - 542 and 463 Zonal Systems
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The first point o f  note is that all o f  the travel ranges increase when the urban travel scales 

are constructed for the larger zonal system (Table 9.1). Increasing the limit o f  the urban 

boundary extends the journey distance and journey time ranges for both car and public 

transport users during the peak period. This is not surprising as increasing the limit o f  the 

urban boundary increases the average maximum journey cost due to a greater spread o f 

origins and destinations; at the same time, the greater average minimum journey costs are 

caused by the decreased density o f  origins and destinations in the newly included section 

o f  the study area. It is also evident that the relative magnitudes o f  the travel range 

increases are considerably greater for car-based journeys than for public-transport 

journeys. This suggest that as the urban boundary is extended, car users in particular are 

afforded the opportunity to travel for a greater range o f  journey distances and journey 

times than public-transport users. This is because public transport is very sparse in the 

newly included area and therefore offers relatively few trip opportunities; at the same 

time, the car network is much more extensive in the newly included study area and 

therefore offers more trip opportunities.

The second point relates to the absolute values on each travel scale (Figures 9.1 and 9.2). 

When compared to the corresponding values for the 463 zonal system, all o f  the variables 

on the urban travel scale increase as the urban boundary is extended, irrespective o f mode
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o f  transport. At the regional level, the results suggest that individuals must access higher- 

cost routes for all solutions on the travel scale when the urban boundary is extended. 

Thus, extending the urban boundary has the effect o f increasing the average physical 

separation between origins and destinations at the regional level. The journey distance 

and journey time increases are made possible by the increased spread and decreased 

density o f  origins and destinations as the urban boundary is extended. As was the case 

with the travel ranges, the urban travel scale variables increase to a greater extent for car 

than for public transport when the urban boundary is extended. Once again, this is 

unsurprising given that the public transport network is extremely sparse in the area where 

the boundary has been extended. Thus, the opportunities for public transport users to 

undertake long-distance trips are limited when compared with the corresponding 

opportunities afforded to car users.

Table 9.2 Actual Implied Mean Speeds for 2001 463 and 542 Zonal Systems

463 Zone System 542 Zone System Increase (%) 

Car 13.37 1738 3 0 0

Public Transport 8.35 9.31 11.5

The final point relates to the relationship between distance and time. By comparing the 

results for the 463 and the 542 zonal systems (Figures 9.1 and 9.2), it can be seen that the 

travel scale variables increase to a much greater extent for journey distance than for 

journey time, that is that implied mean speeds increase as the boundary is revised 

outwards. Table 9.2 shows that in the actual solution, the implied mean speed o f  private 

car trips increases by 30.0% when the boundary is extended whereas the corresponding 

figure for public transport is 11.5%. This reflects the fact that individuals originating in 

the newly included study area travel to their destinations more quickly, albeit over longer 

distances. The implied mean speed increase for public transport users (Table 9.2) 

highlights the sparseness o f  the public transport network in the newly included area and 

the uncompetitive nature o f  that mode as compared to the car in outlying locations. This 

is worrying from a sustainability viewpoint because it suggests that individuals and
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particularly car users trade kilometres for minutes saved when travelling during the peak 

period in the outerm ost locations in the metropolitan area.

9.2.2 Changing Peak Travel Scale Evaluation Measures

Table 9.3 displays the 542 and 463 zone R,C^, R Q a n d  EC measures for each mode o f 

transport and each m easure o f  zonal separation.

Table 9.3 R,C^, RC„ and EC Measures -  542 and 463 Zonal Systems

Car Car Car PT PT PT
Zonal

ED RND TT ED RND TT
System

(Km) (Km) (Min) (Km) (Km) (Min)

542 Zones 76 .2%  68 .5%  73 .7%  74 .1%  77 .2%  70 .7%
*100

463 Zones 71 .0%  62 .6%  69 .8%  70 .4%  72 .6%  77.9%

 ̂ T  T  ^act min ^ |  q q

T  - T ̂ max min ^

542 Zones 

463 Zones

46 .4%

39.8%

42.4%

36.0%

46.1%

41.3%

42.0%

42.0%

45.6%

42.9%

49.5%

51.5%

R Q
 ̂ T  T  ^ar/ mm ^ j qq

T  - T ̂ rand min ^

542 Zones 

463 Zones

61 .0%

56.1%

61.9%

57.5%

62.5%

59.2%

56.6%

59.7%

59.0%

59.1%

70.1%

66.1%

EC = 542 Zones 73 .0% 74.8% 67.7% 54.7% 58.5% 52%

463 Zones 72.4% 79.2% 67.1% 56.9% 59.9% 50.8%

Looking at the results in Table 9.3 it can be seen that with the exception o f travel time by 

public transport, the R values are greater for the 542 zonal system than for the 463 zonal 

system. This suggests that under the assum ption o f random ly choosing origins and 

destinations, the random solution value falls higher up the travel scale when the urban 

boundary is extended. This is likely to reflect the fact that as the boundary is extended, 

more higher cost routes are available for assignm ent because o f  the greater spread o f 

origins and destinations. Under the assumption o f  random trip making behaviour, more 

individuals are assigned to higher cost routeways. The exception to the foregoing trend is 

that the public transport journey time m easure is greater for the 463 zonal system than for

T - T^  ̂  rand min

~ T - T* mav ■“ min
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the 542 zonal system. This is a surprising result. One would have assumed that the R 

value for public transport journey time would have increased as the boundary of the study 

area was extended. This is likely to be related to the relatively small number o f public 

transport trips in the extended study area during the peak period. It is also likely to be due 

to the impact of the railway offering relatively low travel times and high travel speeds in 

certain outer areas, for example, Newbridge, Drogheda, Dundalk,Wicklow, Arklow.

Table 9.3 also shows that the general trend is for measures to increase as the urban

boundary is extended. As stated previously, extending the urban boundary means that 

more long-distance trips are included within the urban system; the foregoing results 

suggest that including more long-distance trips in the analysis leads to increases in the 

amount o f journey distance and journey time being consumed by individuals, particularly 

car users. Obviously, this is a less sustainable form o f trip making because it leads to 

increases in vehicle-kilometres-travelled (vkt) and thus to an increase in harmful 

environmental emissions. It can be seen also (Table 9.3) that, in general, increases in 

C„ measures are greater for car-based transport than for public transport. Thus, as

expected, extending the urban boundary leads to greater increases in the consumption of 

available journey distance and journey time resources by car users than by public 

transport users. This implies that developing land in outlying areas which does not 

support an extensive public transport network does indeed have significant implications 

for the future sustainability within the Greater Dublin Area.

It is notable also that as in the case of R measures, the C„ measure for public transport 

travel time is lower for the 542 zonal system than for the 463 zonal system. Once again, 

this is likely to reflect the fact that extending the urban boundary leads to a substantial 

increase in the theoretical maximum travel time cost while actual travel patterns do not 

alter to any great extent when the boundary is extended due to the restrictive nature o f the 

public transport network in outlying areas. This allows for lower C„ TT increases as the 

boundary is extended.
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Turning to the R Q  measures (Table 9.3), it is evident that the measures for car-based 

travel are greater for the 542 zonal system than for the 463 zonal system (Table 6.14). 

Thus, as the urban boundary extends R measures become greater. This suggests that 

individuals approach the assumption o f random trip making behaviour to a greater extent 

when the boundary is extended. There is little doubt that this is related to the fact that the 

actual pattern o f  travel involves individuals utilising an increased num ber o f  higher-cost 

routes when the urban boundary is extended. The general trend in the case o f  public 

transport (with the exception o f  travel time by public transport) is for R Q  measures to

decrease when the urban study is extended. There is little doubt that for the distance 

results, this is related to the theoretical issues discussed in the previous paragraphs and to 

the relatively small number o f  public transport trips undertaken in the newly included 

study area; the travel time results suggests that those trips that are undertaken have higher 

associated travel times. This confirms that overall travel patterns are less sustainable for 

both modes o f  transport in the newly included study area.

Excess travel (EC) is the final measure displayed in Table 9.3. It is interesting that the 

general trend is for excess travel measures to increase for car users while, with the 

exception o f  travel time, they also decrease for public transport users. This suggests that 

as the urban boundary is extended, the tendency is for individual trip behaviour to 

become more wasteful for car users and less wasteful for public transport users. The key 

point here is that in the revised study area, public transport users consume similar/greater 

amounts o f  available distance resources (as per the measures) but waste less (as per

the EC measures), while the opposite is the case for travel time by public transport. This 

is likely to be related to the fact that the maximum travel time cost increases considerably 

more than the actual for public transport users under the revised study area. Thus, 

measures increase while in relative terms actual travel patterns are closer to the 

m inimum travel cost.

It is particularly interesting that for the two zonal systems the excess travel measures are 

very similar: the exception is car RND. Thus, the extent to which individual behaviour
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exceeds the m inim um  does not ah er greatly; the alterations in the o ther evaluation 

m easures reflect, to a large extent, the fact that in the larger zonal system  , and in 

particu lar , have increased.

9.2.3 Peak M inimum and Actual Cartographic Solutions

T his section presents choropleth m aps displaying the average jou rney  cost for each zone 

in the study  area. M inim um  and actual solution m aps are presented for both  car and 

public transport R N D  and TT in an attem pt to identify changes in the m inim um  and 

actual so lu tion  m aps fo r the revised  542 zone study area.

Journey Distance (RND)

Figures 9.3 and 9.4 respectively  show the average m inim um  and average actual jou rn ey  

d istance travelled  by car users orig inating in each zone in the study area. The m inim um  

solution (F igure 9.3) for the 542 zone system  is m uch m ore diffuse than the 

corresponding  m in im um  solution for the 463 zone system  (F igure 6.8) and this trend is 

particularly  evident beyond the M 50 m otorw ay. This suggests that the optim al flow 

patterns are considerably  different w hen the urban boundary  is extended. This m ay be 

due the fact that a relatively  large num ber o f  urban centres (W icklow , A rklow , D undalk, 

D rogheda) w ell-rem oved from  D ublin are now  included in the analysis. As the m inim um  

solution show s, a considerable num ber o f  destination opportunities ex ist in the new ly- 

added study  area. T his suggests that the m ost efficient pattern o f  travel, in term s o f  

m inim ising jo u rn ey  distance by  car, is for individuals located in the ou ter areas to travel 

to destination  opportunities nearby.

T urning to  the actual so lu tion  (Figure 9.4), it can be seen that the general trend is for the 

average jo u rn ey  d istance to increase from  the city centre outw ards. In relative term s, the 

trend is alm ost identical to that for the corresponding actual solution for the 463 zone 

system  (F igure 6.9). T his suggests that w hile the m inim um  solutions differ considerably  

w hen the boundary  is extended, the actual jou rn ey  characteristics rem ain  roughly 

equivalent. This is in teresting because it h ighlights the dom inant ‘p u ll’ o f  the city  centre;
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individuals whose trips originate far away still travel to the city centre even though, 

theoretically at least, destinations are available nearby.

M oving on to the results for public transport, Figures 9.5 and 9.6 respectively show the 

average minimum and average actual journey distance travelled by individuals 

originating in each zone in the study area. The minimum solution for the 542 zone system 

(Figure 9.5) shows that the general trend is for the average journey distance to increase 

from the city centre outwards. In the case o f  the solution for the 463 zone system (Figure 

6.10), average journey distance increased rather abruptly beyond the M 50 motorway; it 

does not increase as abruptly for the 542 zone system and, in addition, the minimum 

solution map for the 542 zone system is much more diffuse. In fact, there are specific 

zones in the outlying areas where individuals have a greater ability to minimise journey 

distance. This is likely to reflect the fact that some o f  the outlying areas in the revised 

study area, for example Arklow, Athy, M onasterevin, and Kells are employment-rich and 

are served by relatively frequent Bus Eireann services during the peak period. It suggests 

the desirability o f  connecting outlying urban centres to their surrounding hinterlands with 

high quality public transport services.

The actual solutions for the 542 zone system (Figure 9.6) follow the same general trend 

as the solutions for the 463 zone system (Figure 6.11). Both solutions show average 

journey distance increasing in a concentric m anner from the city centre outwards. This 

radial trend more marked for public transport than for the private car (Figure 9.4) which 

underlines the essentially radial nature public transport and its m ajor role in conveying 

individuals to/from the city centre. This is occurring despite the suggestion in the 

minimum solution (Figure 9.5) that public transport has the potential to bring individuals 

to other urban centres also.

Journey Time (TT)

For individuals originating in each zone in the study area. Figures 9.7 and 9.8 presents 

respectively the average minimum and average actual journey tim e by car. By comparing 

the minimum solution for the 542 zone system (Figure 9.7) with the corresponding
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solution for the 463 zone system (Figure 6.12), it is evident that the general trend is 

similar: average journey times increase from the city centre outwards. Thus, while 

extending the limits o f the urban boundary has the effect o f increasing the overall average 

minimum  journey time, the implied pattern o f travel does not alter significantly. This is in 

contrast to the minimum solution for distance (Figure 9.3) which suggests that for some 

travellers, closer opportunities exist in outlying urban centres. There is little doubt that 

this relates to the fact by far the best roads giving the highest journey speeds are the main 

national roads. Thus, if  an individual lives in (say) Drogheda or M ullingar they may be 

far away from Dublin but can reach there relatively quickly.

Turning to the actual solutions, it can be seen that the solution for the 542 zone system 

(Figure 9.8) is similar to the corresponding solution for the 463 zone system (Figure 

6.13). For both zonal systems, the tendency is for average journey times to increase from 

the city centre outwards. This implies that in relative terms, the actual behaviour o f 

individuals (as reflected by Figures 9.9 and 6.13) is roughly similar for both study areas. 

It confirms the previous suggestion that travel patterns are focused on the city centre due 

to its greater accessibility and to the greater abundance o f destination opportunities that 

exist there.

Turning to the results for public transport. Figures 9.9 and 9.10 respectively show the 

average minimum and average actual journey distance travelled by individuals 

originating in each zone in the extended study area. It can be seen that the minimum 

solution for the 542 zone system (Figure 9.9) is relatively similar to the corresponding 

solution for the 463 zone system (Figure 6.14). Both solutions suggest that the southern 

and western rail corridors offer opportunities for individuals originating along these 

routeways to minimise journey tim e to a greater extent than those public transport users 

originating elsewhere. Furthermore, both solutions highlight the m anner in which the 

public transport system becomes increasingly sparse as one moves beyond the M50 

motorway. It is worth noting also that some o f the values for the outermost zones are 

based on a relatively small num ber o f  public transport trips and, as such, one would not
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expect the 542 and 463 zone minimum solutions to alter radically as a result. This in 

itself highlights the relative paucity o f the public transport network in outlying areas.

M oving to the actual solutions, it can be seen that the solution for the 542 zone system 

(Figure 9.10) is similar to the solution for the 463 zone system (Figure 6.15). The 

tendency is for journey time to increase from the city centre outwards and for actual 

average journey times to increase substantially as one moves beyond the M50 motorway. 

This is likely to be related to the factors discussed in the previous paragraph and in 

Section 6.5.

9.2.4 Peak Dual Cartographic Solutions

Figures 9.11 to 9.18 are choropleth maps showing the origin and destination shadow 

prices for each zone in the study area. The map legend shows sextiles; once again, the 

green colour represents relative zonal advantage and the red colour represents relative 

zonal disadvantage.

Journey Distance (RND)

Figures 9.11 to 9.14 show the origin and destination shadow prices for least travel 

distance by car and public transport respectively. It can be seen that, for the revised study 

area, the origin and destination shadow prices for car and public transport follow the 

same general trend as those for the 463 study area (Figures 6.16 to 6.19): the maps 

suggest that, in terms o f further trip generation and attraction, locational advantage 

declines from the city centre outwards. This implies that in relative terms, extending the 

urban boundary does not alter the overall solution to a large extent. However, there is one 

notable difference between the 542 zone and 463 zone origin and destination solution for 

public transport. It can be seen (Figures 9.13 to 9.14) that within the context o f the 

revised study area, were further public transport trips to be generated and attracted at 

outlying locations, it would be most advantageous to generate and attract them to the 

Arklow area. This may reflect the fact that Arklow is a relatively self-contained urban 

centre which is less influenced by Dublin. Therefore, there are a substantial num ber o f  

destination opportunities in the surrounding vicinity.
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Journey Time (TT)

Figures 9.15 to 9.18 show the origin and destination shadow prices for least travel time 

by car and public transport respectively. It can be seen (Figure 9.15 to 9.16) that, for the 

revised study area, the general trend for the car solutions is once again to follow those for 

the 463 zone system: origin and destination shadow prices show that locational advantage 

declines from the city centre area outwards. For public transport (Figures 9.17 and 9.18), 

the revised solutions show that were further public transport trips to be generated in 

outlying areas it would be m ost advantageous to generate them in and around the areas o f 

Oldcastle and Athboy. It is also evident that the revised solution identifies the Arklow 

area as well as Oldcastle, Athboy, Nobber and Kells as particularly advantageous areas 

for further trip attraction. It is interesting also that the foregoing towns are all places 

where com m uting to the city centre is not traditional. This highlights the m anner in which 

the geography o f  travel has changed over time.

To summarise, the results in Section 9.2 show that the m anner in which the urban 

boundary is chosen is critically important to the construction o f  urban travel scales and 

the urban travel scale evaluation measures. The foregoing results suggest that the 

variables represented on the urban travel scale tend to increase as the urban boundary is 

extended and this trend holds for all modes o f  transport and all measures o f zonal 

separation as well as for the peak and off-peak periods. It is often the case that limited 

emphasis is placed on choosing the urban boundary for transport studies; all too often it is 

chosen in a relatively arbitrary manner. The results here suggest the desirability o f  taking 

great care when choosing the outer limits o f the urban area for transportation studies. In 

particular, the results suggest that urban travel scales should be constructed for a number 

o f different urban boundaries. By doing this, the sensitivity o f  the solutions to changes in 

the outer boundary o f  the urban area can be identified. In addition, when constructing 

urban travel scales for public transport, the extent o f the network should be considered 

carefully. In addition, it is important to look at the absolute trip numbers in each area o f 

zonal separation. The results here suggest that the lack o f  public transport trips in
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9.2.5 Off-Peak Travel Scale Measures

Table 9.4 shows the average minimum, average actual, average random and average 

maximum journey costs for the 542 and 463 zonal systems. Figures 9.19 and 9.20 

provide a graphical representation o f the results.

Table 9.4 2001 (542 Zone System) Off-Peak Average Min/Actual/Random/Max 

Journey Costs

Zonal

System

C ar

ED

(Km)

C ar

RND

(Km)

C ar

TT

(Min)

PTED

(Km)

PT

RND

(Km)

PT TT 

(Min)

542 Zones 20.9 28.6 82.0 12.3 17.3 107.9

463 Zones 14.4 20.6 65.1 11.4 16.1 101.3

RANDOM (T;„„^) 542 Zones 16.4 20.6 61.8 9.5 13.7 83.1

463 Zones 10.5 13.4 47.2 8.6 12.5 76.6

ACTUAL (T;^.,) 542 Zones 11.3 14.2 42.5 6.9 10.1 68.3

463 Zones 6.6 8.0 29.7 6.0 8.9 62.0

542 Zones 1.2 1.4 6.8 1.5 2.3 31.4

463 Zones 0.7 0.8 3.6 1.1 1.8 26.6

r a n g e 542 Zones 19.7 27.2 75.2 10.8 15.0 76.5

463 Zones 13.6 19.9 61.5 103.0 14.3 74.7

Figure 9.19 Off-Peak Urban Travel Distance Scales - 542 and 463 Zone
Systems
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Figure 9.20 Off-Peak Travel Time Scales - 542 and 463 Zone Systems
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Looking at the travel scale values in Table 9.4, it can be seen that all o f  the variables 

represented are greater for the 542 zone system than for the 463 zone system. This 

suggests that extending the urban boundary has the effect o f increasing the travel ranges 

as well as the absolute values o f  each variable on the travel scale during the off-peak 

period. This trend corresponds with that for the peak period (Section 9.2.1).

As was the case for the peak travel period, travel scale values generally increase as 

between the 463 zone and 542 zone systems to a greater extent for car-based transport 

than for public transport. It is notable also that the extent o f this increase is less during the 

off-peak period. This is likely to be related to the nature o f  off-peak travel and in 

particular, to the fact that the spread o f off-peak origin/destination opportunities is not as 

great as for the peak period. It is evident also that as one moves to a 542 zone system, the 

public transport increases are minimal. There is little doubt that this is related to the fact 

that the public transport network is fairly similar for both the peak and off-peak periods. 

It also relates to the fact that in the off-peak, the number o f public transport trips 

originating/terminating in the newly added outer area is very small with a minimal supply 

o f  public transport.
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Table 9.5 Off-Peak Actual Implied Mean Speeds for 2001 463 and 542 Zonal 

Systems

463 Zone System 542 Zone System Increase (%)

Car 16.16 20.05 19.4

Public Transport 8.61 8.87 2.9

Table 9.5 shows that in the actual solution, the implied increase in the mean speed o f 

public transport in the off-peak is minimal. As stated previously, this is due to the fact 

that the off-peak public transport network is sparse in the newly-included study area. It is 

also due to the fact that the public transport route network remains generally unchanged 

from the peak to the off-peak period. This, combined with the decrease in service 

frequency in the off-peak means that sim ilar speeds for both travel periods are not 

unexpected. It is also notable (Table 9.5) that the speed increase for car is less in the off- 

peak period than in the peak period: 19.4% as against 30.0% (Table 9.2). This almost 

certainly reflects that fact that there is less congestion in the 463 zonal area in the off- 

peak period.

9.2.6 Changing Off-Peak Travel Scale Measures

Table 9.6 Off-Peak R,C^, R Q  and EC Measures -  542 and 463 Zone Systems

Zonal

System

C ar

ED

(Km)

C ar

RND

(Km)

Car

TT

(Min)

PT ED 

(Km)

PT

RND

(Km)

P T T T

(Min)

(  T rand

T^ max

- T  \
*100

- T mm ^

542 Zones 

463 Zones

1 1 2 %

71.3%

71.3%

63.8%

73.1%

70.9%

74.1%

72.8%

76.0%

74.8%

67.6%

67.2%

C.,=

r c ,. =

T  - T  \ 542 Zones 51.3%
act mm *1 0 0

T  - Tmax mm ^ 463 Zones 42.6%

1 ■s 542 Zones 66.5%
act mm *100

T  - T^ rand mir J 463 Zones 59,8%

47.1% 47.8% 50.0% 52.0% 48.2%

36.7% 42.4% 47.6% 49.7% 47.4%

66.6% 64.9% 67.5% 68.4% 71.4%

57.5% 59.9% 65.3% 66.4% 70.8%

EC =
* 100= 100 542 Zones 89.4% 90.1% 84.0% 78.3% 77.2% 54.0%

463 Zones 87.9% 91.3% 87.9% 81.7% 79.8% 57.1%
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By comparing the R values for the 542 zone system and the 463 zone system (Table 9.6) 

it can be seen that, for all modes and measures o f  zonal separation, R  values are greater 

when the study area is extended. This trend corresponds with that for the peak period. It 

is notable that in general, the extent to which R  values increase is greater in the off-peak 

than in the peak period and greater for car users than for public transport users. This 

finding relates to the fact that in the off-peak the car is used for more short trips ; yet, the 

random solution is assigning trips to long routes.

Turning to the Q  measures, it can be seen (Table 9.6) that the measures are greater when 

the urban boundary is extended and this trend holds for all modes o f transport and for all 

measures o f  zonal separation. For public transport, this trend contrasts with the peak 

period which showed decreases in the Q  measures for travel time while the ED measures

remained identical for both zonal systems. The key point is that public-transport users 

consume more o f the available travel resources in the off-peak period which suggests that 

individuals using that mode in the newly included study area are forced to access higher 

costs routes. Undoubtedly, this relates to the relatively sparse nature o f  the public 

transport route network in the off-peak and to the extent to which the service frequency 

declines during that period.

Looking at the R Q  measures. Table 9.6 shows that the results follow a similar trend to 

those for the peak period. However, it is evident that the magnitude o f  the increase in 

values is greater in the off-peak period. This suggests that, in relative terms, actual 

behaviour approaches random behaviour to a greater extent in the off-peak period. This 

implies that travel patterns are more erratic in the off-peak period than during the peak 

which points to a greater complexity in the pattern o f travel demand for both car and 

public transport.

Turning to excess travel measures it can be seen (Table 9.6) that the general trend is for 

excess travel measures to be lower for the 542 zonal system. This is interesting because it 

shows that for individuals in the outermost locations, the relative difference in the
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optimal and the actual journey costs are not as great. This is because these individuals are 

forced to travel large distances to reach their destination opportunities in the first place so 

the potential for econom ising on journey costs is simply not as great.

9.2.7 Off-Peak Minimum and Actual cartographic Solutions

Figures 9.21 to 9.28 show choropleth maps displaying the average journey cost for each 

zone in the study area. Minimum and actual solution maps are presented for both car and 

public transport RND and TT in an attempt to identify changes in the minimum and 

actual solution m aps for the revised 542 zone study area.

Journey Distance (RND)

Figures 9.21 to 9.24 show respectively the average minimum and actual journey distance 

travelled by car and public transport users originating in each zone in the study area. It is 

evident that both the minimum and actual car solutions (Figures 9.21 and 9.22) are 

similar in relative term s to the corresponding solutions generated for the 463 zone system 

(Figures 7.3 and 7.4). It is notable that the minimum solutions differ principally in the 

main com m uter towns o f  the revised study area. This is due to the fact that individual can 

access some em ploym ent opportunities in the surrounding vicinity. However, the 

minimum solution for the off-peak is more radial than in the peak period (Figure 9.3), 

particularly in the outerm ost locations. This implies that fewer destination opportunities 

exist in the outerm ost locations in the off-peak period. It is also evident that the actual 

solutions suggest that the pattern o f  travel in the off-peak (Figure 9.22) is more radial 

than the solution for the peak period (Figure 9.4). This is somewhat surprising as it 

suggests that the pattern o f travel is more focused towards to city centre in the off-peak 

than in the peak period.

Turning to the m inimum and actual public transport solutions (Figures 9.23 and 9.24), it 

is notable that even when the urban boundary is extended, the minimum solution 

emphasises the journey distance advantage o f  individuals located along the southern rail 

corridor. In addition, the grey areas o f  the revised minimum and actual public transport 

solution maps highlight the degree to which the public transport system breaks down in
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Journey Time (TT)

Figures 9.25 to 9.28 show respectively the average minimum and actual journey time 

travelled by car and public transport users originating in each zone in the study area. It is 

evident that once again, the minimum and actual car solutions (Figures 9.25 and 9.26) are 

sim ilar in relative terms to the corresponding solutions generated for the 463 zone system 

(Figures 7.7 and 7.8); the average minimum and actual journey distance increase from the 

city centre area outwards.

By comparing the minimum solutions for the peak (Figure 9.7) and off-peak (Figure 

9.25) periods, it is evident that the pattern o f travel demand is more radial in the off-peak 

period. As was the case for distance, this implies that fewer destination opportunities 

exist in the outlying locations during the off-peak period.

Turning to the minimum and actual solutions for public transport (Figure 9.27-9.28) it is 

evident that it is also the case that the solutions follow the same general trend as the 

solutions for the 463 zone system (Figures 7.9 and 7.10); average journey time increases 

from the city centre outwards with the exception o f  zones located along the western and 

southern rail corridors, which implies that the railway confers a considerable travel time 

advantage to its users during the off-peak period.

On a more general level, it is notable that in the case o f  the peak period, the distance 

solutions changed when the urban boundary was extended but the time solutions did not; 

for the off-peak, neither solution changed from its peak equivalent. This peak/off-peak 

contrast relates to the fact that during the peak period, destination opportunities exist in 

outlying urban centres when the urban boundary is extended but the same opportunities 

do not exist during the off-peak. Undoubtedly, this relates to the difference in the nature 

o f peak and off-peak travel, as discussed in previous chapters.

9.2.8 Off-Peak Dual Cartographic Solutions

Figures 9.29 to 9.36 are choropleth maps showing the origin and destination shadow 

prices for each zone in the study area.
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9.2.8 Off-Peak Dual Cartographic Solutions

Figures 9.29 to 9.36 are choropleth maps showing the origin and destination shadow 

prices for each zone in the study area.

Journey Distance (RND)

Figures 9.29-9.32 show respectively the origin and destination shadow prices for least 

travel distance by car and public transport respectively. The car solutions follow the same 

general trend as the corresponding solutions for the 463 zone system (Figures 7.11 and 

7.12). It is notable that the origin shadow price map for car users (Figure 9.29) shows that 

within the context o f  further trip generation, the Meath area shows particular locational 

disadvantage. This suggests that individuals originating in this area must travel to 

destination opportunities relatively far away, which implies that there is a lack o f 

destination opportunities in that area. By way o f  comparison, the corresponding solution 

for public transport shows that individuals originating in southwest portion o f  the map are 

at a location disadvantage. This suggests that public transport users originating in this 

area must access destination opportunities by using higher costs routes. Overall, the 

results suggest that extending the urban boundary does not unduly affect the dual 

solutions for car-based trip making.

Turning to public transport, the solutions for the revised study are somewhat different to 

those for the 463 zone system (Figures 7.13 and 7,14). The origin solutions suggest that 

the majority o f  outlying areas are at a relative locational advantage in term s o f  further trip 

generation while in term s o f  further trip attraction, many o f  the outlying areas are at a 

locational disadvantage. This differs from the solutions for the 463 zone system which 

suggested that, in term s o f  further trip generation and attraction, the relative locational 

advantage and disadvantage was fairly varied throughout the study area. The implication 

here is that the boundary does not alter the dual cartographic solutions. However, the 

number o f  public transport trips in the newly-included study area is small and therefore 

the results for this area need to be viewed with a degree o f  caution.
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destination opportunities exist here relative to the outer locations. Once again, and as was 

the case with the distance results, extending the urban boundary does not appear to affect 

the dual cartographic solutions to any great extent.

Turning to public transport, it can be seen that the solutions for the revised study area 

(Figures 9.35 to 9.36) are somewhat different than the corresponding solutions for the 

463 zone system (Figures 7.17 and 7.18). It is evident that the origin shadow prices for 

the revised study area show that the areas to the east and south-east are particularly 

disadvantaged in terms o f  further trip generation. The destination shadow price map for 

the revised study area suggests that in terms o f  further trip attraction, there are specific 

spatial pockets o f disadvantage in outlying areas (Figure 9.36). There is little doubt that 

the foregoing trends are reflective o f  the sparse nature o f the public transport network in 

outlying areas. The result here is similar to that for the distance solution and once again 

the results m ust be viewed with caution given the small number o f  public transport trips 

in the newly included study area.

9.3 Mode and Network Sensitivity

Using the 2001 peak data, this section tests the sensitivity o f the urban travel scales to 

changes in the mode o f transport used by individuals during the peak travel period. Car 

users are placed on the public transport network and vice versa in an attempt to detennine 

how the travel scales change as a result. The main objective o f this analysis is to 

determine whether the land-use arrangements for car and public transport users are 

located advantageously or otherwise with respect to the transport network they do not 

use. In this context, the minimum and actual solutions are the most important for this 

analysis. It is worth noting that, as far as the author is aware, this kind o f  analysis has not 

been attem pted before.
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Figure 9.37 Peak Travel Distance Scales - Mode Sensitivity
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Figure 9.37 shows the revised urban travel distance scales where public-transport users 

are placed on the car network and car users are placed on the public-transport network 

(i.e. public transport users are given a car and car users are made use public transport) as 

compared to each set o f users on their own network. It can be seen that when public 

transport users are placed on the car network they have the ability to minimise journey 

distance to a greater extent than when using their own network (Figure 9.37). The actual 

solution suggests that the distance travelled by public transport users would also decrease 

if  they used the car network. Given the relative ubiquity o f  the car network vis-a-vis the 

public transport network, the foregoing results are as expected. The results for both the 

actual and minimum solutions implies that increasing the density o f the public transport 

network could lead to significant decreases in average minimum and actual journey 

distance travelled by public transport users.

It is also interesting that the average maximum journey distance is greater when public 

transport users are placed on the car network (Figure 9.40). This suggests that the car 

network is denser than the public transport network and that it allows for more variation 

in travel patters and for longer journey distances in the maximum solution than the public
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transport network. As stated previously, a denser network provides greater opportunities 

for both journey cost minimisation and maximisation and therefore a greater range.

Turning to the second travel distance scale (Figure 9.37) it can be seen that when car 

users are placed on the public transport network, the minimum solution increases from 

2.1 kilometres to 3.0 kilometres. Thus, due to the relatively sparse nature o f  the public 

transport network as compared to the car network, car users would be forced to travel 

greater journey distances in a journey m inimising scenario if placed on the public 

transport network. The most interesting aspect o f  this result is that the minimum solution 

is less for car users (3.0 kilometres) when they are placed in the public transport network 

than it is for public transport users (3.7 kilometres) operating on their own network 

(Figure 9.37). This implies that car users are more advantageously located in terms o f 

their land use arrangements to the public transport network than are public-transport 

users. It appears that successive land use policies have been inadequate at integrating land 

uses and the public transport network for public transport users.

Turning to the actual solutions, it can be seen (Figure 9.37) that the actual journey 

distance o f car users would be greater if  they used the public-transport network. This 

trend follows the same general trend as the minimum solution, although the magnitude o f  

the difference is considerably less. Although the public-transport network is relatively 

sparse when compared to the car network, the results suggest that there is only a marginal 

difference in the average journey distance when car users are on their own network as 

against when they are placed on the public transport network.

It can also be seen (Figure 9.37) that the maximum journey distance is less for car users 

when they are placed on the public transport network. Undoubtedly, this is due to the fact 

that the extent o f  the public transport network is much less than the car network.
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Figure 9.38 Peak Travel Time Scales - Mode Sensitivity
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Figure 9.38 shows the revised urban travel time scales where public-transport users are 

placed on the car network and car users are placed on the public transport network. The 

corresponding scale for car and public transport users on their respective networks are 

also shown. It can be seen that when public-transport users are placed on the car network 

they have the ability to minimise journey time to a much greater extent than when they 

travel on their own network (Figure 9.38). This highlights the relative journey time 

inefficiency o f  the public transport network vis-a-vis the car network, which has been 

discussed previously (see Chapter Six). Turning to the second travel time scale (Figure 

9.38), it can be seen that the opposite is the case. W hen car users are placed on the public 

transport network, all o f  the travel time variables represented on the travel scale are 

higher than when car users use their own network.

Table 9.7 gives a breakdown o f the journey distance and journey time savings and 

additions afforded to car and public transport users by swapping their respective 

networks. One key point that emerges from Table 9.7 is that public transport users are 

afforded the opportunity to save considerably more time than distance in all solutions and 

that this trend is most pronounced in the actual solution. Similarly, car users add some 

distance but most crucially, very considerable amounts o f  time if  they switch to the 

public transport network. This suggest that that greater density o f the car network allows 

for individuals to take advantage o f  closer destination opportunities and this leads to
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lower journey times. Thus, it appears that increasing the density o f the public transport 

network would greatly reduce public transport journey times. Given that the results are so 

much more dramatic for time than for distance, this suggest that it is m ost important to 

speed up public transport relative to the car.

Table 9.7 Breakdown o f Car and Public Transport Savings and Additions by 

Sw apping Networks

PT users on Car network add 4,6% on distance and save 31.7% on time

Maximum Solution
Car users on PT Network add 5.3% distance and 33.7% time

PT users on Car network save 7.8% on distance and 18.9% on time
Random Solution

Car users on PT Network add 5.3% distance and 60.0% time

PT users on Car network save 16.0% on di.stance and 42.4%  on time
Actual Solution

Car users on PT Network add 3.0% distance and 93.8%  time

PT users on Car network save 18.9% on distance and 73.8%  on time
Minimum Solution

Car users on PT Network add 42.9%  distance and 158.1 % time

Another trend that emerges from Table 9.7 is that public transport users save less time 

when switching to the car network than car users add when switching to the public 

transport network. This relates to the fact that public transport trip m aking is concentrated 

along radial routes, many o f  which are highly congested. W hen public transport users are 

placed on the car network they are forced (by virtue o f  the radial nature o f  many their 

journeys) to drive along routes that tend to be subject to congestion and therefore less 

time-efficient. At the same time, car users who are forced to switch to public transport are 

forced, due to the paucity o f  the public transport network, onto less efficient routes.

Overall, two main points emerge from the foregoing results. First, the current land use 

arrangements are such that car users can more easily minimise their average journey 

distances on the public transport network than can public transport users. This suggests
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that to date, planning policies aimed at integrating land uses and public-transport systems 

have been wholly inadequate. Second, there is a huge gap in the journey time efficiency 

o f  the car network and the public transport network. It is almost inevitable that for as long 

as this gap continues to exist there will be a gradual drift away from public transport 

which has m ajor sustainability implications.

9.4 Conclusion

The main object o f  this chapter was to test the sensitivity o f the travel scales to changes 

in the outer boundary. The results showed that changes in the outer boundary do indeed, 

change the travel scale results. This is most marked in the case o f  the travel scale 

variables and is less so for the evaluation measures, particularly excess travel. Thus, this 

chapter has shown that the sensitivity o f the results to changes in the outer boundary 

depends on which results the researcher is interested in focusing on. Therefore, it is more 

complex than Frost et al (1998) suggest in their analysis.

The minimum  and actual solution are fairly similar for both the 542 and 463 zonal 

systems, which implies that if  the sole objective is to analyse the solution 

cartographically then the boundary should not be a major consideration. The dual 

solutions also show that the patterns o f location advantage and/or disadvantage remain 

more or less the same when the urban boundary is extended.

The final section showed that car users are able to travel shorter distances but at lower 

speeds than public-transport users when placed on the public-transport network. This 

showed that planning policies have been ineffective at integrating land use and transport 

for pubic transport users and also highlighted the journey time inefficiency o f  the public- 

transport network.
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Figure 9.3 Minimum Peak Car Road Networl<
Distance (542 Zones)
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Figure 9.4 Actual Peak Car Road Network 
Distance (542 Zones)
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Figure 9.6 Actual Peak Public Transport Road 
Network Distance (542 Zones)
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Figure 9.7 Minimum Peal< Car Travel Time
(542 Zones)
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Figure 9.8 Actual Peak Car Travel Time (542 Zones)
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Figure 9.9 Minimum Peal< Public Transport 
Travel Time (542 Zones)
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Figure 9.10 Actual Peak Public Transport 
Travel Time (542 Zones)
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Figure 9.11 Peak Origin Shadow Prices For Least
Travel Distance by Car
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Figure 9.12 Peak Destination Shadow Prices 
For Least Travel Distance by Car
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Figure 9.13 Peak Origin Shadow Prices For Least 
Travel Distance by Public Transport
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Figure 9.14 Peak Destination Shadow Prices For 
Least Travel Distance by Public Transport
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Figure 9.15 Peak Origin Shadow Prices For Least
Travel Time by Car
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Figure 9.16 Peak Destination Shadow Prices For 
Least Travel Time by Car
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Figure 9.17 Peak Origin Shadow Prices For Least 
Travel Time by Public Transport
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Figure 9.18 Peak Destination Shadow Prices For 
Least Travel Time by Public Transport
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Figure 9.21 Minimum Off-Peal< Car Road Networl<
Distance (542 Zones)
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Figure 9.22 Actual Off-Peak Car Road Network
Distance (542 Zones)
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Figure 9.23 Minimum Off-Peak Public Transport 
Road/Rail Network Distance (542 Zones)
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Figure 9.24 Actual Off-Peak Public Transport 
Road/Rail Network Distance (542 Zones)
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Figure 9.25 Minimum Off-Peak Car Travel Time 
(542 Zones)
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Figure 9.26 Actual Off-Peak Car Travel Time
(542 Zones)
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Figure 9.27 Minimum Off-Peal< Public Transport 
Travel Time (542 Zones)
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Figure 9.28 Actual Off-Peak Public Transport 
Travel Time (542 Zones)
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Figure 9.29 Off-Peak Origin Sliadow Prices For Least
Travel Distance by Car
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Figure 9.30 Off-Peak Destination Shadow Prices 
For Least Travel Distance bv Car
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Figure 9.31 Off-Peak Origin Shadow Prices For Least 
Travel Distance by Public Transport
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Figure 9.32 Off-Peak Destination Shadow Prices 
For Least Travel Distance by Public Transport
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Figure 9.33 Off-Peak Origin Sliadow Prices For Least
Travel Time by Car
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Figure 9.34 Off-Peak Destination Shadow Prices 
For Least Travel Time by Car
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Figure 9.35 Off-Peak Origin Shadow Prices For Least 
Travel Time by Public Transport
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Figure 9.36 Off-Peak Destination Shadow Prices 
For Least Travel Time by Public Transport
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Chapter Ten: Conclusions

CHAPTER TEN: CONCLUSIONS

10.1 Introduction

The denouement of the research is concerned with drawing general conclusions from the 

information presented in Chapters Six to Nine. These will be divided into three sections: 

the first section presents conclusions relating to the appropriateness or otherwise o f the 

research methodology for analysing journey patterns and urban transport sustainability. 

The second section presents general conclusions relating to journey patterns in the 

Greater Dublin Area (GDA) before some recommendations relating to the future thrust of 

land-use and transport planning are offered. The final section offers some suggestions for 

further research.

10.2 Research M ethodology

Overall, it can be concluded that urban travel scales do indeed provide unique insights 

into the nature and efficiency of urban journey patterns within the context o f urban form. 

Each variable on the travel scale provides valuable information about the spatial 

distribution of land uses and the efficiency of transport movements, whether it is in terms 

o f journey time or journey distance or the mode of transport being used. All but one of 

the travel scale variables is theoretical and so the travel scales enable actual journey 

patterns to be placed within a broader theoretical context.

The travel scale evaluation measures are benchmark measures from which future journey 

efficiency can be measured. The manner in which the scales change from one time period 

to another provides important insights into the evolving nature o f urban trip making. The 

way in which travel scales differ between travel periods and modes enables a 

comprehensive analysis o f the nature and efficiency o f urban travel patterns for various 

journey costs. However, the results here suggest the importance of analysing the 

measures within the context of the variables that produce them if a true understanding of 

the efficiency of journey patterns is to be realised. In this study, two new measures -  R 

and RC^ - have been proposed for evaluating the efficiency o f urban travel patterns. They
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provide new theoretical and practical insights into the efficiency o f  urban travel patterns 

and the efficiency o f transport movements. Indeed, in particular, provides a new 

benchmark with which actual trip patterns can be compared and evaluated.

A further point in favour o f the methodology used in this study is that the solutions can 

be mapped and spatial variations in journey patterns can be identified. For this research, 

the minimum and actual solutions were presented cartographically; the dual solutions 

were also mapped in order to determine relative locational advantage for further trip 

generation and attraction. Previous studies using the transportation problem have tended 

to focus specifically on calculating the average minimum journey cost. None have 

examined the m anner in which the minimum journey cost varies between zonal units in 

the study area. It is notable also that previous studies have not examined the dual o f the 

transportation problem. This seems unfortunate because much additional information 

may be gained from examining the dual cartographic solutions. This research has 

addressed this gap and has attempted to explain the significance o f the spatial variations 

that the cartographic solutions have revealed.

The results presented in Chapter N ine demonstrate that changing the model parameters in 

terms o f the demarcation o f the study boundary is an important methodological issue 

when constructing urban travel scales. The urban travel scale variables and the 

associated evaluation measures change as a result o f changes in the location o f  the outer 

boundary o f the study area. This is most marked in the case o f  the ‘raw ’ variables i.e. 

minimum, maximum, random, and actual values; it is less so for R, C„, RC„ and least

marked for EC. Accordingly, one can conclude that the sensitivity o f the results to 

boundary changes depends on which results the researcher is focusing on. This issue is 

therefore more complex than Frost et al (1998) suggested in their analysis. Why the 

values change to a greater or lesser extent for different evaluation measures is a question 

for future research.

W ithin the context o f  changing the model parameters, the research has shown that the 

methodology is sensitive to the measure o f  zonal separation used in the analysis.
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Different measures o f  zonal separation produce different results for both public transport 

and the car. In particular, the results support Ham ilton’s (1989) assertion that time and 

distance are not proportional to one another. Urban travel patterns appear distinctly 

different when measured in terms o f journey distance and journey time and these 

differences are more pronounced for public transport than for car-based transport. This 

highlights the importance o f  constructing travel scales for more than one measure o f 

zonal separation. This research has shown also that the extent to which Euclidean 

distance accurately measures the distance actually travelled along the road network 

varies. Therefore, it is preferable, where possible, to use road network distance when 

undertaking this type o f  analysis.

W hen analysing journey patterns, similar research methodologies have focussed 

exclusively on the peak period. This research has extended the existing methodology to 

include off-peak travel. The results have shown that while the urban travel scale variables 

generally declined in the off-peak period, the evaluation measures increased; thus, in 

relative terms, off-peak journey patterns are less efficient than those in the peak period. 

Clearly, the travel scale results suggest that, at least in the case o f  Dublin, that peak 

period results cannot be generalised to include travel patterns in the off-peak. The two 

periods are distinctly different in terms o f their travel demand characteristics. Therefore, 

future studies attempting to comprehensively analyse the efficiency o f  daily travel 

patterns should construct separate travel scales for the peak and off-peak period.

In addition, this study is the first to include separate modes o f transport, namely the car 

and public transport. Previous research has focussed exclusively on the total number o f 

trips in urban systems and has not attempted to separate the results for different modes o f 

transport. The results have shown that urban travel scales and the resultant evaluation 

measures are distinctly different for car and public transport. In general, it appears that 

the relative efficiency o f public transport and the car varies depending on the evaluation 

m easure being used. This suggests that determining the relative efficiency o f public 

transport as compared to the car is not a straight-forward exercise. This research has 

provided new insights into the efficiency o f the car and public transport. Future research
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should, where possible, differentiate between public transport and the car in order to gain 

a more comprehensive understanding o f the relative efficiencies and/or inefficiencies o f 

both modes.

This study is also the first to accurately calculate average random journey costs. This has 

provided a new theoretical dimension to the urban travel scale and has enabled actual 

journey costs to be examined within the context o f random behaviour.

Placing car users on the public-transport network and vice versa has provided new 

insights into the spatial distribution o f  land use arrangements for car and public transport 

users with respect to the transport network they do not use. This type o f  sensitivity 

analysis has not been undertaken before. This new analysis extends previous 

methodologies and also provides a new theoretical dimension regarding the m anner in 

which land uses are distributed for car and public transport users relative to their 

networks.

A negative aspect o f the methodology used is that it is highly data intensive. For many 

cities, the data required to undertake this type o f research is unlikely to be available. 

W here the data is available, and as with any research o f  this kind, its quality will 

ultimately determine the accuracy o f  the results generated. It is a major exercise to 

assemble and formulate datasets o f the size used in this study. Even if  such datasets are 

available, there are likely to be inconsistencies within them, as was the case with the 

1991 off-peak data used in this research. Using a m odelling system to generate the 

required matrices does pose problems in terms o f data accuracy throughout the study 

area; the data will not be completely accurate. When data from a modelling system is 

being used, it is important for researchers to ensure that it is validated and calibrated to 

within acceptable limits o f  actual data. If available, it would, o f  course, be better to use 

census data for this type o f research; in the absence o f census data, which was not 

available for this study, using datasets generated from urban transport models would 

appear to be a more than adequate substitute.
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10.3 Dublin

General Conclusions

A  num ber o f  general conclusions can be drawn from the results presented in the previous 

chapters:

° There is a large difference between the amount o f travel required by the minimum

solution and the amount that occurs in reality. One can conclude that individuals 

do not behave optimally and that factors other than journey costs (however 

measured) influence origin and destination decision making to a significant 

extent.

° Significant opportunities exist to reduce the average journey distance and average 

journey time if  more individuals could be encouraged to travel to nearby 

destination opportunities. This could be achieved without any major restructuring 

o f the physical plans o f the city. Given that the majority o f  travel in the peak 

period is from home to work, encouraging greater integration between home and 

work locations would appear to be highly desirable. For this to be achieved, 

Dublin requires a stronger planning system than exists at present; it also requires 

the provision o f  incentive measures to entice people to live closer to their place o f 

employment. At the same time, peak and off-peak destination land uses need to be 

integrated to a greater extent than at present. This would enable individuals to 

minimise both peak and off-peak journey costs to a much greater extent

° Car users are able to minimise journey distance to a greater extent when using the 

public-transport network than public-transport users themselves. This poses 

serious questions about the success, or lack thereof, o f  the urban planning system 

at integrating land use and the transport system to the benefit o f  public-transport 

users. It is even more worrying that this trend has evolved against the backdrop o f 

ten years o f policy rhetoric calling for a greater integration between land use and 

public transport (see Chapter Three).

° The current public transport route structure is based mainly on the assumption o f 

a monocentric city generating radial trips. In recent times, D ublin’s urban 

structure has evolved to mirror a more dispersed polycentric city and the overall 

pattern o f travel demand has become less city centre focussed. The peak and off-
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peak minimum public transport and car cartographic solutions showed that 

opportunities exist for public transport to serve non-city centre based trips. This 

implies that the current route structure needs to be altered to reflect the evolving 

geography o f  travel demand. Looking to the future, it is crucial that public 

transport m atches more exactly the evolving geography o f  travel demand which 

itself is being driven by land use changes.

° The random solutions generally showed that the car network is considerably more 

efficient at dealing with complex geographies o f  travel demand than the public- 

transport network. Looking to the future and given that the evolving geography o f 

travel demand is becoming increasingly dispersed, it appears that unless public- 

transport services are improved dramatically, the ongoing shift from public 

transport to the private car will continue.

° The results show that since 1991, the strongest influence on decreasing journey 

distance has been the decentralisation o f employment and services. Paradoxically, 

this has contributed in no small way to the fact that car use increased over the 

same period resulting in higher levels o f congestion. As previous research has 

suggested (Frost et al, 1998), careful distinction needs to be made between 

processes o f  change operating within cities and those associated with the 

dispersion o f  individuals beyond the study boundary into other districts. When the 

urban boundary was extended, the results showed, as expected, that journey 

distances and times actually increased between 1991 and 2001. It can also be 

concluded that while the process o f  employment and service decentralisation has 

lead to a reduction in average journey distances within the main study area, this 

has also facilitated urban sprawl.

° The excess travel (EC) values are greater for the GDA than in any other city

where they have been calculated. Similarly, the capacity utilisation ( Q ) values 

were greater for the GDA than for all but three o f  the 26 US cities studied by 

Homer (2002).' This implies that individuals minimise journey distance to a 

lesser extent in the GDA than in US cities, while they also consume more o f the

' H om er used Euclidean D istance (E D ) as a m easure o f  zonal separation and this conclusion is based on a 

com parison o f  the EC and va lues for ED.
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distance resources available to them. This is likely to be related to the fact that the 

minimum journey distance is generally higher in the cities studied by Homer.

° The average actual journey cost was between 60 and 68 percent o f the average 

random journey cost for car based travel in the peak and off-peak periods; the 

corresponding figures for public transport were between 71 and 83 percent. These 

are striking results. There is something seriously amiss with the efficiency o f 

urban travel patterns when the assumption o f  random behaviour has reasonably 

good predictive power. Serious questions m ust be asked o f the urban planning 

system ’s ability to integrate land uses and transport systems.

° The dual solutions show that individuals located in outlying areas have a 

locational advantage in the off-peak period but have a locational disadvantage in 

the peak period. This suggests that the locational relationship between home and 

work is not as important in determining residential choice as has traditionally 

thought to have been the case. The results suggest that factors other than work 

location have an important bearing on the residential location decision-making 

process.

Specific Conclusions

The 2001 peak travel scales showed that with the exception o f  the minimum solution, 

journey distance values were greater for car than for public transport while the opposite 

was the case for journey time values. The fact that the minimum journey distance values 

were less for car than for public transport shows that car users have the potential to 

minimise journey distance to a greater extent than public transport users. The greater 

spread o f land uses for car users means that they can travel a greater range o f journey 

distances than public transport users, while the relative sparseness and city centre focus 

o f the public-transport network means that public-transport users are forced to travel 

along more congested routes and at considerably slower speeds. Indeed, the relative 

ubiquity o f the car network as compared to the public transport network means that the 

car network is far better equipped to deal with the more complex geographies o f  travel 

demand that have been evolving.
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The main conclusion to be drawn from the minimum and actual cartographic solutions 

for the peak period is that opportunities exist for public transport to serve non-city centre 

based trips. The maps highlight the paucity o f  the public transport system in outlying 

areas. The dual solutions showed that locations beyond the M50 motorway are areas o f 

maximum disadvantage: further trip generation and attraction in this area would 

ultimately lead to increases in average journey costs.

With the exception o f  excess travel (EC) values, the 2001 peak evaluation measures 

showed that public transport journey patterns are less joum ey-tim e and joum ey-distance 

efficient in the peak period than car journey patterns and that this is predom inantly a 

function o f  the limited range o f travel opportunities provided to public transport users by 

their network. By way o f  contrast, the excess travel values showed that despite the fact 

that car users have a greater potential to minimise journey distance and journey time, 

their actual behaviour is such that they do so to a lesser extent than public transport users. 

In this sense, car users are less joum ey-tim e and journey distance-efficient than public 

transport users.

The 2001 off-peak results showed that journey characteristics are distincdy different in 

the off-peak period. For car based travel, journey distance and journey time decreased 

considerably between the peak and the off-peak periods; journey distances also decreased 

for public transport but there were only marginal reductions in journey times. Thus, 

increased waiting times brought about by declining service frequency in the off-peak 

mean that despite less congestion in that period, average public-transport journey times 

remain more or less constant. The minimum and actual cartographic solutions showed 

that the pattern o f  off-peak travel demand for both the car and public transport is more 

diffuse than in the peak period. Yet, the public transport network operates along a 

virtually identical route network in both periods. The conclusion to be drawn here is that 

the current public transport network reflects the pattern o f off-peak travel demand poorly. 

As stated already, the dual solutions show that individuals located in outlying areas have 

a locational advantage in the off-peak period. This suggests that those individuals may be
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trading off locational disadvantage in the peak period in return for locational advantage in 

the off-peak when work location and residential location decisions are being made.

Despite the fact that journey distances and journey times decreased during the off-peak 

period, the evaluation measures generally showed that in relative terms, journey patterns 

are less joum ey-distance and less joum ey-tim e efficient in the off-peak period. This is a 

worrying trend given that off-peak travel as a proportion o f  overall travel is gradually 

increasing. It is imperative therefore that future regional development plans give due 

attention to the impact o f  land use developments on off-peak travel demand.

The 1991 peak and off-peak travel scales showed that the movement from an essentially 

monocentric urban structure in 1991 to a more dispersed polycentric-type structure in 

2001 has lead to a reduction in journey distance but an increase in journey time. Thus, the 

journey paradox - less travel distance but more travel time - is evident throughout the 

study area; it appears that the city has become more and less sustainable simultaneously. 

Undoubtedly, the reduction in journey distances has been facilitated by the emerging 

polycentric urban structure which has brought origins and destinations closer together. 

Unfortunately, there is little doubt that it has also created a more complex pattern o f 

travel demand that is less easily served by a public transport system that operates almost 

exclusively along radial routes leading to the city centre. Ultimately, this is causing an 

increased reliance on the private car. It is this reliance which has contributed to increased 

levels o f  congestion and a reduction in travel speeds over the period.

The mode o f transport and network sensitivity analysis (Section 9.3) showed that for the 

2001 peak period, land uses were arranged in such a way as to allow car users to 

minimise their journey distance more easily than public transport users. The conclusion 

to be drawn here is that to date, planning policies have been dramatically unsuccessful at 

integrating land uses and public transport systems. M oreover, the analysis showed that a 

huge gap exists between the joum ey-tim e efficiency o f  public transport and the car. It is 

almost inevitable that for as long as this gap continues to exist there will be a drift away 

from public transport -  a shift that has major sustainability implications.
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10.4 Land Use and Transport Planning Recommendations

The results suggest a num ber o f  land use and transport p lanning  recom m endations that 

need to  be considered if  the current situation is to be im proved upon.

Land Use Planning

°  This research has show n that land use planning has been highly  unsuccessful at 

integrating land use and public transport system s. Looking to  the future, steps 

need to  be taken to ensure that land use and public transport are integrated at the 

regional level. In th is regard, the establishm ent o f  a regional co-ordinating body 

and integrate land use and transport planning body w ould  appear im portant.

° W hile the decentralisation  o f  em ploym ent and services since 1991 has certainly

brought orig ins and destinations closer together, it has also  facilitated urban 

spraw l. T he fact that decentralisation has not been concentrated  into strategic 

nodes has m eant that D ublin ’s urban structure has evolved in a m anner that has 

created a highly com plex  pattern o f  travel dem and that is not easily  served by 

public transport. It is im perative that future grow th in the G D A  be concentrated 

into a num ber o f  carefully  selected strategic nodes, preferab ly  those already 

served by high quality  rail based transport, for exam ple Sandyford, Tallaght, 

Bray, M alahide, M aynooth, Dun Laoghaire, B ray, G reystones and D ublin A irport.

° The results suggest that D ublin has little option but to em brace the polycentric

city ideology; the city  has already m oved too far tow ards decentralisation for 

another urban structure to  be seriously considered. G iven that th is is the case, it is 

im portant that policy  m akers recognise the im portance o f  provid ing  high quality 

public transport links to polycentric city nodes. T his is som ething w hich has not 

been addressed adequately  in the latest R egional P lanning G uidelines (2004). If  

adequate investm ent in public-transport infrastructure is not provided, there is 

little doubt that, as w as the case for o ther European countries (see C hapter Tw o), 

an even greater dependency on the private car w ill ensue.

° The dual solutions im ply that further peak land uses (i.e. residences and

w orkplaces) should be consolidated w ithin the M 50 m otorw ay and that 

developm ent beyond this area m ust be into strategic developm ent nodes. The
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solutions for the off-peak period imply the opposite, which is problematic from a 

planning viewpoint. Given that congestion is at its worst in the peak period the 

recommendation is to encourage off-peak land uses (i.e. retail, recreation and 

entertainment facilities) in the areas o f maximum disadvantage (i.e. within the

M50 motorway). Within the context o f the minimum solutions, this is likely to

increase journey costs to a greater extent in the off-peak period. However, the 

consolidation o f  both peak and off-peak land uses within the metropolitan area 

would not only keep peak journey costs to a minimum but would also make the 

provision o f public transport easier for both peak and off-peak travel patterns. 

This would also maintain the locational disadvantage o f  outer location and 

discourage urban sprawl. Looking to the future, planning policy should engage in 

land use changes that cause off-peak travel patterns to evolve parallel those in the 

peak more closely.

Transport Planning

The main thrust o f  transport planning, as distinct from land use planning, should involve:

° Increasing speeds on current public transport routes. This can be achieved by

enhancing the frequency o f  current services, integrating ticketing which would 

reduce boarding times at stops, introducing priority signalling and improving the 

current Q B C ’s as well as creating new QBC’s. This research has shown that the 

railway confers major journey time advantages to its users. Looking to the future, 

the development o f  new rail-based public transport routes together with enhancing 

the frequency and reliability o f  current services would make public transport more 

competitive relative to the private car.

° Increasing the density o f the existing public transport network. This can be 

achieved by introducing new routes. The research has shown that the greater 

density o f the car network as compared to the public transport network is a major 

contributing factor to higher average journey times for public transport. 

Increasing public transport route density would require additional investment for 

new buses and new rolling stock.
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not exclusively focused on the city centre and that opportunities exist for public 

transport to provide non-city centre based services, particularly in the off-peak 

period. It is particularly notable that the public-transport route structure does not 

alter to any greater extent from the peak to the off-peak period. This research has 

shown that the pattern o f travel demand is distinctly different in the two travel 

periods and recommends that the public transport route structure be altered in the 

off-peak period to better reflect the changed pattern o f  off-peak travel demand.

° The results have shown that the public transport service is inadequate in the off- 

peak period. There is little doubt that this is due to the decrease in service 

frequency at that time. It is recommended that the frequency o f public transport 

services be increased in the off-peak period in order to make that mode more

competitive at that time. An attractive aspect o f this proposal is that it would not

require capital investment in new vehicles.

° Significant increases in public transport investment are needed if  the above

recommendations are to be achieved. At a policy level, it needs to be recognised

that very few public transport systems are financially self-sufficient. Greater 

financial subsidies are likely to be required if  public transport is to compete 

seriously with the private car in the future.

° Public transport is at a considerable journey time disadvantage to the private car 

particularly along radial routes. This is due to the fact that these routes are more 

congested than others and this affects public transport users to a greater extent 

than car users because the public transport route network is fixed. Given that this 

is the case and looking to the future, more radical measures such as the 

introduction o f  congestion charging or road pricing along radial routes may need 

to be considered.

10.5 Further Research

The very nature o f  research is that it consistently raises new questions that need to be 

answered; this research has been no exception. Further research should surely focus on 

analysing the extent to which urban travel scales change as origin and destination totals 

change i.e. as travel demand increase and/or decreases. This would allow not only for the
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sensitivity o f the sokitions to be tested but it would also enable an examination o f the 

impact o f zonal travel demand increases and/or decreases to be assessed e.g. the impact 

o f  residential, employment and retail developments. Further research needs to be 

conducted on the impact o f changes in the location o f the urban boundary on travel scales 

and the various evaluation measures. It is especially intriguing that a change in the outer 

boundary affects excess travel values to a lesser extent than other evaluation measures. In 

terms o f  measuring zonal separation, it would be interesting to reconstruct the travel 

scales using generalised cost as a measure o f  zonal separation. There were two new 

evaluation measures developed in this study - R and R C ^ . It would be interesting for 

future researchers to calculate similar measures in order to determine the way in which 

they differ from those presented here. It would also be interesting to assess the impact on 

the optimal solution o f changes in the journey costs. This would enable one to determine 

the impact o f transport improvements and/or disimprovements on the solutions e.g. the 

impact o f new routes, new transport infrastructure projects. Future research should also 

focus on constructing travel scales for separate public transport modes i.e. bus and train. 

This would enable a more comprehensive analysis o f  the relative journey distance and 

journey time efficiency o f  public transport modes.

10.6 Conclusion

The development patterns that are permitted in urban areas are a reflection o f  the strength 

or otherwise o f the urban planning system against the backdrop o f  the capitalist economic 

system. They are also a reflection o f the political ideology o f the state. It is clear that the 

cunent urban structure o f Dublin is one that ‘evolved’ rather than one that was ‘planned’. 

The travel patterns which have resulted have become increasingly complex and are now 

such as to seriously undermine the role that can be played by public transport in serving 

peak and off-peak journeys. It is undesirable that the GDA has become a more congested, 

car-dependant region than it was in 1991. In terms o f  sustainability this is highly 

inappropriate. Looking to the future, it appears that current trends can only be redressed 

by the provision o f  a stronger urban planning system and a more responsive public 

transport system that is the subject o f  greater financial support.
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APPENDIX A: THE TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM ALGORITHM  

IN LINGO

MODEL:
! The Transportation Problem of Linear Programming; 

TITLE Peak Car Travel Time;

SETS:
ORIGIN: WORKERS;
DESTINATION: WORKPLACES;
ARCS (ORIGIN, DESTINATION): COST, VOLUME; 

ENDSETS

! The Objective;
[OBJ] MIN = @SUM( ARCS: COST * VOLUME);

!The demand constraints;
@FOR{ DESTINATION( D):
@SUM( ORIGIN( 0): VOLUME( 0, D)) >= WORKPLACES( D));

!The supply constraints;
@FOR( ORIGIN( 0):
@SUM( DESTINATION(D): VOLUME( 0, D)) <= WORKERS! 0)); 

DATA:
!Import the data via ODBC;
ORIGIN, WORKERS =@0DBC();
DESTINATION, WORKPLACES =@ODBC();
ARCS, COST =@ODBC();

!Export the solution via ODBC; 
eODBCO = VOLUME;

ENDDATA
END
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APPENDIX B. THE TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM: LINGO 
SOLUTION REPORT

Global optimal solution found at iteration: 18332
Objective value: 0.4573029E+09

Export Summary Report

Transfer Method: ODBC BASED

ODBC Data Source: Peak Car Travel Distance_463
Data Table Name: ARCS

Columns Specified: I
VOLUME

LINGO Column Length: 214369
Database Column Length: 214369

Model Title: Peak Car Travel Distance 463

VOLUME I, 1) 0.000000 471.8000
VOLUME 1,2) 164.8153 0.000000
VOLUME 1,3) 433.1201 0.000000
VOLUME 1,4) 0.000000 0.000000
VOLUME 1,5) 0.000000 1015.250
VOLUME 1,6) 0.000000 889.5700
VOLUME 1,7) 0.000000 882.3500
VOLUME 1,8) 0.000000 802.1300
VOLUME 1,9) 0.000000 2258.090
VOLUME 1, 10) 0.000000 1450.290
VOLUME 1,11) 0.000000 2859.000
VOLUME 1, 12) 0.000000 2991.500
VOLUME 1,13) 0.000000 1412.250
VOLUME 1,14) 0.000000 2480.100
VOLUME 1, 15) 0.000000 2123.340
VOLUME 1,16) 0.000000 478.6900
VOLUME 1,17) 0.000000 1814.640
VOLUME 1,18) 0.000000 462.1000
VOLUME 1,19) 0.000000 1015.270
VOLUME 1,20) 0.000000 2411.380
VOLUME 1,21) 0.000000 2179.710
VOLUME 1,22) 0.000000 1740.270
VOLUME 1,23) 0.000000 2517.710
VOLUME 1,24) 0.000000 2897.650
VOLUME 1,25) 0.000000 4209.490
VOLUME 1,26) 0.000000 4809.900
VOLUME 1,27) 0.000000 4174.480
VOLUME 1,28) 0.000000 5085.250
VOLUME 1,29) 0.000000 5744.750
VOLUME 1,30) 0.000000 5240.140
VOLUME 1,31) 0.000000 4727.060
VOLUME 1,32) 0.000000 6396.630
VOLUME 1,33) 0.000000 7347.760
VOLUME 1,34) 0.000000 6796.210
VOLUME 1,35) 0.000000 6456.970
VOLUME 1,36) 0.000000 6273.310
VOLUME 1,37) 0.000000 3142.520
VOLUME 1,38) 0.000000 2747.040
VOLUME 1,39) 0.000000 3524.510
VOLUME 1,40) 0.000000 3185.380
VOLUME 1,41) 0.000000 3534.610
VOLUME 1,42) 0.000000 4117.010
VOLUME 1.43) 0.000000 3969.980... ETC
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Dual Solut ion Repor t

Row Slack or Surplus Dual Price
OBJ 0.4573029E+09 -1.000000

2 0.000000 -40232.20
3 0.000000 -42667.46
4 0.000000 -40836.00
5 0.000000 -40933.00
6 0.000000 -41183.74
7 0.000000 -40728.26
8 0.000000 -40728.26
9 0.000000 -40995.45
10 0.000000 -40004.20
11 0.000000 -40349.62
12 0.000000 -40745.04
13 0.000000 -40867.33
14 0.000000 -40913.03
15 0.000000 -40764.24
16 0.000000 -40950.02
17 0.000000 -41331.45
18 0.000000 -40992.54
19 0.000000 -41520.44
20 0.000000 -41590.73
21 0.000000 -40231.01
22 0.000000 -40396.46
23 0.000000 -40680.45
24 0.000000 -40492.33
25 0.000000 -40528.39
26 0.000000 -39394.32
27 0.000000 -39116.32
28 0.000000 -39897.50
29 0.000000 -39573.31
30 0.000000 -38770.90
31 0.000000 -39448.86
32 0.000000 -39732.61
33 0.000000 -38577.86
34 0.000000 -38215.33
35 0.000000 -38630.33
36 0.000000 -38453.87
37 0.000000 -39017.86
38 0.000000 -39786.07
39 0.000000 -39540.46
40 0.000000 -39789.74
41 0.000000 -40092.81
42 0.000000 -40218.32
43 0.000000 -40045.79
44 0.000000 -40308.24
45 0.000000 -39993.06
46 0.000000 -39881.60
47 0.000000 -39406.13
48 0.000000 -39088.36
49 0.000000 -38914.51
50 0.000000 -39506.74... ETC.
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Appendix C Jobs-Population Ratio for 
Dublin Study Area
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APPENDIX D: LINGO MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM SOLUTIONS

Table 1. LINGO Minimum Solution Statistics -  2001 463 zones

Peak C ar Peak C a r Peak C a r Peak PT Peak PT Peak PT TT

ED (Kms) R N D (K m s) T T (M ins) ED (Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins)

Iterations 20,169 18,332 20,762 27,224 31,823 23,923

Run Time 40 sec 76 sec 65 sec 122 sec 91 sec 78 sec

O P C a r  ED O P  C a r O P C a r  TT O P PT ED OP PT O P PT TT

(Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins) (Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins)

Iterations 10,838 23,260 26,128 14,641 13,798 13,451

Run Time 59 sec 112 sec 49 sec 64 sec 58 sec 59 sec

Table 2. LINGO Maximum Solution Statistics -  2001 463 zones

Peak C a r Peak C ar Peak C ar Peak PT Peak PT Peak PT TT

ED (Kms) RND (Kms) TT  (Mins) ED (Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins)

Iterations 106,737 47,732 81,795 147,155 41,675 43,209

Run Time 207 sec 86 sec 92 sec 181 sec 251 sec 306 sec

O P C a r  ED O P  C a r O P C a r  TT O P PT ED OP PT O P PT TT

(Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins) (Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins)

Iterations 136,618 64,204 74,328 200,996 63,083 51,501

Run Time 180 sec 96 sec 126 sec 239 sec 89 sec 101 sec

Table 3. LINGO Minimum Solution Statistics -  2001 542 zones

Peak C a r Peak C a r Peak C a r Peak PT Peak PT Peak PT TT

ED (Kms) RND (Kms) TT  (Mins) ED (Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins)

Iterations 19,991 37,226 101,595 30,283

Run Time 284 sec 151 sec 192 sec 176 sec

O P C a r  ED O P  C a r O P C a r T T O P PT ED OP PT OP P I  TT

(Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins) (Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins)

Iterations 13,314 15,322 25,024 15,788 13,116 13,141

Run Time 134 sec 87 sec 180 sec 135 sec 99 sec 113 sec
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Table 4. LINGO Maximum Solution Statistics -  2001 542 zones

Peak Car Peak Car Peak Car Peak PT Peak PT Peak PT TT

ED (Kms) RND (Kms) TT (Mins) ED (Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins)

Iterations 329,493 100,381 409,852 57,116

Run Time 390 sec 405 sec 371 sec 273 sec

OP Car ED OP Car OP Car TT OP PT ED OP PT OP PT TT

(Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins) (Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins)

Iterations 497,431 211,731 153,390 227,241 92,640 58,354

Run Time 375 sec 241 sec 255 sec 425 sec 219 sec 140 sec

Table 5. LINGO Minimum Solution Statistics -  1991 432 zones

Peak 

C ar ED 

(Kms)

Peak

Car

RND

(Kms)

Peak

C a rT T

(Mins)

Peak 

Bus ED 

(Kms)

Peak
Bus
RND

(Kms)

Peak

BusTT

(Mins)

Peak

Train

ED

(Kms)

Peak

Train

RND

(Kms)

Peak

Train

TT

(Mins)

I te ra t ions 27,243 16,246 42,004 44,401 15,828 31,157 7,733 5,188 4,598

R un T im e 72 sec 34 sec 70 sec 44 sec 50 sec

OP Car 

ED 

(Kms)

OP Car 

RND 

(Kms)

OP C ar 

TT 

(Mins)

OP Bus 

ED 

(Kms)

OP Bus 
RND 

(Kms)

OP Bus 

TT 

(Mins)

OP

Train

ED

(Kins)

OP

Train

RND

(Kms)

OP

Train

TT

(Mins)

I te ra t ions 8,451 - 11,017 29,358 29,443 - - -

R un  T im e . 101 sec 83 sec _ _ _
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Table 6. L IN G O  M axim um  Solution Statistics -  1991 432 zones

Peak 

C ar  ED 

(Kms)

Peak

C ar

RND

(Kms)

Peak

C a rT T

(Mins)

Peak 

Bus ED 

(Kms)

Peak
Bus

RND
(Kms)

Peak

BusTT

(Mins)

Peak

Train

ED

(Kms)

Peak

Train

RND

(Kms)

Peak

Train

TT

(Mins)

Ite ra t ions 32,245 58,480 46,757 45,513 5,530 4,658

R un T im e 154 sec 118 sec 80 sec 33 sec 68 sec

OP C ar  

ED 

(Kms)

OP Car 

RND 

(Kms)

OP Car 

TT 

(Mins)

OP Bus 

ED 

(Kms)

OP Bus 
RND 

(Kms)

OP Bus 

TT 

(Mins)

OP

Train

ED

(Kms)

OP

Train

RND

(Kms)

OP

Train

I T

(Mins)

Ite ra t ions 33,133 - 43,457 41,921 - - -

R un T im e - 166 sec 307 sec _ _ _
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APPENDIX E: RANDOM SOLUTION OUTPUT IN R

Table 1. R Random Solution Statistics -  2001 463 zones

Peak Car Peak Car Peak Car Peak PT Peak PT Peak PT TT

E D (K m s) RND (Kms) T T (M in s ) ED (Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins)

Simulations 7 0  mi l l . 2 0  mi l l . 18.3 mi l l . 13 .5  mi l l 17 mi l l . 17 mi l l .

Run Time 6 3  hr s 18 hr s 17 h r s 12 h r s 18 hr s 15 hr s

OP Car ED O P  Car OP Car TT O P  PT ED OP PT OP PT TT

(Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins) (Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins)

Iterations 2 0  mi l l . 14 mi l l . 2 8 . 2  mi l l . 2 0  mi l l . 2 0  mi l l . 2 8 . 6  mi l l .

Run Time 19 hr s 15 hr s 2 4  hr s 21 hr s 2 0  h r s 2 8  h r s

Table 3. LINGO M inimum Solution Statistics - 2001 542 zones

Peak Car Peak Car Peak Car Peak PT Peak PT Peak PT TT

ED (Kms) RND (Kms) TT (Mins) ED (Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins)

Simulations 10 mi l l . 15.3 10 mi l l . 13 mi l l . 15 mi l l .

Run Time 9  hr s 14 hr s 9  h r s 12 hr s 13 h r s

OP Car ED OP Car OP Car TT O P  PT ED OP PT OP PT TT

(Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins) (Kms) RND (Kms) (Mins)

Simulations 10.1 mi l l . 11 .6  mi l l . 12 mi l l . 12 mi l l . 14 mi l l .

Run Time 10 hr s 11 hr s 11 hr s 11 hr s 15 h r s
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Table 5. LINGO R Random Solution Statistics -  1991 432 zones

Peak 

Car ED 

(Kms)

Peak

Car

RND

(Kms)

Peak

C a rT T

(Mins)

Peak 

Bus ED 

(Kms)

S im ula t ions 2 0  m il l . 10 m il l . 2 0  m il l .

R u n  T im e 2 2  hrs 9 hrs 2 1  hrs

OP Car OP Car OP Car OP Bus

ED RND TT ED

Ite ra t io ns
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Figure 1. R Graphical Solution Output (Peak Car Travel Time- 542 zones)
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